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Our Contributors
GERALl> CASSIDY today is acknowledged as a foremost figure in the history of American
art. Before his death, in 1934. paintings from his brush had found acceptance in
international exhibits and has been purchased for the Luxemborg Galleries in Paris.
the Albertina Museum in Vienna. the' State Museum in Santa Fe. and other galleries in the United States. THE QUATRERLY is honored to reproduce one of the
original pencil sketches he made to illustrate The LamiL of J 0'1111·11.63/8' Ending by
Mary Austin. A description of the trip which Mrs. Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy,
and Dr. McDougal made when this book was being written and illustrated is the
feature article for this issue of THE QUARTERLY. The book appeared, however,
with illustrations by a staff artist of the publishing house.
INA SIZER CASSIDY is at work on a book about Mary Austin in which many celebrated
figures who have lived on El Camino del Monte Sol in Santa Fe will appear. Mrs.
Cassidy -has published poetry in THE QUARTERLY, New Merico Magazine, the New
Me~o Sentinel, Poetry, and in anthologies.
JOSEPH JOEL KEITH h~ontributed poetry to The University Review, H0'U8ehold Magazine, Poetry, New ~ Herald Tribune, THE QUARTERLY, and otl1er journals•
. He is associate editor of Compa.s8 and contributing editor<:>to Sharda.· With Helen
Frazer-Bower. a cousin of Vachel Lindsay, he has written a book, Hidden Pilgrim,
published in June of 1939.
WITTER BYNNER read "In This Desert Land:' at the Poets' Round Up in Santa Fe 'in
August. He needs no intrC?duetion to readers of American poetry, for his name
is associated with that of aE. A. Robinson, Robert Frost, Robinson J eifers, and
others in the building of a vital poetic literature in twentieth century America.
RoBERT D. ABRAHAMS is a Philadelphia attorney who has become a successful free lance
contributor to a number of: national magazines. The SatuTdaY Evening P08t, Ken.
E8qu,iTe, among them.
.
HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER ~raduated at the University of New Mexico in 1938 and
spent the following year iii study "at Columbia University. She has written distinguished poetry, most of it for TUE QUARTERLY, and has won poetry awards
in a number of competitions in the state and University. She is the daughter
of the well known novelist and short story writer, Conrad Richter.
DOROTHY BELLE FLANAGAN HUGHES was honored by the Yale University Press in
the selection for pUblication of Da:rk Certainty. a book of poetry, in 1931. She
has written stories for the New YorkeT, Pictorial Review, Midland. and a book,
Pueblo on the Mesa, which gives a history of the University of New Mexico. Her
home is in Albuquerque.
JOHN C. NEFP contributed CIA Visit to Kiowa Ranch," to THE QUARTERLY in May of
1937. It gave a portrait of Frieda Lawrence, and was written by Mr. Neff after
a visit to England where he met Middleton Murry and other friends of D. H.
Lawrence. "Maria Sanchez" is another sketch of the life in New Mexico.
ALICE LEE SAWYERS is a young woman pursuing studies at Fontbonne College, St. Louis.
Last year a stOry of hers from The PaTade of Youth was reprinted in The
ReadeT's Digest. She is the youngest writer ever to ~e featured by the Dige8t.
Miss Sawyers graduated from Las Cruces Hig;h School and completed one year of
study at New Mexico State College. Her poetry has been printed in a number
of anthologies, one the recent North America Book of Verse.
VIRGINIA WILHELMSON is a member of San Francisco's colony of writers. She has
contributed poetry to FTontier-Midland. Prairie Schooner, Poetry, Verse LibTe.
TUE QUARTERLY, and other magazines.
:3
PA.UL A. BARTLE'l"l' is a Tucson poet whose writing has something of the mysticism
and experimental rhythms of the English metaphysical school in the seventeenth
century.
.
•
WJLLIAM PILLIN read poetry at the Santa Fe Poets' Round Up in August. He is the
author of a recently published book of poetry which will be revjewed in the
February magazine.
.
ALICE GILL BENTON has two sonnets in Volume IV in the North America Book of
Verae, published in 1939. She also has sonnets in the eolleetionedited by Lucia
Trent and Ralph Cheney. Her home is in Albuquerque.
ELEA.NOR PESONEN is the owner of the VilJagra Book Shop in :'Santa Fe. She contributes poetry to New Mezico, the New Mezico Sentinel, a~d other magazines.
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I-Mary and Me

l

The Chronicle of a FrieruJj~~

By

L-

INA SIZER CASSIDY
,

~'

campi on the edge of a playa, under a palo verde .
,_
tree, a goldenl canopy in its spring bl~om, at the e~stern
gateway to Papa&1!eria-Mary Austin, the I-Mary o~ this
sketch, Dr. McDougal, her friend, director of the Desert
Laboratory at Tucson, who has come to escort us through this
desert stretch, Gerald, and I.
The playa, a flat desiccated lake bottom, the last/remnant of th~t primordial sea which once covered this Southwest land, spr.eads~ acre upon aCre, across the valley, the
desert sun havingj sucked all moisture from it, leaving'
nothing but vast deposits of salt" affording 4ihe Indi3:ns a
source of IiveIihoodJ The playa is now partially covered with
scattering desert v~getation and bloom, bee-balm giving it
a purple haze.
1
'"
The Arizona sun is almost lost, behind the western
horizon,
poising fo~, its dip under the Pacific on the path to
,
its "House of the East.~' Our supper is finished. ,I-Mary
and the Doctor are lin deep discussion, Gerald busily sketching in some last colpr nuarpes before thelight fails; I have
cleared away the s~pper.}hihgS and tidiedtlth,e camp ready
for the night.· Pi$'IDy owls, watching ca, .like, call fro_m
their nests in the i cholla, ready for nig ,t's . adventures.
Mocking birds sud4enly dart Up' into the violet sunset sky,
singing in ecstatic joy, almost bursting their small threats
with inexpressible I happiness, trilling, now shrilly, now
softly from the tips of scattering smoke tree and palo
verde, where they rlest. A wary chaparral cock thrusts his
beak through a clurh p of creosote to discover, if he can,:the
source of the strange noises he "has heard. Green striped
'lizards dart, Iightni~g-Iike, across a sandy clearing, hurrying to their night r~fuge.
[203 ]
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It will not be long until the kangaroo-rat will venture'

forth from his cholla-fenced runway to hunt an evening
meal, with only the owl to dispute his right. No sound of
human voice reaches me in t~ush of@coming dusk, other
than the slow murmur of serious discussion between the
Doctor and I-Mary. The evening star will soon become
visible as the sun hides his forehead and only the' voice'S of
) the desert are audible.
.
Were I inclined to be superstitious I would give myself
to feli.r, for I-Mary is not well, the desiccating heat has been
almost too much for her. The desert is no place for illness.
Instead of yielding myself to fear I shall call upon the gods
of the Ancients for her protection. Perhaps there still
remains among these lost hills a medicine man or an herb
woman steeped in the knowledge and virtues of the mystic
rites of healing and the curative values of desert plants,
who will come to her. aid. We shall see.
This is Papagueria, the Land of the Papagos" ancient
beyond our knowing, the loadstone of our journeying-so H>ere
I-Mary is to find that for which she seeks, the Land of
Journeys' E'Y!ding. The northern boundary of the. migration of certain tropical and semi-tropical species of bird, of
animal, and of plant, for in common with m~nkind they,
too, migrate; climate and soil determining the limits of their
domain. Plants dep~ndent upon climate and soil, soil and
climate dependent upon vegetation, birds and beasts dependent upon both, plant migration at the mercy of the wind,
the insects and the birds depending upon these for their
advance.
"I -am going to take you to the p.ortal today where you
make your first offering to the Papaguerias," Dr. McDougal
had said as he joined us this morning. "Tomorrow we 'enter
and go into the very heart of Papago Land." This enticed us.
As we drove along this morning, Mary Austin enlightened us. "The Papago are a tribe," she tells, "closely allied
to the Pimas, whose home originally was in the tributary
valleys of the Rio Santa Cruz, south and
west of Tucson."
.

.
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I-MARY AND ME
I

,

,

I

I
I

:.

I-Mary is always well prepared on any subject she
InvestIgates.
"Their dialect,~' she goes on, "government, religion,
and mythology, as jwell as their history, is similar to" and
interwoven with that of the Pima to such an extent that it
is really very difficult to separate t~em. For this reason
very little lias beeni written of them as a ,separate tribe."
She informs us as we bump along over the primitive ,roadway. The role of mentor is a favorite one of I-Mary's;. and,
with her remarkable memory for the printed word, she r~lly
is a rich source of information. Whether this role is
prompted by a spirit of generosity, ~a desire to share- her
knowledge, a subconscious prompting of her old "teacher"habit, or an exposition of egotism, one is never sure. Her
friends commend her for i~; her enemies condemn.
. .,
"The Pimas were always at war with the Apaches,". she
continues, "and were often joined by the Papagos. Bancroft says that thePapagos were always foes of the Apaches
and the friends of the Americans, y~t they have received
very little aid from the United States. He .also says that
they have always bee~ regarded as the best Indians' in
Arizona and the most peaceful. The Papagos claimed, and,
the Pimas allowed them, the country south of Tucson and
"
on into Sonora, Mexico, then west to the Pacific, but the
Mexicans drove them out of SOnlOra before the Ameri~an
occupation in 18471' and the Americans dro\;e them back
from the Pacific.
" (>
"Going back in their history, Father Kino began his
missionary work among them in 1687, and our own pioneer
tr~pper, James O. Pattie, with a l company of Americans,
trapped here in the autumn of 1825. This will give YoU a
picture of the Papagos and a little of their backgrou~d,"
she concludes. Sometimes I-Mary, in the absorption of )ler
subject, forgets that she is not on the lecture platform, bless
her! But she does make it interesting, and more under"
standable.
.
On our, way 'to the crest we dro.ve through a dense for.est
• •

,

I
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of_the stately sahua,ro, the king cactus. Old-timers know it
as .the desert policeman, a very suita~le name, as it stands
watch over the terrain. Here hundreds of these stately
candelabra stand, battalion after battalion, on the hill-slopes
aItd the flats, with giant arms thrust skyward, like green
man columns reaching to support the arched sky, their
. bed arms pockmarked by woodpecker nests and occasional
'-- y bill ones crowned by the brown hawk's scraggly nest.
he buds on the tips are fat and swollen, almost ready to
lUrst into fragrant bloom. Its ripened fruit is later to be
athered by the Papagos, the luscious juice to be cooked
.. own into a rich syrup and stored for fu~re use in ollas
buried in the ground. Some of it will be made into wine.
'~The sahuaro harvest," the Doctor tells us at supper,
is perhaps the oldest food festival of the cactus deserts, for
in the buried cities of the Great House People we found little
brown jars of sahuaro wine heremetically sealed with clay
just as the Papago women seal their syrup jars today.
,
Whether it was syrup when they buried it, which later
turned into wine, no one knows, of course."
The gathering and preserving of the sahuaro fruitIndian figs-by the Papagos is similar, at least in spirit, to
the early New England Pilgrims' "sugaring off" among the
sugar maple trees, but much older. It culminates in a religious festival with a tribal da~ce of thanksgiving for the
present supply, andeofferings to the gods for future abundant
harvests.
It is a community enterprise, the group including the
men, women, and children, for each has a share in the work
and the rejoicing. Brush shelters are built to be used year
after year, with the great brown cooking oUas, after the
harvest is completed, cached for the next year's use. These
caches are never molested by the Papagos from year end to
year end. We came upon two or three such harvesting
camps 'Yith the empty ollas piled in a corner of the brush
shelters awaiting the fall harvest, and. although they were
miles a;way from human habitation and no sign of any re-
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cent visitors other than the little animals .of the abrasj' still
there was a feeling of ~!1man presence, a mystical atmo;,.
sphere enveloping the spot which held us, as though human
eyes, hidden in the mesquite and smoke trees were watehing
us, ready to pounce out at any sacrilegious touch we Il!ight
inadvertently make.
,
It was a temptation hard to resist for a collector to
leave these lovely syrup jars so easy to take from",their
cache, so difficult to buy from their owners.
"The' tribal gods watch here· and protect these'. important caches," I-Mary declares as I voice my temptation.
Whatever it may be, the tribal gods or our own consciences, we leave the campodie without a souvenir. Virtue
is its own reward, however, for tonight near our camp I
found two perfect jars in the sand wash, evidently carried
down from some other campodie by the fierce desert rain
floods. These I will have no compunction about pa~king
with our camp things. I-Mary and the Doctor assure me it
will be no violation.
We stopped on our way to admire and examine a magnificent organ cactus marking the northern boundary of its
migration, from 'rits far southern l\[exico origin, its Journeys' Ending, the first monument to I-Mary's quest. ~he is
delighted with this find.
"The virtue of all cacti," sbe explains to us, "is that
they repre§ent the ultimate adaptations of' vegetative life
. on its way up from its primordial home in the ancient sea
shallows to the farthest, driest land. This chimp of oigan
pipes is a pioneer of its species."
"Was this the only one that managed to travel 'this
far1" I want to know, for it seems strange there should 'be
only this one group. ,
"Perhaps not, but there is now no way of telling how
many of them came or how many perished before co~uer
ing the new environment as this one has," I::Mary explains,
as she leads us around the great clump, pointing out; .th~
scars of its battles against th~ we~ther, the birds,. and 'ani8

.

~
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mals as well as against humans, for there is evidence of
many of the pipes having been chopped off by man.
"This is the only specimen of the organ cactusSaguarot-we have ever found in this vicinity," the Doctor
tells us. "A few more clumps, but not many, are found near
the Sonoran border, but this is the farthest It reached in
\Arizona."
There are oceans of the Opuntias ·(prickly pears), surrounding us, just coming into bloom, pink, cerise, and
yellow spotting the greening landscape, with grey-headed
Old Man cactus (Cereus senilis) (I-Mary insists that I use
the corr~ct names) tottering about among'the thorn-studded
carpets of the desert.
.And I-Mary continues.: "Here in this southwestern
corner of Arizona, the main business of plants, that of
making the earth a livable place for us, goes on uncovered
by dense -growth as in the tropics."
Here I had to· interrupt, for I have never understood
why man should think that he was the tip-top of nature's
scheme of life to which all else in the world had to bow. But
.I-Mary ignored my query and continued with her instruction:
".
"Here in the desert," she said, in the tone one uses to
a child who asks a foolish question, "you can see the path.
it has followed from the first filmed protoplasmic cell in the
swampy places, along the devious paths of nature's choosing,
on up to the simplicity of the great sahuaro, the -king cactus, made up as it is of a bundle of woody semi-detached
ribs, filled in and cushioned by a spongy mass designed to
hold water during the dry seasons, and all held together by
a tough" green hide, covered with millions of protecting
spines."
Robles Pass is at the crest of a blackened volcanic
ridge. We stopped at its summit to make our obeisance to
this mystic land.
"The place I shall take you to," the Doctor now explains, "is the place to which I take all distinguished artists.

.

. .1
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Ritchell has sketched there, and Butler. So has Maynard
Dixon and others."-: This was meant for Gerald. "All of my
scientific friends are taken there first, too." This was" for
I-Mary. "You haven't seen the beauties of the Tucson desert
if you haven't been to this spot," he co~cluded. This~' take
for myself, not wanting to be ignored.'
Within the scorched rim framing our vision in a~ram- '.
parted circle, we discover a far-stretched valley, the parched
plain of this primitive land bordered on the southea$t by
the Sierra Ritas, the mountain boundary line between, tlle
United States and Mexico, its ragged rim combing the
fringes of the sky, the valley flooir carpeted in ,brown velvet,
a great ,Oriental ru;''-spread inari Arab's sky-roofed tent.
Tall Bobaquivera, sacr.ed mountain of the Papa-Ootam,
the People' of the Bean, as they call themselves, Frifoleros,
as the early Spanish Conquistadores called them-its ,giant
thumb upthrust to the turquoise vault, became Qur south:'
eastern landmark. Few white' ~en' have scaled its heights
but, regularly, pilgrimages are :made to its summit by' the
Papago, who go with prayer plume offerings to the Great
, Sky Fathe,r, the Pima's prophet of the Earth, -ana, on its
high side lies the inaccessible
cave
dwellings of their •hero,
it '
god who killed the mythical giapt to right the wrongs'of
their people. ,
..
.
, The peculiar odor of a land long humanly inhabited
fills the air, mingling with. the smell of sun-scorched ;~and
, unwashed by recent .rains.
The Papago are well named! The People of the Bean,
for their principal article of food consists of ,the seed ot the
many varieties of wild-1)ean-bearing trees and shrubs,
mostly of the mesquite family, growing profusely over:~the
playas and the low lying hill~ides, known by many names,
all carrying the suffix "bean": locust bean, mesquite b¢an,
screw bean, Indian bean, catalpa bean, and others.
,
We drive on down into the valley for our first night's
camp in this desert waste known' as ,Papagueria,. and ,find
an attractive spot under a palo verde tree, laden with <its
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spring bloom of golden balls. Scarlet' tipped, urn-sh~ped
ocotilla nod their flaming serpent tongues in the breeze now
starting across the playa. Thistle poppies, their tall arms
filled with fluttering white doves, distil a ~elightful fragrance through the sunset air, to be absorbed by the smell
, of barbecued kid ribs prepared' over the catlnp ·fire by -the
Doctor-Scientist-Cook.
I '
Supper over, we smoke our modern peace-pipe around
the smouldering ashes of the dried-cactus fire, with conver- .
sation and discussion of tomorrow's plans for dessert. I-Mary
tells the Apache story of the stewed beans, involving: Spotted
Horse, his wife, and TwO-Comes-Over-the-Hill, proving that
this legume can be a betrayer of man as well as' a savior.
"This story I mean to use in a collection I am making,
which I shall call One Smoke Stories,. so Ina, you musn't
use it, for I've 'put my mark' on it."
This sounded interesting, for we had heard many of
I-Mary's unwritten-down stories, and they were always
entertaining.
"I shall call my collection One Smoke Stories," I-Mary
continued, "as each can be told while one smoke lasts. This
is one of the ways the Indians have of marking time."
Because of this-"'1 can only say now that it is the story
of an Apache triangle .with the bean betraying the guilty
man.
"But Mary, the Pueblefios tell it differently," I interrupt in the interest of truth and scientific folklore.
"How is that?" she wants to know. And I explain: "In
the Pueblo version the story goes back to the Cliff Dwellers
with the guilty man hidden in a deep recess of the cave.
Perhaps this is the first of the 'hiding in the closet' episodes.
In this story when all is quiet and the aroused suspicion is
allayed in the mind of the unexpectedly returned husband,
suddenly the exploding beans betray the hidden visitor and
all is lost," I conclude.
"Human nature hasn't changed very much throughout

I~_-
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the ages," sagely remarks the scientist as we finish our
smoke.
Slowly the dusk melts into' the black velvet mantle
dropped fro~ the star-studded sky and we settle for the
night in our"bed-rolls on the soft hot sand, and are lulled
to sleep by the song of nocturnal desert life.
Tomprrow we are to visit the heart of this -ancient land
where lies the Shrine of the Children who were sac:d~ced '
to the flood.

.'
In Conflict

r,

By JOSEPH JOEL, KEITH

Would we no longer see
The foe before us and, behind.
Would we no longer be
"•
In ,conflict with our ,vacillating' mind.
Wou~d

t

we no longer fill
The self with hunger, and alarm;
And "cease to join the kill,
' ,
We wou[~ not feed the mind that lifts the arm.
Nor would we glorify
The beast within us and below;
And we would hush the: c r y . )
And let the heart hear songs that it would know.

",

•

I

"

,
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In This Desert Land
By

WITTER BYNNER

Water is the thing which would wake him,
If he could feel its rush Upon his doorstep, pounding
In this desert land,
-t
If he could feel the great 'surf shake him,
Abounding
In his pulses and slappi~g at his hand
And biting at his nostrils and alarming his ear;
But the mountains stand cstalwart and far and clear
From those changes of water.
For water is change, and he had had as much of change
As any other son or any daughter
Of the sea-coast disturbing his blood,-"
He had trod
Every wave with his foot sinking,
.
Before he came to these desert mountains where the
shrinking
.:
.
Of the sand is resistant and leads
Upward, instead of downward to dark weeds
And th.e bubbly fish of thinking,
Leads ever upward and along the range
- Of rock and strong air
.
In which he can be bare
Without being touched, har.assed, enfolded,
Be safe beyond water, moulded
By himself only, with a foot-hold no stroke of wave can
estrange.

I

I1

t

t

!

[212 ]
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Indian Detour
By ROBERT D. ABRAHAMS
.

M

~

'

E. R. SMIT~, late of Philadelphia, hi.s neatly rolled'
umbrella helq. firmly in one gnarled hand, his tiny
camera in the other, marched bravely into the hotel. .Once
inside, the gaunt, ~nderfed-Iooking man stared about him
with curiosity.. Hi~ 'own high, white collar, .with the Jight
summer tie, his old fashioned alpaca suit, his high,~iack
laced shoes, proclaimed him to the oniookerthe elderly clerk
which he was. Sdmething of excitement in his manne~
showed that this was no ordinary day in his life, clerk or no.
He seemed surprised when he saw 8,0 many others in the
lobby. He hadn't realized that here would be so many
intent on the same adventure ashe was, but fellow tourists
crowded the lobby of the hotel, and'€dged toward the dini,ng
.room, where breakfast would be served.
"Must be two hundred of them," Mr. E.- R. Smith reflected. "It's a funny thing. Never ·trav.elled my whQle life
long, and now, when I do something as unlikely as to conie on
this Indian Detour, it looks as if the whole world is doing
the same' thing."
,
!
He advanced to the entrance of·the dining room, glancing approvingly at the New Mexican style decoration of the
hotel. The murals 0f the Indian dancers on the walls-'the
Spanish colonial type' furniture-it was all just as he' had
hoped it would ,be. He was glad he hadn't found an ordinary
lobby, the kind witJI railroad time table folders in a;rack,
next to the regi~tration desk, armchairs arranged in rows,
colored fans haniing from the ceiling, and signs on the walls
, stating that the barber
shop, men's room and ladies' ~oom
,
.
were downstairs. H would have been so disappointing to
have found prose ~hen you had come to find poetry.
He had" been a little worried before.heoarrivedat Lamy.
Perhaps New Mexico would be just like the rest of the coun. try he had watched from the train-interesting enough"to
R.

.,
"
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watch unroll in the continental panorama, but seeming to
offer little of adventure to the questing tourist. But coming
up to Santa Fe in the bus from Lamy, he had known it
would be all right. ·,Those. ba,re, New Mexican mountains
looked just as 'he had hoped' tb~y would~ The·vehicle had
passed Indians dressed~n:brightcolor~,_ along the' higb"way,
,,' and he ¥~eve'~)g?i~~q;£t)wB?Ys·ast~ide. au.thenfic-appe,r-. \
:
,. " , '. irig" P9:nies,' gAtl'Opin.g id<}llg:;iP~ 'sid¢ road_~. Y~~, it wOlild be
; te:' ... all right~ /He Ifad'bee'f~bl"(a,fraidi\\irodt'thEtaltitud~at
.
, ,_
"
.,
,
"", ; . . his
.
.~ age, to f§P up"eight thQll'Sand f~etrfQrr,the· day. ",lie'was de~Jf;
:
' ::'~9i~' li~lited ~ disi~~, ;~~~~\r~~~lt~'!!fd;~C:eirec~s ) onlY,afer~,,\' t "
en Itsel~:ttpe'~~:l d',
::. . .
' tal~ e~l1.~:~~~l~n" :W~5~~~ f!!l~ht)J;ave
'
i'i
eX'i!te~n~o~ , e ~d
l~re...
- 0,;
,i~l~'/,"f,"
~";d-' ., '-~"U_ ~ J ·M~.E.· . ~t
WE}~~\.l 'eou'sly'" tp':~ll'e., head~~~~~t- : > '\
t;~ ... <,~~ - f:' ,rf'Ss, ~iio co~ucted lljwjt~~rJ pi,~ amiXiglir.o~ "to a ;~aple '
: .r .~. ;~'~~.,..on!i~A 1me ~«>ma~,'!~~~ ~~pught.#~Pflrov~nglY~~,a~ sh~.
l' , '
\'i- • ~a~etrtllm t~b~~kfast r.rl~nu .. "', e1'stuff pIoneers were;
~ ~made of~" ~f o~JY"fRob. ,~a~mar2e~·:~()iteon~ as s~iUng:and .~'
;..

"r>

.

c.

""

. _ . ~<......

~}~~.,

~

~

Qr

,.*' .' ,'

~ T~ ,,"'!'; ~s~~n~:~rA~~~~1 :~~, ~: ~~:~I~:t:
.

<$

: .: th~Ug~t,.\u~ shd~s a ~ttitpard fo~ra fat~er-in~l~wlio ~~1
~
.~ al~ng ~lth~~ Why dl~t4'sne have to' be ~o~~iifound.~Iy nea't"?';;;
j
. t,..
,~~ffen sh'e~a~~J~,--S'ebeen"",east,she h.a:&;scold~.,. .d.,,,,'
. . him ab,~ut the~~:r
~ ':'i.. -l.'·Cpndi~1on of liis roo~'"At his age.. i\§ti{·he ~f)idn't ~ow
~; .,~ ..,,'f en<IJghto have hi~"tp,om the way he Wanted lt~\H:li~~dorder
: , : 1.,
,,;'J:ii~etr, bUt:,Ylou cogl.~tcaJ;"IY it, ~OQ far..JIe ~kn~W#9~fwhat
"$I.
'Ro~,~s and AIl}eli';$,li~~§e~i!f'an,.~i~go would 'lie like, even
:.. ..~
thoUgh.-he had iifVer sien 1t~ EverYthing<>it~ould be as bare
It ~and. clean t~S'h' a hosp~~l!. "There is a fi~'e,'big bedroom for
yOUr Dad," Rg,b-. had written,'\ "and please believe that we
re~l1y do waht Y--91iFwH:h all our hearts. It will give the chiI'"''Q 'dren a chance to get acquainted with their granddad."
.... :
It would be nice to see those grandchildren again, Mr. '
E. R. Smith reflected. He had only seen them twice when
Rob and Amelia had visited the East. Now, when the company had retired him at 70, his small pension would hardly
have kept him in decent style in Philadelphia, and since
\.'

""~,",,,

I
I
:.~

...
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Janet's death, there was really nothing to hold him in his
native city. Still, it wouldn't be easy, at his age, moving in
with his children and grandchUd~en.
, -, -,
Resolutely he put thoughts of the future in San Diego
from his mind. Today was his day-a day such' as he had
never had before in his life-and he meant to live it to the
full.
One of the pleasant young men in charge of the t~'ur,
noticing the old g~ntleman seated alone at the table, came
over and sat downl with him. "We'll be' off as soon as you
kll finish breakfas~, Mr. Smith," he told' him. "We're very
lucky, too. I've ju~t heard that there is. to be a corn dance
at the pueblo whe~ we're going fo visit: today. It's always
more interesting to see the Indians when there's a dance' in
progress than at other times."
"That's fine, that's fine," Mr. Smitlr murmured.
"Have you been out in this neighborhood before?'" the
young man asked.•'
"No, I've never been anywh.ere," Mr. Smith admitted.
"I'm retired now, and going out to San Diego to live with
my son and his fa~ily. I come from pioneer stock thop·~h,"
he said looking up p1:"oudly but shyly at the young man. "My
grandfather was a peddler on the frontier when Illinois was
the frontier. I remjember as a child-he used to live at our
house, you know-all the stories ,he told me of his adventures. Why, he knew Lincoln when he kept a store at New
Salem. The ol~ fellow told me some hair-raising stories
about Indians, too. Custer and Yellow Hand and Buffalo
Bill, and all that. I've always wanted to'see real Indians~ My
grandfather moved back East when he married, you see.
Yes, sir, he told me some fine stories when I was a kid}' He
shook his head s'adly. '''I don't suppose I'll haye much t9' tell
my grandchildren 1iliat they'll be interested ill."
".
"If he was wi~h Custer at the Last Stand, that grandfather must have been a horse," the young man thought.
"Nothing but· a horse got away." With the usual tact of
persons in his empIPyment, he did not expres~ his thoughts.

..

;

.,!-

i

,
.'

,
i
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"Well, you'll see plenty of Indians today," the young
man promised.
"I know, I know," Mr. Smith said. "When Rob sent me
a ticket to come west, I don't believe I could have made up
my mind to leave, if I hadn't heard about this day's stopover you can make. Yes, sir," he continued, and he spoke
with such vehemence that the young man drew back in surprise. "Yes, sir. I guess you could just about call this d;;J.Y
the high spot of my life." .
"Well, now, I hope you're not disappointed," the tourist
leader said, rising. "See you at the bus in half an hour" Mr.
Smith." "A nice young man," the traveller thought, as he
watched the agent pause at other tables on the way from the
dining room.

*

r;"

ff
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*

Mr. E. R. Smith finished his breakfast. Confused images of the Wild West were-thronging his mind. The Covered
Wagon-The Pioneer Mother-The First Scalp for Custer
-Banjo on My Knee-On the Lone Prairie- The First
Scalp for Custer. . . .
~
; Some of the tourists were just beginning to eat~ Mr.
Smith walked through the lobby, paused to inspect the Indian murals at greater length, waJketttlirough the patio and'
watched, the fountain for a moment or two, strolled back,
went to the news stand and looked at the various books
describing the localiti, 'Tiring of this, he sauntered to the
door which led to the street, and stow-surveying the passersby. The line of empty busses, drawn up at the curb,
disturbed him. - They seemed out of keeping with the feel- '.
ing of Westernness that he was enjoying.
"These things won't be leaving for some time," he, exclaimed to the doorman. "Think I'll just take a little stroll
around the square and look the town over."
."The Palace of the Governors is directly across the
plaza," th,e doorman said.
A little Mexican boy was standing in the bright sun-
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"Straight?" the barman asked.
"Straight," Mr. Smith said decisively.

*

•

>.

I

,

*

*

The Pueblo was a large one, and was not .overwhelmed
by the descent
of the tourist horde. The dance . which was in
,
progress was an authentic expression, on the part of the participants, of their prayer for the corn. It was not a staged
affair, and th~ Inqians merely suffered the whites to be
present to observe the ceremony ~
.
All the way out in the bus, Mr. E. R. Smith had been
silent, taking no part in the conversations that went on all
around. He did not remember ever feeling so exhilarated.
He felt as though he could lick~ the world. He wished he had
felt like this sometime back in the office when Mr. Murchi~' son, his superior, had reprimanded him for some fancy error
. -he'd have told Mr. Murchison something, you bet. .;Reprimanding a man with pioneer blood in his veins. I guess it's
worth while to come from pioneer stock, even though you
are a bookkeeper all your life.
"Yes, sir," he told himself. "TJiis is the kind of country
my grandfather came to. He taught these redskins a trick or
two, you can be sure."
,.
Walking into the sunlit courtyard, which was enclosed
by the buildings of the pueblo, Mr. E. R. Smith paused to
read a sign: "Visitors will not be permitted to take photographs without the :consent of the Governor. Licenses for
still pictures, $3.00 _~or motion pictures, $5.00. Pictures of
dances may never'\be taken."
Mr. Smith clutched his little camera even more tightly j~
than before. So these redskins are making $ rules for us
pioneers, now, he thought. That may be all right for the
ordinary tourist, but not for the grandson of an old Injun
fighter like me. Not for a fellow who can stand up· at a
bar and drink brandy straight at eight o'clock in the morning.
He gave a slight lurch toward the sign, and deliberatelY'
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and contemptuous~y spat in its direction. Then he entered
the courtyardabo~twhich the pueblo was built.
'There must hlave been three hundred Indians dancing.
A shrine to a sain~ had been set up under a canopy on one
side. The shrine ~eemed incongruous whe~" observed in the
line of the Indian~ dressed in ceremonial costumes, but Mr.
Smith noticed that there were candles burning before the
image, and that the shrine was the focal point of the ceremony. Therefore, \without permitting himself a pause for a
good look, he walked around, keeping clear of the line of the
dancers, until he $tood just next to' th~ canopy. Then he
viewed the scene lappreciatively. It w~ just as he had
hoped it would be. pne group of braves :wt~ gathered around
., the tom toms, like, football team in a huddle before a play.
They were bangin~ on the drums and singing a wild chant
to accompany the dancers. The .participants had evidently
entered the =rectangle from the far side, ..~.d· were slowly
e'each led by a
adv.ancing in two s~amping lines, which
painted brave, towrrd the shrine. Mr. E.. .' Smith wonder~d ho'!.. in the 'f0rld they had manage,~to, survive the
burning sun unde~ w:~ich they' danced. The ceremonies
went on all day, they had been told in the bus~ No wonder
. ~
,
the Inju:p~were a dying race. ",
Mr. 'Smith waited until the, first line of Indians had
come up close in f~ont of him. He felt verY-not hims-elr.That SUll was the ho~test he had ever felt. Most bf the other
whites were standin~ as close to the pueblo wall as po~sible,
to 'keep 'in the sha~ow. Mr. Smith didn't want to miss
anything.
'. I ·
As the nearer Iilne of Indans' Game lJP to a p~int within
a few feet of the sHrine, he carefully hook~d his umbrella
his hand free, raised his' cameral-over his arm to le~ve
I
sighted, and snapped a picture. So you ·can't take a picture
without a license, h} thought triumphantly.. Well, no redskin is going to tell he) hard-drinking, two-fisted grandson
of a pioneer what h shall and shall not !lo.
There was a tiny pause, like that in h1story when one
fl'

1

'.

,

~
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nation, having reached the crest, is confronted by its aspiring successor, ~nd hesitates in surprise. The moment passed t
and the two l~ading braves cried out, and the tom toms
ceased. The braves started to walk toward Mr. E. R. Smith,
who was calmly winding the film for the next exposure.
There was another moment of silence, as the Indians faced
Mr. Smith. The first brave arrived directly before Mr.
Smith and pointed an accusing finger at the camera. "You
have taken picture," he said in a loud voice. "You not have
a license-even with license cannot take pictures of dance.
Didn't you read sign?" The brave looked as though he hoped
Mr. Smith would say he hadn't read the sign.
Mr. E. R~ Smith looked at the Indian more fearlessly
than ever in his life he had looked at the head bpokkeeper in
his old office. "Sure, I read the sign," .he answered, "and I
took a picture. What's more, I'm going to take another picture ~oj you right now," and with no further ceremony he
raised his camera, sighted and snapped the angry brave.
A whole group of Indians now closed in around the intrepid photographer. "Gather tround, redskins,u he shouted
happily. "I'm going to take all the pictures I ;want, and
. you're not a-going to stop me." He turned the film again, and
snapped the enraged group advancing upon him. "I'm a
Smith from Philadelphia," he announced, "and no redskin
alive is a-going to tell me what I c~n and cannot do."
By this time, the young men from the tourist agency, in
charge of the party,- were in dismay. They .were thrown out
of Gheir accustomed attitude of good-natured tolerance.
Theil Mr. Smith, pointing his camera at the tribe, his
neatly rolled umbrella still dangling from his arm, felt as
though he
had been struck with a sledge hammer, or pert
haps a tomahaw.k, and dropped ignominously to the ground.

*

*

*

When Mr. Smith awakened, he was in a shady room in
the 'pueblo. The braves, who a few moments before had been
threatening him, seeD1-ed to be pouring water over his face.
Mr. Smith's head hunt. His first thought was for his scalp,

. i
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and he felt the
of his head gingerly. No, it was still
his head, not on top of it that the pain
there. It was inside
I
was.
i '
.
The young man from the tourist agency, who haq talked
to him atbreakfa~, was also standing over him. ' "Feeling
·better now 1" he asked. "That sun out there gets you before
you know it. You i,shouldn't lrave stood bare-headed out in
the courtyard. Yoljl went down all in a heap." "Oh,'I'm allritht now," Mr. E. R. Smith reassuredJhim.
"Then we go back to the dance," the braves said, and
left Mr. Smith alorle with the tourist a g e n t . ' .
"If you're feelilng well enough, I'll have you driven ,back
to the hotel," the y~ung man said. "I don't think it would be
wise for you to go :'out in· the sun any more."
, Mr. Smith agr¢ed, and a few moments later found himself alone in the bus with the driver, returning t9 the' hotel.
He still felt weak, and had a slight headache. The th~ught
of the brandy made him feel a little sick. Suddenly, he
remembered the pi¢tures. There, in his hand, .still tightly
clutched, was the qamer.a. He had shown thoseredskiJ}s
where they got off~ I By golly, license or no license, he had
taken those picture~, and now he was carrying them away
with him. He bet his grandchild.ren would want to see those
pictures, all right, al~ right~ This day had been a triumph, in
spite of the' touch pf ~he su-n" No matter what life was like in,'
San Diego-no matt~r how neat Amelia would be-h~ ~ould
always have this da~.
.
He patted the ~amera tenderly. "The First Scalp for
Custer," hemurmu~ed, as the bus jolted along on the high
New Mexican road. I
'
I

I

I·

"

t
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To an Early English Sonneteer
- Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey (1517-15J,,7) ,

By HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER
I
ON THE ARTIST

II
ON HIS BEING IMPRISONED IN WINDSOR CASTLE

III
ON HIS POETIC SCHEME

IV
ON HIS LOVE FORilNATURE

V
ON HIS POEMS OF LOVE

I

And you are dust, you whom' our England bore,
You that were suckled at a Muse's breast,
Lived, died, and, like the phoenix from her nest
,Of ashes, rose triumphant. For the core
16f you that ,lives is poetry; before
,_ ~\You were a mortal, breathing air, at best,
c~iAnd fashioning verses' that have stood the test
Of time which, heartless, shuts the fatal door
Of fame against most men that final hour.
Oh blame not England that she took the head
Of one so young who wrested from the hard
And untilled field of poetry, a flower,
Sowed it, and made it grow-. You, so ill-starred,
Are one of those who live when they are dead.
[222 ]
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. II
Oh,pity him of tender heart whose young
And fiery blood, in Windsor manacled,
Place of his happy chiIdhoQd, where he led
His youth with a iking's son, could yet have sung .,':'
Of the deep pleas~res that his youth had known: .
The friends, the ~reams, the jousts, the first-sworn lov~
rrhe hunting and the ~ a sky above
'.Free as is England's,
by the English known.. ,'
,)
•
I

~

I

.

1

.,,

e

•

i

III
Wyatt-and you-:most magical of men!
Turning the sonnet with a skillful hand,
..,' Petrarch and DaDlte in a magic band
Of fourteen lines, iPolishing with your pen
The bronze of Latin verse to English gold,
Mixing within yo~r crucible a part
Of old mythology, :tempered with yoU! heart,
And set in new and individual mold.
'
-

I

Blank verse's sonorous and me~sured roll
Was yours alone. ~nd the Aeneid wrought
To English verse took place within your thought.
And into poetry's' fantastic mesih
You bound immortal soul ~nd mortal flesh.
Into the perfect, the consummate whole.

"

,.1

I,

"J'

.1

- ... .r,.
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The blood of kin~s ran in his veins, but now
Behind the bars tie's any morta~man,
Dreaming of days gone by, and, wearily,
Telling his beads~ his youth's I:>right rosary,
He ponders on his bondage, and his ban,
His eyes in tears, and pale his lordly brow.

,
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You had no gentle Wordswo,rtlffor your guide
To tell you of the sU,n, and of the clean
Bare. limbs of treet'that\
winds stripped of
their green,
'
. The calm and gentle sea, ,the quiet tide,
The joyful burst of sprii!g in brilliant flower
From out the bud of winter, and the thaw
Of frozen gr,ound, like yoar own heart that saw
ItsEHf grow softened at the springtime hour.
•
•
4

I

IV

•

I

you must have turned your eyes some soft spring day
Beyond a castle's grey cold window sill,
Heard summer sounds, the nightingale's high trill,
The bursting'forth of summer from· the trees,
And cast your winter heart upon the breeze
Just as th~
deer casts his old horns away.
,
''';:'

V

Oh love that causeth all men's hearts to bleed
And lie awake the night remembering
Of love's hot summer and its passionate spring,
Framing thervows, their actions, and their creed,
Bending their passions as the wind the} reed,
Being the guiding wheel, the moving thing'
That made the poetic heart ~f'Surrey sing,
In pained accordance to the re~embered deed.
,".'.

You stormed his citadel, you took his heart,
Made captive all his actions, all his thought,
. Surr.ey enchained, and pierced. by Cupid's dart,
Genius subdued and in thy meshes caught
Till he in lqsing battle with ~hee strove:
"Sweet is his death, that takes his end by love."

i.

4

I

..
i,-' -
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:Oorned in a Stable
By DOROTHY BELLE FLANAGAN

- .,

.

blossoms make sharp white thorns of fragrance
pricking the af~ernoon sapphire sky. Ole mule's heels
plup through the dU$t of the. road. Grass green hills chase
each other up and dqwn lazy-like.; Little mites of fishes and
tadpoles in the cric~ b~ck down over the hill don't pay, no
...
_:
tention to the shouting. i
"He was 'borne~ inl a stable!: Nobody round about ,but
his pappy-an his mammy an 'an ole horned cowan ali' ole
mule. Hit's mighty peculiar-lake Ole'mule in the stable and
a purty star shinin up o~; erhead."
~ .'
Willows quiyer '. to the shout. Little ole dark. th~gs
running through the gr .ss don't pay no tention.
'.
"Ole white-winged angels come out. in the sky an sing
him to sleep. Ole mule he go to sleep. Ole horn cow' he
watch him. Little' o~e white lamb' he come to. see what if(; all
about."
."
Ole mule's heels 1stop their pIupping in the dust in, front -,
of the shanty.
.
"Dnc Zack! N~x
, time yo go to town will yo fotch.me
some nails 1"
I
.
Ole mule switc~ his tail. Unc Zack chaw his tobacco.
"Sho, Mis 'Heerley. Ain goin fo riio'nin. Bettah yo
.
have Mib fotch'm if to wants .em right smah~."
Mis Heeney come down to the slumped gatet She lay
her thin gnarled hanld on the paling. "Cain't 'git Mib to do'
nothin seems lak se~ce. that preacher man Gome. Don't do
nothin but set down I bjY the crick all day sing1n hymns3:a~
wavin his arms lak tHe 'preacher man done." ~
Dnc Zack scra~fh his woolly head. "Mighty pow'~ul
preachah man. YouLheah him, Mis Heeney?"
"I couldn't git ~way none, Dnc Zack. I ben makiri
chicken boxes fo the ifloods come. Mib he go ,in fo to, hear
the preacher. Ev'y ,ight Mib ~o." Mis Heeney stroke~he
:
[ 225]
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paling. "He ain't much count now, Unc Zack. Won't ca'y
things from town. Won't he'p build chicken boxes. Hit
ain't right what that preacher man done to Mib."
"Sho, Mis Heeney. It wa'nt dat preachah man. Was
dat ole buck niggah. Knock his eah down. Mib he come
out of meetin. Say ole buckniggah cain't go to heavn' caz
he ain bawned in a stable. Ole buck niggah knock him down
flat."
Mis Heeney push back her sunbonnet: ~'It wa'nt Jeff
done it, Unc Zack. Jeff just hurt him outside. But the
preacher done somethin to him inside, Unc Zack." Miss
Heeney lay her thin hand on her bosom. "Mib was allus a
good boy to his mammy, Unc Zack. Now he ain't good fo
n~thin cept pre~.chin down by the crick."
Unc' Zack lay his black hand on the mule. "Sho now,
Mi'ss Heeney, ah f'got to git me trbaccer. Has to go back to
town now an git it. Ah'll tote you those nails out tonight.
Mis Heeney's mouth quiver. "Unc Zack, I don't want yd
v to be makin no extry trip."
Unc Zack wheel ole mule about. "Gotta git my t'baccer,
Mis Heeney. Dis ole niggah mus be gitting ole, f'gittin my
t'baccer. Ah'll git dose nails fo you tonight, Mis Heeney.
Yo'll need em pu'ty quick now, Ah reckon. Flood-times
a-comin. Ribah gittin high again."
- Ole mule plup lazily back towards town. Unc Zack talk
to it, taking another chaw off his new hunk of tobacco. "Po
M-is Heeney. 'Ain quality an ain white trash. Po Mis
Heeney wid a witless chile. Wheffo' she git dat witless chile,
I wo~dah? Po Mis Heeney."
Flood-times a-coming. Every year they come. Rain
come llown starting back in November. Flood-times'd come
then but first they is December and frost and the rain don't
come. Tow.ards the end of January the thaw commences
and purty soon the rains again and the ole river rising and
rising. Sometimes the 'floods'd start in March and sometimes they'd wait till April. All depended on how much
rain -they was and whether the river rose up enough. When
H
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floods come all the ri~er land folks has to move out. No living
in a house with wate~ all over the floor and up above the bed
clothes.
When the ~ood come Mis Heeney didn't have t,q just'
squat like the nigge~ Jake Musgrave with the farm';, down
the road took her nd Mib along with his wife and two '
scrawny daughters d three hefty sons. Jake and the wife
and daughters rode ih the buggy. Mis Heeney and Mil> rode
in one of the farm w~gons with Ruddy and the chickens from
the Musgrave place. I Mis Heeney boxed her chickens and in the wagon. They all traveled to
took them along
back iIi the hills. They helped Dave
Dave Musgrave's fa
farm until the wate s went- down and then they traveled
I
_
,<
back home again.
Seven years novt Mis Heeney and Mib had been going
along with Jake Mulsgrave to his brother's farm. Seven
years since Mis Heehey's man fell out of Jake's· barn loft
and broke his neck. \ Mis Heeney's man worked for Jake
when he wa'nt too full of corn to do anything but lie sodden
on the shanty floor. The shanty was on the rag end of Musgrave's pasture land'j No one knew w.here the HeeneysocQme
from before that.
.
Mib was just a ittle tike when the Heeneys first"'come
to Musgrave's pastu e. Mis Heeney sent him to the crossroads school at first but he:made the teacher nervous, inventing walloping bi lies about seeing thing's back in the
trees and under the esks. And it wa'nt' no count keeping
him in the school r om. He wouldn't larn. - He just sat
there twiddling his e rs and thinking up lies that made ~he
teacher nervous.
The teacher'told the superintendent about hiIl}. "I ain't
goin to stay if you dQ 't git rid of that half-wit," the te~her
said. "I cain't have him -in my school. He upsets things>
powerful lak." ,
The other childr n made things worse teasing him and
the stories he'd tell. ven if they always did ask him to tell
more stories.
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The superintendent went to Jake Musgrave and Jake
'. went to Mis Heeney and told her. So she ke~t him at home
and maybe gave him some book larning herself. She could
read. The Musgrave kids when they was little used to take
their new story books down to Mis Heeney's when they knew
her man was safe away working in the barns. And Mis
Heeney'd read them out loud.
Mis Heeney 'never admitted Mib wa'nt all right though.
She'd never let no one call him a half-wit before her. "H.~'s
just kinda different from other children. He ain't like most
children."
He' was harmless, Mib was. And good to look upon.
He growed up tall and thin and brown and his hair yellow
like the sun. And his ears kinda pointed. And his eyes was
kinda like long slits of the sky, bluer than anyone could
. hear tell of. They ain't any place in the world where the
sky's as blue as it is in the Ozarks.
Mib helped his mother round the shanty. After her
man died, she paid the rent growing garden things and keeping chickens and selling the eggs. It wa'nt much rent she had
to pay, but then that piece of Musgrave pasture wa'nt good
for much anyway. Only Mis Heeney had big success with her
gardening on it. And it was pretty there. Rolling hills and a
;little crick back there and locust trees making the hills
sweet-smelling. Wa'nt nobody round about that didn't
know Mis Heeney. Even g!lt so they called-the land Heeney's
pasture stead of Musgrave's.
. And of course everyone knew Mib. He'd come singing
into town to get his mammy some nails or a spool of thread
or some ·vittles. And unlessn she expressly told him to
hurry back, he'd sit down in front of the barber shop and
spin yarns. The men'd laugh at him and poke fun at him
but they all allowed as how nobody could spin yarns like
Mib. The funny part was that' Mib believed them all for
true. When he told about 'the :-white lady with golden hair
what lived in the tree at the bend of the road, if you went
along a-ways with Mib when he started~ home,jYou'd hear

".
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him talk to the iadytwhen he got to that tree." There was
something uncanny bout it. ,He'd even touch t~e branches
with his long point d fingers jU$t like he was~ stroking)..a'
lady's golden hair.
Mib was harml ss' all right. He was easy 'to get along
with. He'd always 0 whatever anybody'd tell him to, if
they asked him easy ike. If they shouted at him he wouldn't
do nothing though. .ou see Mis Heeney was always,gentle
with him like she was with everybody. Sometimes the fellows around .the bdrber
shop would play 'jokes on Mlb
!
because it was so el'y to do. Once when Mib was wishing
he had a big ole whi e beard like Pop Daly, just for a joke
J ud, the barber, tol him if he'd rub a lot of lather on his
chin and run as fast ~s he could over to the depot he'd grow
a beard. You see, C~p Wiggins, the depot master, was sort
of skairt of Mib. He had been ev~r since he heard Mib tell
of a little crying ghPst ~hat lived in Cap's 9rchard. Cap
swore Mib was crazy. Anyhow Mib rubbed on the lather
but he run so last that
it all blew off on the way to the depot
I
so there wa'nt no jo~e after all. Only on Mib because he
kept waiting fo~ the peard to ~ow and.it ne:er did.. _':c.'.
Most the nlggers were skalrt of Mlb. Nllgers IS superstitious and t~e~thO~ght Mib .was. hanted. ?n,'ly ~nc Zack, .
he wasn't skalrt. H~'d let Mlb hISt up beh~nd hlm_ on the
mule and ride him lome to Heeney's pasture. Whenever
Mis Heeney'd want ¥ib to be sure to be home ~t a certain
time" she'd tell TInc laCk to fotch him. Mib'd alway~ come
for Unc Zack, too. He liked that ole darky powerful.
_Maybe twas all the Ie eamp m'eeting songs Une Zaek used
.- to sing. Unc Zack hfd :fit with the Confederates in the war.
He'd been just a sha er then but he went along with Marster
Dick to take care of im. Marster Dick got a bullet through
him at the battle of Westport and then the ,war was over
and Unc Zack had to go home alone. ~;And the ~ed-Laigs had
burned down the hi ole plantation house and there wa'nt
no money to build it again.Une Zaek was given the pateh
of ground and "J:1is e bin forever. The rest of the plant~tion
I

I
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was sold. All the Musgrave land and Heeney's pasture and.
the village itself was oncet part of Dnc' Zack's marster's
plantation. Ole Marster' and Missus and Mis Fidey and
Mis Sophonisby and the rest of them were scattered and
Dnc Zack neverlOdid hear what becomed of them. He suspicioned they'd gone to Westport and always ,he'd tried to
save up enough money to go find them but he never did. It
was hard enough getting tax money to keep his cabin.
Anyhow Mib was powerful fond of-Dnc Zack and when'
he was a little tike he'd spend half his time down the road
at the cabin there listening to Dnc Zack sing the camp meeting songs and nigger songs about how mournful he was
feeling. Only Dnc Zack wa~n't
mournful. He was always
e
that cheery and ready to help cure sick mules. Dnc Zack
was a great hand at mules.
The preacher come to the village along about 'the end
of March. He pitched up a big tent and all the white folks
andniggers flocked to hear him preach. Mis Heeney didn't
like none to have Mib about after dark. She was always
skairt something might happen to him. But M-is Musgrave
she said she'd take him ,along that first night. She asked
Mis Heeney to go along but Mis Heeney was busy building
them boxes for the chickens to travel in when the floods
came.
After that first night'Mib insisted upon ,going every
night. Mis Heeney tried every which way to keep him at
home but Mib just lit out and went. Mis Heeney was skairt
kinda and she asked Dnc Zack to keep an ey.e on Mib to see
nobody bothered him. Dnc Zack ov~r on the nigger side
didn't hardly listen to the preacher at all. He kept his eyes
on Mib, sitting on the front row watching that preacher
like he was..- the grandest man in the' universe. That ole
preacher had a powerful strong voice and he.waved his arms
and shouted. And Mib never once took his eyes off him. But
when the preacher exhorted all to come down the aisle ,and
be saved, Mib never stirred. Not even on the last night
when white folks and niggers and all went pushing down to
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be saved, did Mib zltove... He just sat there watching:.tvery-· ;
body.
I . .
It was after th~t la~t night when everybody was leaving
the tent, washed cl~an of their sins and having contributed .
i
powerfully to the reacher, that Mib got his.self Imocked
down. He came 0 t singing and shouting, the last one
out
\
of the tent. And right outside that flap was a bunch of
niggers and Big J ,ff amongst them. The niggers all kind
of stepped away w en Mib came out. But Mib wenf right
u
up close beside Big Jeff.
"He was bor ed 'in' a stable and he cHm to Heaven!"
Mib said, and his blue eyes were shiny as marbles., "You
wa'nt borned in a table so you won't go to Heaven."..
Big J e{t didn't mean to hurt him none. Biggest. buck.
nigger around the illage and Mib didn't come up above his
shoulder. But Bit Jeff was skairt. Here he'd just been
washed clean and isaved and here came Mib laYing a hant
on him. Big Jeff jjust naturally reached out to knock Mib
away~ And he kn~cked him on the side of his"head so hard
that Mib was flatt~d down on the ground.
There was a ibig ruckus when Big Jeff knocked Mib
down. White foUts and black folks gathered round about
him and some white folks were for lYnching Big Jeff and
others sad, "It's oil1y that half-wit," but Unc Zack he came
up and took Mib'~ head in his arms. The preacher wa'nt '
around nowheres. l He was too busy taking down the tent
probably.
i
•
' .
"
They was all'shouting and argufying and trying to
decide what to do and Big Jeff just staring stone ~ike at
Mib laying there,
when Mib stood
up. He touched his head
..
I . , .
and they was blood on his hand and then he flung out his
hands like the preacher man done up on the platform.
...
"Blood of the lamb!" he says holy..:like. Then he starts
preaching, turning his eyes up to the sky. "He was borned
in a stable! Ole mule an horn cowan his pappy an mammy
'.
,
all there."
Folks kinda drifted away and the niggers drifted fast.

t
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. Unc Zack toted Mib home on the ole mule. Unc Zack even
went into the shanty with Mib so Mis Heeney wouldn't git
skairt of the bleeding. And Mis Heeney. didn't git skairt at
all. She just whispered, "What have they done to my boy 1"
Then she set about heating some water and she thanked Unc
Zack and told him he needn't to stay anymore.
,
So Unc Zack went out and clim on his mule and went
on to his cabin, feeling sorry for poor Mis Heeney. Something about her with her thin browned hands and her faded
sunbonnet reminded Unc Za~k of little Miss Sophy before
the war playing around the plantation wiNI her golden curls
flying in the wind. Unc Zack was gitting old and he had
queer ideas thataway. But there wa'nt no other folks round
the village had ever known ole Marster and his family
cepting that toothless oJe nigger, Aunt Chloe, who was so old.
folks thought she was a~ witch. She'd been a slave, too,
before the war. She was older even than Zack and smoked
a corncob pipe when~ver anyone gave her some baccy.
Unc Zack on his ole mule pIup along the dust and the
sky gitting purple and fstarry.
"Heah's yo nails, Mis Heeney."
Mis Heeney come to the gate of the shanty. "Hit took
yo long, Unc Zack. I wouldn't have wanted yo to take that
long trip again just for my nails."
Unc Zack slap his faded overalls. "Sho Mis Heeney!
Ah had to git mah t'baccer fo night-time, didn' Ah 1"
"Yo're right good to ~e, Unc Zack. Come in and have
a bite of supper. I got corn pone and I found some straw, berries ripe."
Une Zack shake his head. "They spectin me down at the
cabin, Mis Heeney. Bettah be giWn along mah way.
Wheah's Mib?"
Mis Heeney smooth her apron. "He's out in back. He
found him a little woolly lamb this afternoon. He's out
feedin hit on some milk. He f'got to look fo strawberrie.,g
but he found the little lamb. I reckon hit strayed off from
Musgrave's. I told Mib he oughta take hit back. He says
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hit's the white 131mb of God. He won't give hit up, I'm
afeard, Unc Zack." She wipe her thin hand over her face.
"Sometimes hit pears as if things are just too much for
me, Unc Zack. Ever sence Mib hear that preacher man."
-"Sho now, Mis Heeney, d'On yo git talking dat~away.
Ev'thing hit come out all right. De Lord will take keer o~
even his leastest sparrer. Don yo worry bout da~ little
lamb none. Yo gitsyo boxes built up. Dat ol~ ribah's up
to the levee now and hit smells lak rain tomorrer."
It• rained one day. It rained another. The evening',of
<
the third, Jake come by the shanty, pulling up his ,horses
outside in the 'muddy lane. Rain sliding down his big
rubber' coat and on to his rubber boots. He p~sh open the
door of the shanty. "Mis Heeney !'~
She come over from the stove where she cooking corn
pone and bacon for Mib's s u p p e r . '
"Mis Heeney, we low as how we'll start out early in the
morning whether hit's clear or wet. Water's over the levee
most places and the floods'll be here right smart.' -Levee
here'll hold till·morning. Ruddy's in town and if hit don't
he'll come by and tell you and we all'lI start oqt tonight. You
be all packed up by morning, Mis Heeney" ifni he don't come
~,
by."
She wipe her hands on her apron. "I'm bout ready now,
Mr. Jake. I got my chickens bout all ready to go. I just
got to do ,up my mattress an my dishes."
Jake he nod. "River's higher than hit's b~en for years.
Even the folks up above are gitting ready to move out: The
levee's broken up by St. Louis. The riv"hr'sshore coming
down fast a:nd hit won't quit raining.! Hi, Mib. Where'd
e
you git the lamb?"
:Mib cradle it in his arms. "Hit's the lamb of God, Jake.
Hit come fo me. He was borned in a stable an a purty star "
shone up over his head. Ain't ne stable here in the pasture.
Ain't no stars nor notbin for the lamb of God."
Mis Heeney twist her apron. "We got milk fo him, Mib
honey. Maybe he iaks milk as good as stars."

..
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."Must be a stray from our pasture, Mis Heeney. Mib'lI
take good keer of him for a spell, I reckon. Be all ready in
the morning, Mis Heeney. The ole river,'s purty bad."
He stride out of the shanty door into "the pelts of rain.
He slap the reins over his horses and the wagon it creak up
the muddy road.
"I'll box up the chickens tonight, I reckon, Mib. You
can he'p me. We'll fotch the boxes in here on the floor a~d
then ca'y the chickens in. You he'p Mammy, Mib. Let the
lamb be a little mite."
..
"Hit's the lamb of God. The little ole woolly white lamb
of God."
"We'll put him in a box, too, Mib, and ca'y him along."
"He was borned in a stable. An the white lamb of God
came to see him w·ith a star shinin up above."
Rain splash in through the back door of the shallty.
Mis Heeney fotch in all the boxes. Then she fotch in the '
chickens, one at 'a time, and put them in a box and pound on
a last slat. After while Mib git kind of interested and he
help her",carry in the chickens and pound the nails into the
last slat. No one notice the little white lamb slip through
the open door. Don't neither one of them know just when thelittle lamb slip away. It might of been before'Ruddy come
galloping through the mud shouting how the levee'd broken
and to git ready quick for the wagons.-:
Mib finish carrying in the chickens· while Mis Heeney
wrap up the dishes in an ole comforter and tie up her bedding and mattress and dish towels and fresh aprons.
, NobQdy notice the little white lamb was gone until the
wagons and the buggy come down the'lalie and Ruddy and
Dan stop for Mis Heeney and Mib. They hist .in all the
chickens and the parcels and Mis' Heeney. Mib stand there
perplexed like by the door.
"Come on, Mib. We gotta git goin," Ruddy call out.
Dan climb in the wagon and.,grasp the reins. The rain come
pouring down and you could hear the waters coming.
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"Where's the white Iamb of God goned to1 Where's
the white Iamb of God goned 1"
o "Nev mind that, Mib.
We gotta hurry. Floods
a-coming." Ruddy call out sharp to him.
"I cain't go without the little white Iamb of God. I
cain't leave him without me."
Jake come back from the buggy to find out why they is
a delay. -"Come om, Mib," he shout. "We'll git you another
Iamb. . Come on. Foteh him, Ru4dy!"
Mib stand shouting by too shanty door till Ruddy is
through the gate. "He was boriied in a stable ! Nobody but
his pappy an mal)jlmy an an ole mule. Blood of the<lamb
washin me clean. Angels with purty white wings singin.
Hallelujah! Hallelujah!"
When Ruddy git through the gate, Mib turn and run
into the darkness. They ain't no sense Ruddy chasing him.
Mib he run faster than anyone in the whole Ozarks.
Mis Heeney cry and 'try to climb out of the wagon. "I
". cain't go 'without him. He'li be drownded in the flood. I
gotta stay and find him, ~r. Jake."
,
Ruddy speak up. "I'll stay and find him, Mis Heeney.
J'll go down and git Unc Zack and we'll find him and ,then
I'll fotch him up to Uncle Dave's. You all git goin now befo
the flood gits yo.;'
Mis Heeney try to climb out but the wagon starts off.
She weep softly into the rain. Ruddy git on a horse and
wheel around, going through the sticky mud, down to Unc
Zack's cabin. Unc Zack don't have to move out when floods
come. His cabin blllilt up on ~tilts like iiI the ole cabins on .
the plantation, like ole Marster's house had been built, up
on a hill and off the ground.
Unc Zack and Ruddy git lanterns and search through
the pasture' land for Mib. :They holler to ;him and they ,search all night through the rain but they don't find him no, '
place. Long about morning the flood waters come. Ruddy
take refuge in li!nc Zack's cabin. -Twas the worst llood-time
in years.' The water must have been up' to the roof of the

%
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shanty. It carry trees with it and houses and cattle that
hadn't been toted to high places quick enough.
For three days Ruddy stay in Unc Zack's nigger cabin.
.He wa'nt much anxious to git up to Mis Heeney again. ~
and U r;J.C Zack had been real careful to search every bit of
,the pasture that night for ¥ib. Of course Mib heard them
calling for him and run away from them. Mib knew those
;dark pastures and Ruddy and Unc Zack wa'nt so sartin of
,them. Of course Mib just dodged around them in the dark,
skairt they'd cotch him and take him away before he found
I.the lost white lamb.
The third day bout noon the sun come out and the swirling waters start going down. Ruddy a~d Unc Zack git on
their horse and ole mule and go knee deep through ~he, water
to look for Mib-again.
They found him on the hill by the crick. The rain had
stripped the 10ciIst blossoms from the branches and scattered them on to Mib's yellow head. They was an uprooted
tree there he was kind of tangled up in.' Like he'd clim up
it with the lamb tucked under his arm. Yes, the little white
lamb of God was right tight in Mib's arms.
When Ruddy and Unc Zack found Mib it was evening
and the sky gitting purply. Up over the hili where Mib
and the little,lamb was laYing, the big ole evening star and
a lot of little ones was beginning to shine. It was kinda
peaceful there and kinda purty.
That's what Ruddy told Mis Heeney. She didn't say
nothing only there was tears in her eyes and after a Ilttle
bit she said, "The lamb. Was the lamb dead, too?"
Jake/was a p.owerful kind man. He say to her, "Don't
you worl'fY none bout the lamb, Mis Heeney. Lak as not it
woulpn~j;J a· '~ounted to nothing anyhow."

~
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Maria Sanchez
By JOHN C. NEFF

on the rolling state ro~d that runs from Romero~
ville, New 'Mexico, to Santa Rosa, there lies a ~mall
village by the name of Esperit6. To a stranger, Esperito
has nothing about its ,appearance that would cause one' to
remember it. It consists, chiefly, of two turns- in the road,
a typical church of local stone, a grey post office with a false
front, and an inn that is not an inn but a strange combination of dwelling and chicken coop. Indeed, hundreds of
travelers pass through Esperito each summer on their:way
to the famous Carlsbad Caverns or the stamping grounds
of Billy the Kid.in Lincoln County. And the only indication
of their passing, they leave behind is a great clQud of thick
dust which, when they have crossed the Pecos, just south
of the village, settles on fence posts and ad~be houses and
tamarisks that line the road.~nd if by the end lof the summer there has been no.rain, Esperito~ thanks to 'the rush of
the traveler, assumes a cloak of sand and dirt that in time
becomes part of the village itself.
,I, '
B.ut travelers are, on the whole, that way. They rush
to see something famous, such "as the Caverns. They take a
quick look at it, feel mightily pleased with themselves for
having "come all this way/' and then they return home to
tell their friends about" it. Ah ! The secret of what they
. tell their friends is, if you would know it, quite easily
explained.
While at the famous attraction, Carlsbad Caverns or
Lincoln County, toward which they' have bent their all, they .
purchase a guide booklet. The larger and more expensive,
the better. They buy it, first, because they can later display
it as concrete proof of tlileir visit. (Why they shoul~ require
proof is a matter for speculation.) But the second
and more
...
important cause for the' purchase is that they can thereby
learn exactly what to tell and what not to tell their friends
[237 ]
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back home. From the Carlsbad booklet, for example, they.
discover that the CaverlJ.s were found by an old cowman
nam~d White who, on seeing a black cloud rise from a distant hill one evening, raced across the countryside e~pecting
.to find an old volcano coming to life. "Imagine," the excited
-:-traveler tells his friends, uimagine that cowboy's surprise
whE!n he found not a volcano but a de~ caYern. And the
--~olack-cloudne saw consisted of millions'of bats! Yes, sir,
.millions of bats !"
All of which goes to explain why average travelers
llever-bother about a. little place like Esperito. For Esperito
is' indicated on few maps; and worse than that, it has no
\booklet!
.
But there is something for one to see, or rather there is
some one that one should talk to, in Esperito. She's worth
th¢ effort, even, of coming down the state road in the rainy
season. Now' sometimes when drivers think their cars need
gas, they stop at an unpretentious adobe h'ouse in front of
~~h~ch stands a single gas pump, like a sen~inel. This is at
the' first of Esperit6's· two turn's in the road. Here, the
price of gasis generaly higher than in the towns. But then,
as one might say, beggars can't be chooser-s. So you pull up
alongside the pUJnp and blow you~ horn.
Nothihg happens. Esperito continues its dream in
the mid-day su~. You blow again, and still no response.
Finally you get out and indignantly bang on the tattered
screen door. You hear muttering -within, scraping of feet.
And presently a large, white-faced woman appears.
"Is there some one who'll sell me
gas?" you ask,
.
_
flatly.
The woman looks at you with a large smile. She pushes
open the door, steps into the road, and goes about the
business of filling your tank like an expert. Well! This
has happened before, still yo,u are. a little astonished. She
seems such; an old woman! But then there are the Carlsbad
Caverns waiting to receive~you, so you pay her and drive
on, contented with the assurance t~at you won't be running
t
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out of gas, thank God, on that long stretch ~of empty road
ahead that is indicated on your map.
After the dust from your car has settled on the fence;
posts and tamarisks and indeed on all of Esperito, the
woman who sold you the gas goes back into her house. As.
she passes through the door she notices there is a new gash
in the screen. "God Almighty I" she cries, pattingihe
wounded door: And'then she closes it and Esperito returns
to lifelessness.'
That was Mrs. Sanchez, the star, the light, the life of
Esperito;. ·A friend of everyone, sheepmen and cattlemen
alike, she is the one, the only person in both turns of the
state road who has the respect of all. The 'cattlemen swear
they would die before eating mutton, let alone associating"
with sheepmen.. The sheepm)m 'stand firm by their traditional hatred of everything and everyone connected with
cows and steers. But each of these groups, strangely
•
enough, has a deep affection for old Mrs. Sanchez. She is
the go-between, the mediator, for the two factions.
,
Which is, as any New Mexican will tell you, precisely
what makes Mrs. Sanch~ interesting and important; and
which, incidentally, warrants all map-makers·to indicate the
village of Esperito with a respectful quantity of ink. I
When Maria Sanchez (for that, everyone says, is herreal name) was born, no one seems to know. Perhaps ,she_.
has--eaught a little of that gentle vanity from travelers tha~
is so prevalent among women in the more knowing centers
of the world. Or again, perhaps she really' doesn't know
how old she is herself. In any case, her age is a deep
I~e~ret." Years ago, there was much conjecture among the
'natives as to whether she was born in 1862 or 1872. Those
,JlWho said 1872, indicated tha~ Maria would surely be unable
. to run the filling station if she were born any earlier. The
, ones who believed in the year 1862 claimed, that the air of
Esperito would enable a person to do anythin~ at an even
riper age. Cautiously" Maria was approftched on the subject; but nothing ever came of it. She refused to talk.
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. ~)ndeed, her continued silence with regard to her birth date
has everitually made not only the date but also her name,
legend~ry. People living on lonely ranches south of Esperito speak of her as "old Mrs. Sanchez," yet they rarely
dre~~ she actually exists.
IIowever, for the Esperitans themselves, Maria Sanchez is, as I have already said, of prime importance. Sometimes when the Pecos is low and the irrigation ditches that
xun, along the southern side of the village are drying up, the
Esperitans will come, one by one, over to Maria's filling
station and ask her advice.. Each person is anxious to consult her privately and then announce her solution of the
problem as his own. But always there is a crowd congregated about her door as soon as anyone indicates he is going
to call on her. "What does Maria think of the situation?
Will they continue to supply the ditches with the reserve
waters and hope the river will rise? Or will they wait, and
take a long chance on letting the alfalfa and corn crops die?
What does Maria think?
Maria Sanchez adjusts her plump body in a chair that
was meant for a s~arter' figure. She sputters and coughs~
Everyone waits, respectfully. Finally she speaks. "God
Almighty, it's terrible! Terrible!" She draws a fat· hand
over her brow, coughs again, and then looks to see if they
are heeding her properly. "God Almighty! As I was saying
,/ to some people this morning, I thought sure it would rain
~ today. Those big clouds over Bernal Peak-way had water
in them sure enough. Well, they went on, too." She stops
for a moment to let her words receive proper-digestion.
"But God Almighty, it went and rained over near La Liendre
instead! Not a drop here!"
There is quite a group gathered in the room now.
Everyone is straining to get a glimpse of Maria. They know
perfectly wellwha't she looks like, but just the same they
-rather enjoy being assured of their impression of her.
Maria continues with her speech. She_knows she must
talk to them. ~ Somehow or other she beginsto-..talk about
-
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the baile that is to be held in the school house in Anton Chi 0
next Saturday I!ight. An~on Chico is off the m~in road, b ~
twice the ~ize of Espell'ito. For a moment, Maria tells abo t
the good old days when bailes were really bailes, and n t
cluttered so much with fox-trots and jazz dances. Those ,,-,
whose ages mt>re nearly approximate hers respond with
pride and not a little enthusiasm. They, too, take tur~s
,
recalling the good old days,. One woman' blushingly tel~s
how she met her husband at her first baile in Anton Chic{j)~
Everyone laughs over-this and what is almost a confession
of romances begins. Maria wears a large smile.
But then suddenly a young fellow speaks up. "About
the ditches, Mrs. Sanchez? What do you think we ought to
to do about the ditches ??'
And so Maria finds hel!self ruthlessly brou~ht bac~ to
the moment. She repeats her account of the cloud over ,
Bernal Peak and, the su~equent rain at La Liendre. It is
getting late: She wishes one of those trav~lers would stop
for gas! She listem.s, hopefully. All she hears is the bark
of a mongrel dog and the pecking of the chickens in the yard
of the inn that is not an inn. "Gold AlmightY, it's terrible!
Terrible !"
Everyone shakes lis head, thereby agreeing.
But here now,
Maria has to say something! She, r~.
mpves the shell comb ,from .her white hair and draws it over
her skull in a backward motion until it is in place again.
"Yous~y the river lilasn't come up any?"
"No, it has~t ee.e up at all," they an~!Wer.· Everyone
is alive ~gain, expectant.
Maria asks if the river has gone down. No, they' an':'
swer, it is' just the: same. Jumping at the chance, Maria
saysi~' "Well God 4\lniighty,we should be thankful it hasn't' " ,f;.,~'
'. gone down., That's-a good sign!" "..Everyone agrees. WhY;~\1' ~ .~" '':~~~'
-hadn't that been thought of' before? This Maria Sanchez 'rl '''." -' "" . , - '.'".,
uses her head! - NoW What would'she,'say?
. .
, '<-"_._, ~
But Maria never had to make any conclusive state.ment. "
.c'",.' -" ~"
Because just then tl;1e:sound she'd~been' waiting f(j;~~<,:.."".' ... 'r !'
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to her ears. A car of travelers was coming to a stop outside;
her door. "God Almighty! God Almighty! A customer!"
(, She got up with a grunt, leaving the small chair to regain
. ..normalcy as best it could. On the way out the door with .
-~~fue wounded screen she said, "Don't do. anything yet. It's
going to rain. God Almighty, it's got to rain I"
She was out in the road, talking to the travelers who
were ~bound for Carlsbad Caverns. She'talked to them
before filling the tank, told them about the wonders of the
Caverns-though really she'd never' been near them. And
after she had counted out the change, she gave the driver
all "'the
latest road information. Anything, she thought, to
I,
waste time.
She m~de a good job of it, too, because by the time she
returned indoors, all her friends were gone. It was meal
time, and ,no true Esperitan will forego a meal for any
cause.
SQmehow, in'some way, :rain did come that evening. A
heavy torrential rain. It came just as the sun was settling
in· the direction of Santa Fe, beyond Bernal Peak. As it
fell, it was saffron, and th~ dust it stirred as it first struck
-:the ground was golden. Maria Sanchez stepped out of her.
" door to lock up the filling'pump for the night. She felt the
first drops touch her forehead.
"God Almighty!" she exclaimed.
Then she went indoors. And on both tur~s of the road
that runs through Esperito, men and wome~ and children
remarked on the wisdom of old Maria Sanche~.
f
I
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Sanctuary
By ALICE LEE SAWYERS

The gate
To my garden
.Will always open inTo convent the adorations and reverence
Of friends.
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SALUDO A TODOS PAISANOS:

Over and '" around us swirl the Coronado Centennial
plans. The stimulation which they have given to literary and
,historical research i,s amazing, and the "uplift" they have
given to conversation is remarkable. Erna Fergusson and
Ruth Laughlin Alexander are really running the 1940 anniversary (Dr. Zimmerman, Clinton Andersom, Gilberto Espi~
noso et aI, just "listen in" at committee meetings). In between trips to 'Albuquerque regarding the celebration, Mrs.
Alexander is "writing a book," and in between the committee meetings,Jecture en~agements in Chicago and elsewhere,
Miss Fergusson is: finishing the MS.. of Our Southwest
which will be one of Knopf's most important spring publications.
!
Conrad Richtel}, well known author of Early Americana
and Sea of Grass, has recently completed the MS. of another book, The Trees, which Knopf's will publish in February. The setting of the book, according to Mr. Ri~hter, is in
Ohio at the close of the 18th century when the real enemy of
the early pioneers was! not Ipdians as is commonly thoug1!t,
but hordes of wild trees. The story revolves around a hunter's family and how they became tillers of the soil through
the oppression. Mr. Richter has also· finished
a short story,
.
and will leave in the near future for California. where he will
do research in the Huntington Library on the Eastern Colonial Period for a forthcoming book.
Sharing honors with John Erskine, and distinguished .
New Mexico writers at "The Friends of the Library" dinner
last week was nine-'year-old :m-Y-Shure (Blue Corn) author
of the-just-published rAm a Pueblo Girl. The New Mexico
Book Store reports that t~e book is a sell-out., Oliver La
Farge has written 'an introduction to it, and certainly the

,.,
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if
.J Abeita family, one of the best known families in Isleta,
should be-proud of Louise. Another children's book which is
. attracting attention is Elizabeth W. DeHuff's Hoppity
Bunny Hop, which descri~es the experiences of an
Eastern bunny rabbit that finds itself in New Mexico after
an airplane ride. The book is another attractive volume from
the Caxton Press in Idaho. Pedro, Nina and Perrito, a
-recent Harper's publication, has lithographs' by Barbara
Lath:;lm in six colors, and in black and white and are stunning enough to be -framed. The story by Lily Duplaix is laid
in the little New Mexico village of Chiquito and revolves
around the adventures of the two children and their dog. - .
The University Press has just released for distribution
Short Plays for Stage and Radio, edited by Carless J ~nes
shortly before death ~ut short a brilliant career last August.
The book contains a foreword by Blevins Davis,. originator
of the Great Plays Series for the National Broadcasting
Company, an indication of the significance of Mr. Jones'
reputation in radio work. Among the plays in the book are
"The Importance of Being Earnest," which consists of three
fifteen minute episodes, and "Elizabeth of Austria," a.charm_ing original play by the late editor ... Two other University
-~ Press publications are: Dir"ect Method, Spanish I; a textbook
: for first year Spanish, by Marie Isabel Sena, head of the
Spanish department of the Santa Fe schools; and the P1'"e>

i

j

i
j

1-

, liminary Report on the 1937 Excavations, Bc 50-51, Chaco
j Canyon, New Mexico, an important bulletin, edited by Clyde
ji Kluckhohn and Paul Reiter.
1
The amazing number of Southwestern publications continues. Among the best sellers are: In Old New Mexico, by
Florence Crannell Means, Golden Tales of the Southwest,
: selected by Mary Lamberton Beeker, A Corral Full of
.! Stories, by Joe M. Evans, D. H. Lawrence and Susan His
I Cow, by W. York Tindall, 'Blazing the Way West, by Bliss
Isely, Old Santa Fe Trail, by Stanley Vestal, Indians of the
j Americas, by Edwin R. Embree, Indian Arts,;in North
America, by'George Vaillant, Pottery of American Indians,
t

I
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by Helen E. Stiles. Clothed With the Sun,' by the young
monk at Pefia Blanca, Fra Angelico Chavez (Writers' Edition of Santa Fe publ~cation) is one of the most widely dis';
cussed of the fall poe~ry books.
The University 0] Oklahoma Press will shortly issue the
hitherto unpublished 'letters and diaries of Jo~eph Gregg,
author of Commerce lot the Prairies, under the editorship
,. of Maurice Fulton and Paul Horgan. They will appear in
two volumes, the first to deal with Greg~s eiXperiences in the
Southwest, the second with Mexico and California ... Paul
Horgan's play on Abraham Lincoln, as has been announced,
..
will be produced in New York this winter. . .
Norman MaclJeodJ, modern poet, has written a novel,
You Get What You Ask For,. which will be published by
HarrisonT-Hilton Books Inc.... Dr. T. M., Pearce's The Beloved House, a study:of the late Mary Austin, will be published by the Carlon nress in the spring....
,Hasta la vista

:.:
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JULIA KELEHER
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Open and Close
By

PAUlL ALEXANDER BARTLETT

Open and close, and I between,
This is theI sequence I have read,
This is the message dimly said.
1

Open and Iclose : the notes are slight,
Theyhon(])r' earth no man knows why,
They. answer with an answer's sigh.
Four little notes, and I between,
The five of us and love beside~
fO heighten mystery with pride.

.'
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Avaunt
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By ALICE LEE SAWYERS
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f

My friend in the bank
Looked solemnly blank
Today.
.
I wanted to borrow
Until tomorrow
Her negligee.

I
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By ALICE. LEE SAWYERS
I said hello,
-As .I passed the beggar
I said hello. .
. He was musty, muted-damp from woe.
My cordial call aroused a pausing myrrh '
When his shaded eyes uncurtained of their blur.
~
I said hello.

t

A Perch for Noah's Dove
By VIRGINIA WILHELMSON
Anticipating music
Rainbow after rainbow
Steps the light in rhythm,
Ushering an audience into the orchard
Where an olive tree prepares a perch
Of silver" for Noah's dove.
[246 ]
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Mr. Cibber 0/ Drury La~Richard Hindry Barker-Columbia University Press, 1939.

Of all the actors fho ever trod the boards of an English
theater Colley Cibber perhaps left behind, him the most
interesting life. He ~s born at the very height of the Restoration in 1671 and lived through the great period of Dry- .
den, Congreve, Pope, ISwift, Fielding, ;;lnd Richardson. His
personal history sums up the history of the rise of the
'" English theater with the comedy ,of manners, its luxurious
period 'embellished bYI the beginnings of English and Italian
opera, and its declinil amid the confusion of ballad opera,
farce, and burlesque.
During his lifetime Cibber; his son, Theophilus Cibber;
and his daughter, M~s. Charlotte Charke, c~nstituted the,
BarrYmores of the afge, the royal family of the English
green-room. Quite ap~rt from his acting Colley Cibber was
noteworthy and notorious as a man of fashion and as a
gambler, and his sonl and daughter upheld a family reputation for willfulness and curious disregard for public ppinion, by engaging in as many exploits off the stage as within
the guileless sanctuaIiy of 'its precincts. The Cibbers could'
brave public opinion because of an uncanny ability to satisfy
public taste, and the brazep. way in which father and ~n
crammed amusements into the eyes and ears of the public.
was one of the scarnd~ls and absurdities of a licentious and
chaotic time. Of courlse, Colley Cibber is well· known today
in England and Ame~ica, and in every part OP the civilized
globe, because he an~ Sir Richard Steele introduced a new
type" of drama. Cibb¢r's Careless Husband is a monument
~n the early history of sentimental comedy. In their drama
of sensibility Steele 'dnd Cibber were satisfying the p~blic
demand for plays of greater refinement, a change of heart
occasioned by Jer~myICollier~s Short VieU! 'of the 'prophaneness of the English ~tage, which appeared in 1698. Their
[247 ]
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dramatic invention has been accurately characterized as the
moral-immoral drama.· They, perhaps for the first time,
discovered that a playwright could describe sin in all of its
lusciousness. for almost five acts and still provide moral edification to the public if only in the last scene of the play his
likable libertines could be made to smile tearfully in repentance or to stand roundly condemned.
In the field of nOll-dramatic poetry Cibber has an ample
but not enviable position. As poet laureate he is the worst of
a long line of English writers. chosen by English politicialls
to be' official national b~rds. The foremost announcement of
his distinctive dullness' in this capacity 'came from the immortal' pen of Henry Fielding, whose judgment of his contemporary can be confirmed today by a single glance at any
one of Cibber's official odes. In prose, however, Cibber has
left one of the great biographies of all time. An Apology for
the Life of Mr. Golley Gibber, Esquire is a fascinating account of Cibber, the actor, the playwright, the manager, and
the man about town. Here, said Fielding, the Muse almost
~; achieved the impossible; she at last made Colley Cibber
wrrte English. The autobiography contains enough of -interest to sustain any number of subsequent books on the Life
and Times of Colley Cibber. Ten years ago Dorothy Senior
wrote a book under this title, which serves as an adequate
supplemerit to the already-supplemented Apology. Now Mr.
Richard Barker comes forward with Mr. Gibber of- Drury
. Lane. In the pages of Mr. Barker's book Colley Cibber again
lives the life of an individualist who w~s also a friend of the
great. The 'events of his life are told over again by generous
excerpts from Cibber's Apology and with whatever new
information Mr. Barker can collect from unworked contemporary documents and current periodicals. This present volume is the final round-up of all Cibberania. Comment hitherto scattered or ignored Mr. Barker has arrangea and
phrased about the traliitional figure of Cibber, without great
alteration or enhancement. Here, published under a recent
date, is a competent and adequate life of Cibb~r which will
~
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serve the useful ]purpose of directing the modern r~ader to
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH
the famo~s Apology~
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

'j

Pajarito Plateau and It~ Ancient People-Edgar L. Hewett-The Universityof New ;Mexico Press, 1938-$4.00. .

Professor Heweb has done much to popularize southwestern .archaeolOgy~ His later works are valuable not asfull documentations iof cultural particulars but rather as
his interpretation of cultural wholes established by his
synthesis of archaeo~ogic and related ethnologic data from
the Pueblos. It]S tinf()rtunate that the private views of
Dr. Hewett on certa~n aspects of 'aboriginal southwestern
culture are not fuIlIy qongruous with current general anthrowould be most fortunate if some of
pological opinion.
his imaginativeness, I his aesthetic appreciatIon, could in-'
vade more of genera] anthropological activity. He has not
-a number of sout~western archaeologists have-as Pro-'
fessor Hooton put iJt "sold his hetitage for a mess of pot1 ' 0
sherds."
This third volu e of the Handbooks of Archaeological
History is, in Palrt, a popular revision of a number of
papers on investigations in the Pajarito Plateau of north
central New Mexiico which appeared iq technical serials
between 1904 and 19 7. Part One, History in Storage, is
an interesting statem nt of the field and task of archaeology
. in the Southwest. P rt Two, Mesas, Canyons, and Ruins,
is.a catalogue of rUins on the Pajarito P1Jteau. Excepting
the initial and closing paragraphs the general reader may
. pass ove.r this partl. without loss. Parts Th'twe, Pick, Trowel,
,
and Spade, and Four, IThe Debris of Pajaritan Culture, give
data- and generalizations from the early 'excavations of Dr. Hewett B:nQ his co-ja~orers. Appendix I, Pajaritan ?ictography, is a revision rvith illustrations adqed of Mr. Kenneth M. Chapman~s 1917 paper. Appendix II, From the
Archives, is notes on -the-Rito de los ·Frijoles in the Spanish
archives written a nufuber of years ago by Dr. Sylvanus G.
I
I

It
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Morley. Appendix III, Preservation of American Antiquities, is "a reprint of some of the most important documents
in the movement for the preservation of American antiqui- .
ties (in which Dr. Hewett has held a very important rOle)
which resulted in our present federal and state regulations."
Why is it that certain significant advances made in
southwestern archaeology since 1910 find no place in Dr.
Hewett's present volume? Perhaps most serious is the lack
of tree ring dates. Mr. W. S. Stallings, Jr. published in
1937 d~tes for Tyuonyi (1423+X-:l513) , Puye (15071565+3)-, Poshu (1391-1415+X) and other sites mentioned by Dr. Hewett (but cf. pp. 31, 57, 58).
A few of the rather too numerous statements which
might confuse the general reader of the' report are: His
'use of the term tufa is unfortunate; it is preferable to employ. tui" (as did Mr. Chapman in Appendix I, p. 139) when
rocks made of pyroclastic material are meant and to restrict
tufa to calcium carbonate formed by spring deposition.
Spanish potrero ("pastur~ ground," etc.) is not an equivalent of Spanish mesa. Earthquake violence (p. 29) and
radical climatic change (p. 32) are of an Qrder of magnitude greater than that required for an explanation of the
phenomena considered. His "clan" means "ceremonial
group." Defense as a factor in village location is probably
overemphasized. Tyuonyi is both four (p.' 54) and three
(p. 9~) stories high. The canyon of El Rito de los Frijoles
is considerably longer than six miles (p. 57). Tewa residence is not ~egularly matrilocal (p. 64). Balls used in
southwestern pelota games were." seemingly of native rubber (p'. 85). Kivas do have ventIlators and sometimes side
entrances (pp. 95-6). The main~ constituent of glaze paint
is lead (p. 111).
In this book Dr. Heyvett has sought to etnPhasize his
conception of archaeology. To on~ not concerned with the
technicalities and minutiae of southwestern archaeology his
ma.nner of emphasis will prove of interest.
N ORMAN SPUHLER
,.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
o
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~y WILLIAM PILLIN

1
Sky.fire, white.cloud,
when' will the rains come?
Aspens bellt in the glad wind,
when will the rains come?'
But1terfly, blue.wing,
When will the rains come 11
Lemon-p,etal, sun-flower,
whenJ will the rains come?
.

I

2

Hear the laughter in the sky,
drum laughter shaking
the dawn folk,
sky laughter
waking
,
the prairie folk,
the sun folk.
The [faitIs are coming.'
.

I

I

Here cqmes the rain mother,
broken rainbow' in. her hair;
here comes the rain father,
silver lightning 'in his hands,
bringing the rains.

..

3

Over' clear peaks an eagle flying,
strong winds flapping northward,
the rains have come.
Hunter with sear«hing eyes
snapping taut thongs,
hear the cracIp.ing· branches;
thebea.r is roaring,
hear thel buffalo thunder,
[251'] .
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hear the shrill whistle,
the rains have come.

4

i·
i
I

.

Bees pluck corn honey
in tassels of blue corn,
red corn,
white corn,
after the rains.

I
!

1

I
1

Water shining
on the fields,
water shining
on the boughs,
clear water
in the stream,
after the rains.

J
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Heart and.Mind
By ALICE GILL BENTON
Children and home, friendship and all sweet ties,
That fill the heart's content to overflowing; .
Sunsets and stars, bird songs and April skies,
With spring's' recurring charm of green things growing;
These are eartn's offerings that so well beguile
Us-the near, dear things, that beautify our ways~
Mist on the mountain or·a baby's smi~e
Ar, joy's own alchemy for dreary days.

Yeij~,life is mor'e than these. The hungry mind

~

, I

,J

;L

Goes searching for the mystery beyond
All breath and beauty-for the power behind
The sunrise or the brake fern's curling frond;
Reaching through all the near, dear things that are,
To grasp a future world, a farther star.

j
1
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Mexico Reborn-Vel!na' Carleton Millan-Houghton Mifflin Co., Octo.:.
ber 3, 1939-$3.00.
• '

Jography
Mexico Reborn is a ,pleasing combination of autobitogether with the economic and political history of
Mexico of the twentieth century. Verna M~lIan intimately
~interprets the various modern· trends by means of episodes
taken from her private life. Mrs. Millan, an American who
married a Mexican doctor, has been living in Mexico for the
past six years. Because of her social position ~her husband
has served in government posts), the author has much inside information concerning ma~y .important figures and
movements in present-day Mexico. Verna Millan frarikly
states her impressions on meeting and knowing such men as
Diego Rivera, Portes Gil, Cardenas, and others.
The chapter on "Anarchy in Art" contains, interesting
personal views on Mexican painting, literature, I music, and
the theatre. However, the statement that the Mexican
theatre is completely Fascist is certainly open tQ argument.
Could Cantinflas, who has been making the Melxican audiences laugh for alII these years, be called· a Fascist? Would
the Fascists tolerate the existence of such democratic freedom in the use of political satire as·is seen on the popular
I

?
sage.
t

.

,

.:

\

Mexico must and undoubtedly..will be febdXD; in fact
the pains ~have been going on for'<)some
time. •But the pro.
cess can not be rushed as an emergency or Caes~rean operation by surgeons, however sincere and skillful, from inside
or outside that interesting, country. The innate fatalism
that exists in. every Mexican (especially in -the Indian);;
causes him to react less violently to outward stimuli,. The
following quotation :from Mexico Reborn appea+ to be the;
reaction, caused by "rebirth," of a tortured, I anguished,
Anglo;.~axon soul rather than an entirely adeql'ate.. ~icture .
~
..
of MexIco:
[ 253]
.
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I
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Mexico is a tortured, anguished, violent country
, that seems unable ever to find peace. Everyone
who is caught within its whirlpool must inevitably
suffer as it suffers, sink with it or drift slowly to
the surface. It is a country of maddening paradox; of erratic, strange genius that springs with
meteoric swiftness from a dark sea of mediocrity;
of men who quail before responsibility but face
death with a calm, indifferent smile; it is a country
so maddening in contrast, so infinitely rich in every
variety and shade of emotion that one must have a
very stable nervous system in order to survive
there at all.
A. R. LOPES AND F. M. KERCHEVILLE.

1
j

I '

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M.

I

The Power House-Benjamin Appel-E. P. Dutton & Co., New York$2.75.

I

I

"

Benjamin Appel has the background to write such a
novel as I!ower House. He was brou'ght up in "Hell's
Kitchen" of New York and he saw life at its worst. Many
of his boyhood friends who belonged to the "gang" later
became teachers, truck-drivers, and professional men, but
there were oth~rs who became "cop-killers," "snitchers," or
members of a mob-gang.
Bill Trent, the "Brain-Guy," collects a small group of
"kids" who do small jobs in lower New York. Bill becomes
the "yes-man" to a "big-shot" on the West Side who uses Bill
and his gang to do his dirty work. When Bill finds out that
he is only being advanced to be wjped out by another "bigshot" of the East Side, he pulls out of this business and goes
into a new "racket" of strike-breaking. He thinks that he
only needs one big job to become a' Power House himself.
The 'opportunity comes when he is called to a small steel
town in Pennsylvania, but~the union men of the steel company break him.
, 0 . i~,
Throughout the story., Appel uses the language of the
gangsters, the technique of the "Dead-End Kids," the set-
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ting of "Hell's Kitchen," an!! minute !!etails If

ali action.

Appel writes his rough and rowdy actions muct: better than
he writes a simple exPlanatory. scene. Many of ~,is c~a. racters
tend to become tedious and tiresome. He uses ~ repetition of
action in t~e storY that becomes monotonous ~ the reader.
He trIes to prove that one man can't bec~me the head
of all things, as shown by the following quotat~on :
"The secret generals! Christ, .he might'v~ known monopoly didn't end in a small toW!!, in Wagener.
agener was
just a lieutenant in a small trench as Kerrigan was in New
York. God Almighty; Was there any cqnnedtion between
the Power House that ran the Wageners and ~he industries
of the country, and the Power House that ran the Kerrigans
and the rackets? Nobody could--- beat the Power House!
Only the damn workers had the gall to put up fight~" ,

'f

a

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.· .

DOROTHY MAE BOWER..

Tn the Shadow of History-Edited by J. Frank Dobie, Modic. Boatright, Harry H. Ransom-Texas Folk-Lore Society Publications,
Numbf;r XV-Texas Folk-Lone Society, 1939.
'
.

In the Shadow of History is an appealing volume in
homespun format, the 1939 contribution of the Texa~ Folklore: new
Lore Society', presenting further sources ofrthat
:
Alamo material and tales of the sheep industry. The introductory essay, "Folk-Lo~e and Tradition in' a jGr0'Ying 80-.
ciety," by Professor R. A. TsaDoff of Rice' Ihstitute, is a
sturdy defense of folk-lore in our modern d~y, as. being'
essential to real. understanding of land and fPeoPle, as a
source of literature, and as a means of preser ing regional
character beneath a spreading cosmopolitan v neer..
There are several essays to delight ~hoselwho' cherish
Ute story of the line that Travis drew on the ,Alamo floor,
long regarded by sober' history: as apocrypha!. Documentary proof.of the existence
of the supposedly
..
. mythical Louis
Rose, only survivor of the Alamo, is presented by R. B. Blake
I

.<

I

I

)
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of the Texas State Historical Association. His detective
work is supplemented by the original Zuber narrative of.
Rose's escape and by J. Frank Dobie's 'and Edward G. Rohrbaugh's account of the Travis line and .Jim Bowie's -death.
Buried literary treasure of the sheep industry is mapped
by Winifred Kupper ip. "Folk Characters of the Sheep Industry," as sh~ elevates the philosophic sheepherder to parity with the more glamorous and widely-exploited cowboy.
She sees Spanish sheep industry and English sheepmen meet
on Southwest plains to produce real folk-lore personalities.
Companion essays, Merrill Bishop's "The Ghost Sheep Dog,"
" and.Dan Storm's "The Pastor and the Serpent," affirm the
wealth of unexplored legend and character in the sheep
_
industry.
Other papers, such as J; Frank Dobie's account of the
paisano, or road-runner, or the two anecdotes by Marcelle
Lively Hamer and Charles F. ArrdWood are pleasant inclu. sions in one of the most charming of the distinguished Texas
Folk-Lore Society Series.

:.

I

I

I .~

I,

I.

I

..

J
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I

I
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I

I

I
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University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

KATHERINE SIMONS

William Wordsworth of Rydal Mount-Frederika Beatty-Dutton,
1939.
~.

f

This latest book on Wordsworth is "less concerned with
William Wordsworth the poet ~han with 'William Wordsworth, Esquire, of Rydal Mount.'" The author is professedly gathering together the last literary remnants and
biographical fragments of the greatest English poet of the
ninet~enth century. Since 'books have been written on
Shakespeare's Silences-on what he did not'say-.and a poem
has been written on Wordsworth's grave, th~' author has
ample justification from the standpoint of scholarship in
collecting these last glimpses and reminiscenses of a great
figure. From a purely literary standpoint, however, the
. _book suffers the defects of its virtues. Asa complete record

'"
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of Wordsworth's relations, d(i)mestic and social; in '.his last
days, the work is comprehensive rather than selective. Theauthor fails to- show, as she proposes in her foreword,
that
)
the "difference between the oEder and the younger man was
far less marked than is usually thought." Th(i)se of us who
still are unable to re~d "The Prelude" without interest and
excitement almost too great for comfort, and who follow
Professor Legou[s' Early Life of Wordsworth with rapt
attention, feel ourselves nodding as Wordsworth nods during this last d~cade at Rydal Mount. It is pleasant to renew
our friendship with Crabb Robinson and the English countryside, but it is agitating rather than moving to know the
particulars of poor Dorothy Wordsworth's insanity. Doro- "
thy Wordsworth was endowed at birth with the greatest
udelicacies of thought and the most acute powers of observati~n. Without her companionship and stimulus neither
Wordsworth nor Coleridge could have fulfilled his function
in the history of letters. Withollt Dorothy's tender care and
sympathy the restorative powers of nature whichWordsworth experienced and joyously made available to his contemporaries and to us might never have been- felt or recognized. In France in the nineti~s Wordsworth had found Annette Vallon, his lone Byronic affiftity, but he had als~ found
"France standing on the top- of golden hours,
And human nature seeming born again."
.
The personal disillusionment and despair which came over
th~ poet when the French Revolution, conceived in idealism;
turned into the Reign of Terror, realized in blood, was the
curse" of Wordsworth's whole generation. It was the chief
source of the mal, du siefle, that melancholy maladi of the
age, which tended to blight all hopes and curb all virtuous
effort. Nature and Dorothy together, mostly Dorothy, :r;estored Wordsworth to his own true self, and Wor~sworth
thereupon made available the solace of nature to his own and
subsequent generatjons.
Coleridge, the other great initiator of English Romanticism, also owed a great debt 'to Dorothy, not only for her
J

.

. I
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. renovation of her brother William, but for her delightful
companionship. Coleridge, thanks to his own weakness of
>: will, and the importunities of his friend Southey, had taken
~ unto himself asa wife and inspi.ration, Sara Fricker, milliner of Bath. "The vision and the faculty divine," which as
- companion or observer Sara utterly lacked, Dorothy Wordsworth_ possessed in large measure; and much of Coleridge's
sensitivity of observation and finesse of aper~u came from
his walks and conversafions ~ith this rare spirit. It, therefore;-seems unfortunate that Miss Beatty, in composing her
"Conversation Piece" covering the last years of Wordsworth should exhume Dorothy Wordsworth from the oblivion which settled over her so justly and mercifully at the loss
of her faculties.
-The new documentation which Miss Beatty brings together in this study proves that DorothY:,'s brother was clearhead~d and healthy-minded to the last. Bt1t~ William Wordsworth of Rydal Mount emerges from this investigation of
his last years deficient in significance of biographical detail,
in fecundity of mind, and in geniality of temperament. The
great light of poetical romanticism came from a rising and
not a setting sun.
>

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH.

University of New Mexico, '
Albuquerque.
Children'of God-Vardis' Fisher-Harper Brothers, 1939.. $3.00. '

Whether you have ever written a novel o~ just tried to,
set yourself the task of describing a great religious movement in world history with a cast of majqr and minor
_prophets, warriors and organizers, a laity learned and unlearned, and with scenes shifting across ~ continent in which
Palestine would be lost a hundred times, and you have a brief
statement of the prospect facing Vardis Fisher, the Idaho
novelist who was awarded the Harper Prize for fiction in
1939-40~ Then consider your audience, the people of Amer:
. ica chiefly, ,some of them
. adherents of this religion and bred
j
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to its sympathies and hostilities, and the rest outsiders just
as filled with rumors and attitudes favorable and unfa'Vorable toward BlIlY religious expression differing from their
own. One thing is in the author's favor today. More people
are able to vi~~ the sphere of faith and the supernatural
with common Isense and intelligence. Freud and Jung have
seen to that. I!f everyone would read the Old Testament and'
Children of Gbd with an 'eye to the results of religious hysteria, society th.ight move toward religious humanism which
is the best lesson to be drawn from both works. .'
There is no single figure central to the plot of Fisher's
novel. Joseph Smith, the Messiah of Mormanism, dominates
the first half of 'the book, -and Brigham Young, the leader
who established the church in Utah dominates the remain'der. Numeroqs other characters hold the interest as they
play central ro[es in various episodes of the Mormon people's
history. Yet the book does not la-t:k in unity. The reader is
absorbed in the outcome of this experience, which he begins
with the mystical visions of young Joe Smith in the backwoods of New York state and,ends with a group of his disillusioned followers, seventy years later, heading south into
Mexico to seek a new Zion where they may set up a religious
kingdom more faithful to the prophet than the Mormonism
left behind them. In the broad vital' stream of his prose
Fisher portrays Joseph preaching with a flow of words and
imagery that eompelled" men to follow him; then Joseph in
hiding from his enemies while the faithful prepared a Zion
for him in Ohio ; Joseph and the Saints' stoned and tarred by
mobs in the Middlewest, yet bu.ilding first in Ohio, then Missouri, and then Illinois, beautiful temples with fine little
cities around them, and leading orderly, constructive lives
which malicious rumors. painted as sordid and lecherous.
Whatever~me may think of Abraham and SQ)omon, whom
Joseph Smith set out to' emulate, they could not be accused
of spreading social disorder. Nor could Joseph within his
own religious kingdom. Yet the Mormons wer~ attacked
witH arms and outlawry, by thugs and' scoundrels both

I,

it:

.~.
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\
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j
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within and without the law. When tltese children of their
God fled beyond the outposts -of the inhospitable United
States, it was only to find that'the Mexican War had again
put their empire under the rule of authority in Washington.
The story of the Danites, a murderous band operating for
evengea~ce upon the enemies of Mormonism, is a blood chilling chapter in the narrative; yet the provocation is stated,
and the same fair-telling which charact~rized the whole is
evident,-lhere. Vardis Fisher has been amazingly' successful
in understanding all the material he has to handle-not just
-the argument for the Mormons (and Fisher was born one),
nor the charges against them, but the fully rounded life
material which often rolls up sincerity and hypocrisy, spirituality and carnality, ideals and every day facts in the same
bundle. The only difference between a saint and a sinner,
a hero a~d a villain, is the matter of degree: one balances up
more heavily this way or tha~toward amiable and genial
. traits or harsh and the unkind. Sanctity is sometimes one
of the most egregious forms of selfishness,and practically
all godly souls have to fight the chief of mQral failings, pride.
This novel is Vardis Fisher's greatest achievement. Not
everyone will agree that it is superior to In '(1'ragie Life or
Forgive Us Our Virtues, or -one of the other brilliant novels
he has done and not found readers for. I don't agree. They
.are distinguished books, but this is narrowly near a great
boo~. Certainly no Harper prize winner has had.more p~ower
in interpreting' pioneer society, more of panorama in seeing
the land of America in a significant time, more of the gift
of style bent to its purpose. Fisher has promised another
historical novel. I, for one, insist that he write it. He may
later do his greatest book, returning to something more
analytic of character facing the America of this day and
immediate experience. Yet he is climbing the right ladder of
testing-first .the materials that touch' one's own hea~ and
then the heartbreak of others. Vardis Fisher is a maJor
American novelist. In his writing one notes resemblances
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to both Thomas Wolfe and D. If. Lawrence. There may be
something in. literary reincarnation.
T. M. PEARCE
University o/'New Mexico~
Albuquerqu'e.
G
Hoppity Bunnyrs Hop-Elizabeth Willis peHuff-The C~xton Print--

ers. Ltd., 11939-$2.00.

"..)
lJ

.

Many an Easterner feels strange when he' first views
the Southwest desert land with sage and tumbleweed,
prickly-pear and rabbit-brush. An eastern bunny rabb~t
feels not only strange but terrified when an airplane ride
drops him off in New Mexico, where big red ants chase him
from their sand hill, and a rattlesnake thrusts its deadly
fangs where. Hoppity Bunny was before he jumped. Hoppity escapes from the kind children who had brought him
~long as a mascot, and he thinks he hasn't a frIend in this
strange terrible land, especially after. he burnS" his tongue
on a chile p(j)d and sticks his nose into cactus spines. He
was even running from'!' four little prairie dogs, until they
laughed at bim, and befriended his sore nose by removing
the cactus. !Hoppity almost twists the head off Gray Owl's
neck, by rUlllniIig in circles, until Bunny Cottontail stops
nim, and together they 'untwist Gray Owl. by running the
other way. .The Indian rabbit hunters separate Hoppity
Bunny from his friend Jack Rabbit, and Hoppity reacts to
a desert sandstorm and cloudburst, finds out .wbat a pbrcu.pine quill is like, and has other adventures' before Jerry
and Jean came along and return him to the Dragon Fly
airplane.
' .
Elizabeth Willis DeHuff is well laiown 'for her children's books. Tay Tails Tales is a collection of Indian folk
material, as is Tay Tay's Memories. Hoppity Bunny's Hop
is the most amusing book Mrs. DeHuff has done. Mildred
Lowry Hill has caught the spirit'of fun in her drawings of
at by
Hoppity being comforted! by prairie dogs] or laughed
.,
Jack Rabbit. Caxton Printers have bound the book
in green
,
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with wise-eyed Hoppity sitting philosophically in fern and
clover just before his wiid adventures in New ~exico. The
book is issued just when Christmas gift hunters should find
it perfect to entertain young readers, and the older ones,
when they do the reading, as well. _
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexieo,
Albuquerque.
You Get What You Ask For-Norman Maeleod-Harrison-Hilton
Books, 1939-$2.50.

This is a first nove], 'by a young man who has written
three books of poetry, edited' half-a-dozen or more poetry
magazines, served as free-lance writer on score of periodicals in the United States,
France, and Russia. Those who
I
know Norman Macleod'~ life, know that he has been whisked
by his own will and by: circumstances _over a considerable
part of the globe, and t~at everywhere ,he has caught hold
for a little while and theln lost his grasp,' seeking always full
satisfaction for the ma~ currents in his brain. Mad currents there are: Y o.u Get What You -Ask For supplies abundant evidence- for the statement. Perhaps because of this
restless, driving appetite for life, Norman Macleod matches
in himself t~e whirlingj.dervish unrest of modern history.'
One would have to daI1ce over the jittering night life of
.Harlem, the sh~ll-crate~s in Spain, the fetid tenement life
of Paris.or Los Angele~, 'the art colonies of. Greenwich Village or\Taos to catch the rhythm of frustrati.on beating in
countless lives. Macleod's novel is a brilliant' documentary
of this side of the modern world, not a side to be dismissed
or ignore9 because there are other more s~able aspects of .
society, but on the contrary a side to be examined and
pondered.
-,
You Get What Youl Ask For is one of the most caustic
pageants modern literature can provide of the wastefulness of human resourceSj. From the moment the book begins,
in a letter to Gordon G~aham from a Communist worker in

a

I

~
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Holland, to the defeat of Frank Klaber, a'candy salesman.
who is beaten into idiocy by racketeers in the New York.
Bronx, the battle with malevolent destiny is pursued. That
the narrative doe~n't hold tQ more positive forces is no
criticism of the point of view. The story has truth. Nowhere
does it ring false. Others in these same. whirling· scenes
would have found other fpoting and walked some other
direction. The New Mexico episode gives reason for believing this. The autobiograph~ of scenes in Santa. Fe is
thinly disguised for Macleod. Well known figures on the .
Writers' Project, artists engaged on the Gallup defense
committee, even poetry ~nd pO~J]ts of view ex~ressed in this
magazine are satirized, with malice toward sQme, but after
all it'~ Macleod's book. He tells the truth from his_ point
of view, and you can take sides for or against! him.
There are three theimes and sets of eharaeters: Gordon
Grah~, his wife Sonja, and their story; the Klaber family
(Sonja's grandparents, :her parents, the Uncle Frank and
his alter ego George) and their struggle; the John Patterson
Henderson, Allan BeckiWith, 'Salvador Sa:rltistevan group,
brilliant warped young souls who are pushed· to the fringe
of lunacy or pulled from it by alcohol and sex. What makes
for stability with such a group is difficult ito fathom. Reverberating in' the life episodes of the book is the war in
Spain, "Peace" from the Heaven of Father Divine, the mobs
fed by Coughlin, Tr()tsky, or the Dies ComII\ittee investigating un-American activities. A thin .wrait:tf of the poet
in Norman Macleod glides into the text at the end of many
episodes: "The slender dawn came up gray' over Mt. Morris
Park as the milk wagons ushered in the morning," or "Over
a sandbag in front of al trench on the Estremadura front,
Jose Xavier sIiaked the steel of his bayonet,"'>or "The universe was tied together with rainbow madness... In Arizona
the Navajos were dark,brown sunlit amber. Bronze were
the deep lines cut in thel wind's countenance.",
In spi~e of tawdry lepisod~s, the boek is'·distinguished.
Its final line seems almost sytnbolic of th~ b~auty, precision,
I

(

I

,
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and vagueness of modern destiny: "~he golden beak of an
airplan~>.beat itnto the future."
.
T. M. PEARCE
University of flew Mexico,
Albuquerque. :
,
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Decision
By ELEANOR PESONEN

.

~

,

Tears being ~pent-fountains of the eyes being dryI will put aside the mind that believes the lie,
Accepts the malicious :word, is willing to hear
Falsehood. How can l explain to a reluctant ear?
If it is not enough that ,my signature scrawled across my life
Is guileless and unaffeated, let the knife
Sever the treasured friendshIp. Who does not know
Can never be persuaded. I will not beg for relief. Let it be so.
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Our Contributors
GERALl> CASSIDY today is acknowledged as a foremost figure in the history of American
art. Before his death, in 1934. paintings from his brush had found acceptance in
international exhibits and has been purchased for the Luxemborg Galleries in Paris,
the Albertina Museum in Vienna. the' State Museum in Santa Fe. and other galleries in the United States. THE QUATRERLY is honored to reproduce one of the
original pencil sketches he made to illustrate The LamiL of J 0'1111·11.63/8' Ending by
Mary Austin. A description of the trip which Mrs. Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy,
and Dr. McDougal made when this book was being written and illustrated is the
feature article for this issue of THE QUARTERLY. The book appeared, however,
with illustrations by a staff artist of the publishing house.
INA SIZER CASSIDY is at work on a book about Mary Austin in which many celebrated
figures who have lived on El Camino del Monte Sol in Santa Fe will appear. Mrs.
Cassidy -has published poetry in THE QUARTERLY, New Merico Magazine, the New
Me~o Sentinel, Poetry, and in anthologies.
JOSEPH JOEL KEITH h~ontributed poetry to The University Review, H0'U8ehold Magazine, Poetry, New ~ Herald Tribune, THE QUARTERLY, and otl1er journals•
. He is associate editor of Compa.s8 and contributing editor"to Sharda.· With Helen
Frazer-Bower. a cousin of Vachel Lindsay, he has written a book, Hidden Pilgrim,
published in June of 1939.
WITTER BYNNER read "In This Desert Land:' at the Poets' Round Up in Santa Fe 'in
August. He needs no intrC?duetion to readers of American poetry, for his name
is associated with that of aE. A. Robinson, Robert Frost, Robinson J eifers, and
others in the building of a vital poetic literature in twentieth century America.
RoBERT D. ABRAHAMS is a Philadelphia attorney who has become a successful free lance
contributor to a number of: national magazines, The SatuTday Evening P08t, Ken.
E8qu,iTe, among them.
.
HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER ~raduated at the University of New Mexico in 1938 and
spent the following year iii study "at Columbia University. She has written distinguished poetry, most of it for TUE QUARTERLY, and has won poetry awards
in a number of competitions in the state and University. She is the daughter
of the well known novelist and short story writer, Conrad Richter.
DOROTHY BELLE FLANAGAN HUGHES was honored by the Yale University Press in
the selection for publication of Da:rk Certainty. a book of poetry, in 1931. She
has written stories for the New YorkeT, Pictorial Review, Midland. and a book,
Pueblo on the Mesa, which gives a history of the University of New Mexico. Her
home is in Albuquerque.
JOHN C. NEFP contributed CIA Visit to Kiowa Ranch," to THE QUARTERLY in May of
1937. It gave a portrait of Frieda Lawrence, and was written by Mr. Neff after
a visit to England where he met Middleton Murry and other friends of D. H.
Lawrence. "Maria Sanchez" is another sketch of the life in New Mexico.
ALICE LEE SAWYERS is a young woman pursuing studies at Fontbonne College, St. Louis.
Last year a stOry of hers from The PaTade of Youth was reprinted in The
ReadeT's Digest. She is the youngest writer ever to ~e featured by the Dige8t.
Miss Sawyers graduated from Las Cruces Hig;h School and completed one year of
study at New Mexico State College. Her poetry has been printed in a number
of anthologies, one the recent North America Book of Verse.
VIRGINIA WILHELMSON is a member of San Francisco's colony of writers. She has
contributed poetry to FTontier-Midland. Prairie Schooner, Poetry, Verse LibTe.
TUE QUARTERLY, and other magazines.
:3
PA.UL A. BARTLE'l"l' is a Tucson poet whose writing has something of the mysticism
and experimental rhythms of the English metaphysical school in the seventeenth
century.
.
•
WJLLIAM PILLIN read poetry at the Santa Fe Poets' Round Up in August. He is the
author of a recently published book of poetry which will be revjewed in the
February magazine.
.
ALICE GILL BENTON has two sonnets in Volume IV in the North America Book of
Verae, published in 1939. She also has sonnets in the eolleetionedited by Lucia
Trent and Ralph Cheney. Her home is in Albuquerque.
ELEA.NOR PESONEN is the owner of the VilJagra Book Shop in :'Santa Fe. She contributes poetry to New Mezico, the New Mezico Sentinel, a~d other magazines.
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The Chronicle of a FrieruJj~~

By

L-

INA SIZER CASSIDY
,

~'

campi on the edge of a playa, under a palo verde .
,_
tree, a goldenl canopy in its spring bl~om, at the e~stern
gateway to Papa&1!eria-Mary Austin, the I-Mary o~ this
sketch, Dr. McDougal, her friend, director of the Desert
Laboratory at Tucson, who has come to escort us through this
desert stretch, Gerald, and I.
The playa, a flat desiccated lake bottom, the last/remnant of th~t primordial sea which once covered this Southwest land, spr.eads~ acre upon aCre, across the valley, the
desert sun havingj sucked all moisture from it, leaving'
nothing but vast deposits of salt" affording 4ihe Indi3:ns a
source of IiveIihoodJ The playa is now partially covered with
scattering desert v~getation and bloom, bee-balm giving it
a purple haze.
1
'"
The Arizona sun is almost lost, behind the western
horizon,
poising fo~, its dip under the Pacific on the path to
,
its "House of the East.~' Our supper is finished. ,I-Mary
and the Doctor are lin deep discussion, Gerald busily sketching in some last colpr nuarpes before thelight fails; I have
cleared away the s~pper.}hihgS and tidiedtlth,e camp ready
for the night.· Pi$'IDy owls, watching ca, .like, call fro_m
their nests in the i cholla, ready for nig ,t's . adventures.
Mocking birds sud4enly dart Up' into the violet sunset sky,
singing in ecstatic joy, almost bursting their small threats
with inexpressible I happiness, trilling, now shrilly, now
softly from the tips of scattering smoke tree and palo
verde, where they rlest. A wary chaparral cock thrusts his
beak through a clurh p of creosote to discover, if he can,:the
source of the strange noises he "has heard. Green striped
'lizards dart, Iightni~g-Iike, across a sandy clearing, hurrying to their night r~fuge.
[203 ]
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It will not be long until the kangaroo-rat will venture'

forth from his cholla-fenced runway to hunt an evening
meal, with only the owl to dispute his right. No sound of
human voice reaches me in t~ush of@coming dusk, other
than the slow murmur of serious discussion between the
Doctor and I-Mary. The evening star will soon become
visible as the sun hides his forehead and only the' voice'S of
) the desert are audible.
.
Were I inclined to be superstitious I would give myself
to feli.r, for I-Mary is not well, the desiccating heat has been
almost too much for her. The desert is no place for illness.
Instead of yielding myself to fear I shall call upon the gods
of the Ancients for her protection. Perhaps there still
remains among these lost hills a medicine man or an herb
woman steeped in the knowledge and virtues of the mystic
rites of healing and the curative values of desert plants,
who will come to her. aid. We shall see.
This is Papagueria, the Land of the Papagos" ancient
beyond our knowing, the loadstone of our journeying-so H>ere
I-Mary is to find that for which she seeks, the Land of
Journeys' E'Y!ding. The northern boundary of the. migration of certain tropical and semi-tropical species of bird, of
animal, and of plant, for in common with m~nkind they,
too, migrate; climate and soil determining the limits of their
domain. Plants dep~ndent upon climate and soil, soil and
climate dependent upon vegetation, birds and beasts dependent upon both, plant migration at the mercy of the wind,
the insects and the birds depending upon these for their
advance.
"I -am going to take you to the p.ortal today where you
make your first offering to the Papaguerias," Dr. McDougal
had said as he joined us this morning. "Tomorrow we 'enter
and go into the very heart of Papago Land." This enticed us.
As we drove along this morning, Mary Austin enlightened us. "The Papago are a tribe," she tells, "closely allied
to the Pimas, whose home originally was in the tributary
valleys of the Rio Santa Cruz, south and
west of Tucson."
.

.
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I-Mary is always well prepared on any subject she
InvestIgates.
"Their dialect,~' she goes on, "government, religion,
and mythology, as jwell as their history, is similar to" and
interwoven with that of the Pima to such an extent that it
is really very difficult to separate t~em. For this reason
very little lias beeni written of them as a ,separate tribe."
She informs us as we bump along over the primitive ,roadway. The role of mentor is a favorite one of I-Mary's;. and,
with her remarkable memory for the printed word, she r~lly
is a rich source of information. Whether this role is
prompted by a spirit of generosity, ~a desire to share- her
knowledge, a subconscious prompting of her old "teacher"habit, or an exposition of egotism, one is never sure. Her
friends commend her for i~; her enemies condemn.
. .,
"The Pimas were always at war with the Apaches,". she
continues, "and were often joined by the Papagos. Bancroft says that thePapagos were always foes of the Apaches
and the friends of the Americans, y~t they have received
very little aid from the United States. He .also says that
they have always bee~ regarded as the best Indians' in
Arizona and the most peaceful. The Papagos claimed, and,
the Pimas allowed them, the country south of Tucson and
"
on into Sonora, Mexico, then west to the Pacific, but the
Mexicans drove them out of SOnlOra before the Ameri~an
occupation in 18471' and the Americans dro\;e them back
from the Pacific.
" (>
"Going back in their history, Father Kino began his
missionary work among them in 1687, and our own pioneer
tr~pper, James O. Pattie, with a l company of Americans,
trapped here in the autumn of 1825. This will give YoU a
picture of the Papagos and a little of their backgrou~d,"
she concludes. Sometimes I-Mary, in the absorption of )ler
subject, forgets that she is not on the lecture platform, bless
her! But she does make it interesting, and more under"
standable.
.
On our, way 'to the crest we dro.ve through a dense for.est
• •

,
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of_the stately sahua,ro, the king cactus. Old-timers know it
as .the desert policeman, a very suita~le name, as it stands
watch over the terrain. Here hundreds of these stately
candelabra stand, battalion after battalion, on the hill-slopes
aItd the flats, with giant arms thrust skyward, like green
man columns reaching to support the arched sky, their
. bed arms pockmarked by woodpecker nests and occasional
'-- y bill ones crowned by the brown hawk's scraggly nest.
he buds on the tips are fat and swollen, almost ready to
lUrst into fragrant bloom. Its ripened fruit is later to be
athered by the Papagos, the luscious juice to be cooked
.. own into a rich syrup and stored for fu~re use in ollas
buried in the ground. Some of it will be made into wine.
'~The sahuaro harvest," the Doctor tells us at supper,
is perhaps the oldest food festival of the cactus deserts, for
in the buried cities of the Great House People we found little
brown jars of sahuaro wine heremetically sealed with clay
just as the Papago women seal their syrup jars today.
,
Whether it was syrup when they buried it, which later
turned into wine, no one knows, of course."
The gathering and preserving of the sahuaro fruitIndian figs-by the Papagos is similar, at least in spirit, to
the early New England Pilgrims' "sugaring off" among the
sugar maple trees, but much older. It culminates in a religious festival with a tribal da~ce of thanksgiving for the
present supply, andeofferings to the gods for future abundant
harvests.
It is a community enterprise, the group including the
men, women, and children, for each has a share in the work
and the rejoicing. Brush shelters are built to be used year
after year, with the great brown cooking oUas, after the
harvest is completed, cached for the next year's use. These
caches are never molested by the Papagos from year end to
year end. We came upon two or three such harvesting
camps 'Yith the empty ollas piled in a corner of the brush
shelters awaiting the fall harvest, and. although they were
miles a;way from human habitation and no sign of any re-
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cent visitors other than the little animals .of the abras;· still
there was a feeling of ~!1man presence, a mystical atmo;,.
sphere enveloping the spot which held us, as though human
eyes, hidden in the mesquite and smoke trees were watehing
us, ready to pounce out at any sacrilegious touch we Il!ight
inadvertently make.
,
It was a temptation hard to resist for a collector to
leave these lovely syrup jars so easy to take from",their
cache, so difficult to buy from their owners.
"The' tribal gods watch here· and protect these'. important caches," I-Mary declares as I voice my temptation.
Whatever it may be, the tribal gods or our own consciences, we leave the campodie without a souvenir. Virtue
is its own reward, however, for tonight near our camp I
found two perfect jars in the sand wash, evidently carried
down from some other campodie by the fierce desert rain
floods. These I will have no compunction about pa~king
with our camp things. I-Mary and the Doctor assure me it
will be no violation.
We stopped on our way to admire and examine a magnificent organ cactus marking the northern boundary of its
migration, from 'rits far southern l\iexico origin, its Journeys' Ending, the first monument to I-Mary's quest. ~he is
delighted with this find.
"The virtue of all cacti," sbe explains to us, "is that
they repre§ent the ultimate adaptations of' vegetative life
. on its way up from its primordial home in the ancient sea
shallows to the farthest, driest land. This chimp of otgan
pipes is a pioneer of its species."
"Was this the only one that managed to travel 'this
far1" I want to know, for it seems strange there should 'be
only this one group. ,
"Perhaps not, but there is now no way of telling how
many of them came or how many perished before co~uer
ing the new environment as this one has," I::Mary explains,
as she leads us around the great clump, pointing out; .th~
scars of its battles against th~ we~ther, the birds,. and 'ani8
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mals as well as against humans, for there is evidence of
many of the pipes having been chopped off by man.
"This is the only specimen of the organ cactusSaguarot-we have ever found in this vicinity," the Doctor
tells us. "A few more clumps, but not many, are found near
the Sonoran border, but this is the farthest It reached in
\Arizona."
There are oceans of the Opuntias ·(prickly pears), surrounding us, just coming into bloom, pink, cerise, and
yellow spotting the greening landscape, with grey-headed
Old Man cactus (Cereus senilis) (I-Mary insists that I use
the corr~ct names) tottering about among'the thorn-studded
carpets of the desert.
.And I-Mary continues.: "Here in this southwestern
corner of Arizona, the main business of plants, that of
making the earth a livable place for us, goes on uncovered
by dense -growth as in the tropics."
Here I had to· interrupt, for I have never understood
why man should think that he was the tip-top of nature's
scheme of life to which all else in the world had to bow. But
.I-Mary ignored my query and continued with her instruction:
".
"Here in the desert," she said, in the tone one uses to
a child who asks a foolish question, "you can see the path.
it has followed from the first filmed protoplasmic cell in the
swampy places, along the devious paths of nature's choosing,
on up to the simplicity of the great sahuaro, the -king cactus, made up as it is of a bundle of woody semi-detached
ribs, filled in and cushioned by a spongy mass designed to
hold water during the dry seasons, and all held together by
a tough" green hide, covered with millions of protecting
spines."
Robles Pass is at the crest of a blackened volcanic
ridge. We stopped at its summit to make our obeisance to
this mystic land.
"The place I shall take you to," the Doctor now explains, "is the place to which I take all distinguished artists.

.

. .1
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Ritchell has sketched there, and Butler. So has Maynard
Dixon and others."-: This was meant for Gerald. "All of my
scientific friends are taken there first, too." This was" for
I-Mary. "You haven't seen the beauties of the Tucson desert
if you haven't been to this spot," he co~cluded. This~' take
for myself, not wanting to be ignored.'
Within the scorched rim framing our vision in a~ram- '.
parted circle, we discover a far-stretched valley, the parched
plain of this primitive land bordered on the southea$t by
the Sierra Ritas, the mountain boundary line between, tlle
United States and Mexico, its ragged rim combing the
fringes of the sky, the valley flooir carpeted in ,brown velvet,
a great ,Oriental ru;''-spread inari Arab's sky-roofed tent.
Tall Bobaquivera, sacr.ed mountain of the Papa-Ootam,
the People' of the Bean, as they call themselves, Frifoleros,
as the early Spanish Conquistadores called them-its ,giant
thumb upthrust to the turquoise vault, became Qur south:'
eastern landmark. Few white' ~en' have scaled its heights
but, regularly, pilgrimages are :made to its summit by' the
Papago, who go with prayer plume offerings to the Great
, Sky Fathe,r, the Pima's prophet of the Earth, -ana, on its
high side lies the inaccessible
cave
dwellings of their •hero,
it '
god who killed the mythical giapt to right the wrongs'of
their people. ,
..
.
, The peculiar odor of a land long humanly inhabited
fills the air, mingling with. the smell of sun-scorched ;~and
, unwashed by recent .rains.
The Papago are well named! The People of the Bean,
for their principal article of food consists of ,the seed ot the
many varieties of wild-1)ean-bearing trees and shrubs,
mostly of the mesquite family, growing profusely over:~the
playas and the low lying hill~ides, known by many names,
all carrying the suffix "bean": locust bean, mesquite b¢an,
screw bean, Indian bean, catalpa bean, and others.
,
We drive on down into the valley for our first night's
camp in this desert waste known' as ,Papagueria,. and ,find
an attractive spot under a palo verde tree, laden with <its
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spring bloom of golden balls. Scarlet' tipped, urn-sh~ped
ocotilla nod their flaming serpent tongues in the breeze now
starting across the playa. Thistle poppies, their tall arms
filled with fluttering white doves, distil a ~elightful fragrance through the sunset air, to be absorbed by the smell
, of barbecued kid ribs prepared' over the catlnp ·fire by -the
Doctor-Scientist-Cook.
I '
Supper over, we smoke our modern peace-pipe around
the smouldering ashes of the dried-cactus fire, with conver- .
sation and discussion of tomorrow's plans for dessert. I-Mary
tells the Apache story of the stewed beans, involving: Spotted
Horse, his wife, and TwO-Comes-Over-the-Hill, proving that
this legume can be a betrayer of man as well as' a savior.
"This story I mean to use in a collection I am making,
which I shall call One Smoke Stories,. so Ina, you musn't
use it, for I've 'put my mark' on it."
This sounded interesting, for we had heard many of
I-Mary's unwritten-down stories, and they were always
entertaining.
"I shall call my collection One Smoke Stories," I-Mary
continued, "as each can be told while one smoke lasts. This
is one of the ways the Indians have of marking time."
Because of this-"'1 can only say now that it is the story
of an Apache triangle .with the bean betraying the guilty
man.
"But Mary, the Pueblefios tell it differently," I interrupt in the interest of truth and scientific folklore.
"How is that?" she wants to know. And I explain: "In
the Pueblo version the story goes back to the Cliff Dwellers
with the guilty man hidden in a deep recess of the cave.
Perhaps this is the first of the 'hiding in the closet' episodes.
In this story when all is quiet and the aroused suspicion is
allayed in the mind of the unexpectedly returned husband,
suddenly the exploding beans betray the hidden visitor and
all is lost," I conclude.
"Human nature hasn't changed very much throughout

I~_-
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the ages," sagely remarks the scientist as we finish our
smoke.
Slowly the dusk melts into' the black velvet mantle
dropped fro~ the star-studded sky and we settle for the
night in our"bed-rolls on the soft hot sand, and are lulled
to sleep by the song of nocturnal desert life.
Tomprrow we are to visit the heart of this -ancient land
where lies the Shrine of the Children who were sac:d~ced '
to the flood.

.'
In Conflict

r,

By JOSEPH JOEL, KEITH

Would we no longer see
The foe before us and, behind.
Would we no longer be
"•
In ,conflict with our ,vacillating' mind.
Wou~d

t

we no longer fill
The self with hunger, and alarm;
And "cease to join the kill,
' ,
We wou[~ not feed the mind that lifts the arm.
Nor would we glorify
The beast within us and below;
And we would hush the: c r y . )
And let the heart hear songs that it would know.
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In This Desert Land
By

WITTER BYNNER

Water is the thing which would wake him,
If he could feel its rush Upon his doorstep, pounding
In this desert land,
-t
If he could feel the great 'surf shake him,
Abounding
In his pulses and slappi~g at his hand
And biting at his nostrils and alarming his ear;
But the mountains stand cstalwart and far and clear
From those changes of water.
For water is change, and he had had as much of change
As any other son or any daughter
Of the sea-coast disturbing his blood,-"
He had trod
Every wave with his foot sinking,
.
Before he came to these desert mountains where the
shrinking
.:
.
Of the sand is resistant and leads
Upward, instead of downward to dark weeds
And th.e bubbly fish of thinking,
Leads ever upward and along the range
- Of rock and strong air
.
In which he can be bare
Without being touched, har.assed, enfolded,
Be safe beyond water, moulded
By himself only, with a foot-hold no stroke of wave can
estrange.

I

I1

t

t
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Indian Detour
By ROBERT D. ABRAHAMS
.

M

~

'

E. R. SMIT~, late of Philadelphia, hi.s neatly rolled'
umbrella helq. firmly in one gnarled hand, his tiny
camera in the other, marched bravely into the hotel. .Once
inside, the gaunt, ~nderfed-Iooking man stared about him
with curiosity.. Hi~ 'own high, white collar, .with the Jight
summer tie, his old fashioned alpaca suit, his high,~iack
laced shoes, proclaimed him to the oniookerthe elderly clerk
which he was. Sdmething of excitement in his manne~
showed that this was no ordinary day in his life, clerk or no.
He seemed surprised when he saw 8,0 many others in the
lobby. He hadn't realized that here would be so many
intent on the same adventure ashe was, but fellow tourists
crowded the lobby of the hotel, and'€dged toward the dini,ng
.room, where breakfast would be served.
"Must be two hundred of them," Mr. E.- R. Smith reflected. "It's a funny thing. Never ·trav.elled my whQle life
long, and now, when I do something as unlikely as to conie on
this Indian Detour, it looks as if the whole world is doing
the same' thing."
,
!
He advanced to the entrance of·the dining room, glancing approvingly at the New Mexican style decoration of the
hotel. The murals 0f the Indian dancers on the walls-'the
Spanish colonial type' furniture-it was all just as he' had
hoped it would ,be. He was glad he hadn't found an ordinary
lobby, the kind witJI railroad time table folders in a;rack,
next to the regi~tration desk, armchairs arranged in rows,
colored fans haniing from the ceiling, and signs on the walls
, stating that the barber
shop, men's room and ladies' ~oom
,
.
were downstairs. H would have been so disappointing to
have found prose ~hen you had come to find poetry.
He had" been a little worried before.heoarrivedat Lamy.
Perhaps New Mexico would be just like the rest of the coun. try he had watched from the train-interesting enough"to
R.

.,
"
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watch unroll in the continental panorama, but seeming to
offer little of adventure to the questing tourist. But coming
up to Santa Fe in the bus from Lamy, he had known it
would be all right. ·,Those. ba,re, New Mexican mountains
looked just as 'he had hoped' tb~y would~ The·vehicle had
passed Indians dressed~n:brightcolor~,_ along the' higb"way,
,,' and he ¥~eve'~)g?i~~q;£t)wB?Ys·ast~ide. au.thenfic-appe,r-. \
:
,. " , '. irig" P9:nies,' gAtl'Opin.g id<}llg:;iP~ 'sid¢ road_~. Y~~, it wOlild be
; te:' ... all right~ /He Ifad'bee'f~bl"(a,fraidi\\irodt'thEtaltitud~at
.
, ,_
"
.,
,
"", ; . . his
.
.~ age, to f§P up"eight thQll'Sand f~etrfQrr,the· day. ",lie'was de~Jf;
:
' ::'~9i~' li~lited ~ disi~~, ;~~~~\r~~~lt~'!!fd;~C:eirec~s ) onlY,afer~,,\' t "
en Itsel~:ttpe'~~:l d',
::. . .
' tal~ e~l1.~:~~~l~n" :W~5~~~ f!!l~ht)J;ave
'
i'i
eX'i!te~n~o~ , e ~d
l~re...
- 0,;
,i~l~'/,"f,"
~";d-' ., '-~"U_ ~ J ·M~.E.· . ~t
WE}~~\.l 'eou'sly'" tp':~ll'e., head~~~~~t- : > '\
t;~ ... <,~~ - f:' ,rf'Ss, ~iio co~ucted lljwjt~~rJ pi,~ amiXiglir.o~ "to a ;~aple '
: .r .~. ;~'~~.,..on!i~A 1me ~«>ma~,'!~~~ ~~pught.#~Pflrov~nglY~~,a~ sh~.
l' , '
\'i- • ~a~etrtllm t~b~~kfast r.rl~nu .. "', e1'stuff pIoneers were;
~ ~made of~" ~f o~JY"fRob. ,~a~mar2e~·:~()iteon~ as s~iUng:and .~'
;..

"r>

.

c.

""

. _ . ~<......

~}~~.,

~

~

Qr

,.*' .' ,'

~ T~ ,,"'!'; ~s~~n~:~rA~~~~1 :~~, ~: ~~:~I~:t:
.

<$

: .: th~Ug~t,.\u~ shd~s a ~ttitpard fo~ra fat~er-in~l~wlio ~~1
~
.~ al~ng ~lth~~ Why dl~t4'sne have to' be ~o~~iifound.~Iy nea't"?';;;
j
. t,..
,~~ffen sh'e~a~~J~,--S'ebeen"",east,she h.a:&;scold~.,. .d.,,,,'
. . him ab,~ut the~~:r
~ ':'i.. -l.'·Cpndi~1on of liis roo~'"At his age.. i\§ti{·he ~f)idn't ~ow
~; .,~ ..,,'f en<IJghto have hi~"tp,om the way he Wanted lt~\H:li~~dorder
: , : 1.,
,,;'J:ii~etr, bUt:,Ylou cogl.~tcaJ;"IY it, ~OQ far..JIe ~kn~W#9~fwhat
"$I.
'Ro~,~s and AIl}eli';$,li~~§e~i!f'an,.~i~go would 'lie like, even
:.. ..~
thoUgh.-he had iifVer sien 1t~ EverYthing<>it~ould be as bare
It ~and. clean t~S'h' a hosp~~l!. "There is a fi~'e,'big bedroom for
yOUr Dad," Rg,b-. had written,'\ "and please believe that we
re~l1y do waht Y--91iFwH:h all our hearts. It will give the chiI'"''Q 'dren a chance to get acquainted with their granddad."
.... :
It would be nice to see those grandchildren again, Mr. '
E. R. Smith reflected. He had only seen them twice when
Rob and Amelia had visited the East. Now, when the company had retired him at 70, his small pension would hardly
have kept him in decent style in Philadelphia, and since
\.'

""~,",,,

I
I
:.~

...
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Janet's death, there was really nothing to hold him in his
native city. Still, it wouldn't be easy, at his age, moving in
with his children and grandchUd~en.
, -, -,
Resolutely he put thoughts of the future in San Diego
from his mind. Today was his day-a day such' as he had
never had before in his life-and he meant to live it to the
full.
One of the pleasant young men in charge of the t~'ur,
noticing the old g~ntleman seated alone at the table, came
over and sat downl with him. "We'll be' off as soon as you
kll finish breakfas~, Mr. Smith," he told' him. "We're very
lucky, too. I've ju~t heard that there is. to be a corn dance
at the pueblo whe~ we're going fo visit: today. It's always
more interesting to see the Indians when there's a dance' in
progress than at other times."
"That's fine, that's fine," Mr. Smitlr murmured.
"Have you been out in this neighborhood before?'" the
young man asked.•'
"No, I've never been anywh.ere," Mr. Smith admitted.
"I'm retired now, and going out to San Diego to live with
my son and his fa~ily. I come from pioneer stock thop·~h,"
he said looking up p1:"oudly but shyly at the young man. "My
grandfather was a peddler on the frontier when Illinois was
the frontier. I remjember as a child-he used to live at our
house, you know-all the stories ,he told me of his adventures. Why, he knew Lincoln when he kept a store at New
Salem. The ol~ fellow told me some hair-raising stories
about Indians, too. Custer and Yellow Hand and Buffalo
Bill, and all that. I've always wanted to'see real Indians~ My
grandfather moved back East when he married, you see.
Yes, sir, he told me some fine stories when I was a kid}' He
shook his head s'adly. '''I don't suppose I'll haye much t9' tell
my grandchildren 1iliat they'll be interested ill."
".
"If he was wi~h Custer at the Last Stand, that grandfather must have been a horse," the young man thought.
"Nothing but· a horse got away." With the usual tact of
persons in his empIPyment, he did not expres~ his thoughts.
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"Well, you'll see plenty of Indians today," the young
man promised.
"I know, I know," Mr. Smith said. "When Rob sent me
a ticket to come west, I don't believe I could have made up
my mind to leave, if I hadn't heard about this day's stopover you can make. Yes, sir," he continued, and he spoke
with such vehemence that the young man drew back in surprise. "Yes, sir. I guess you could just about call this d;;J.Y
the high spot of my life." .
"Well, now, I hope you're not disappointed," the tourist
leader said, rising. "See you at the bus in half an hour" Mr.
Smith." "A nice young man," the traveller thought, as he
watched the agent pause at other tables on the way from the
dining room.

*
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Mr. E. R. Smith finished his breakfast. Confused images of the Wild West were-thronging his mind. The Covered
Wagon-The Pioneer Mother-The First Scalp for Custer
-Banjo on My Knee-On the Lone Prairie- The First
Scalp for Custer. . . .
~
; Some of the tourists were just beginning to eat~ Mr.
Smith walked through the lobby, paused to inspect the Indian murals at greater length, waJketttlirough the patio and'
watched, the fountain for a moment or two, strolled back,
went to the news stand and looked at the various books
describing the localiti, 'Tiring of this, he sauntered to the
door which led to the street, and stow-surveying the passersby. The line of empty busses, drawn up at the curb,
disturbed him. - They seemed out of keeping with the feel- '.
ing of Westernness that he was enjoying.
"These things won't be leaving for some time," he, exclaimed to the doorman. "Think I'll just take a little stroll
around the square and look the town over."
."The Palace of the Governors is directly across the
plaza," th,e doorman said.
A little Mexican boy was standing in the bright sun-
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"Straight?" the barman asked.
"Straight," Mr. Smith said decisively.

*

•

>.

I

,

*

*

The Pueblo was a large one, and was not _overwhelmed
by the descent
of the tourist horde. The dance . which was in
,
progress was an authentic expression, on the part of the participants, of their prayer for the corn. It was not a staged
affair, and th~ Inqians merely suffered the whites to be
present to observe the ceremony ~
All the way out in the bus, Mr. E. R. Smith had been
silent, taking no part in the conversations that went on all
around. He did not remember ever feeling so exhilarated.
He felt as though he could lick~ the world. He wished he had
felt like this sometime back in the office when Mr. Murchi~' son, his superior, had reprimanded him for some fancy error
- -he'd have told Mr. Murchison something, you bet. .;Reprimanding a man with pioneer blood in his veins. I guess it's
worth while to come from pioneer stock, even though you
are a bookkeeper all your life.
"Yes, sir," he told himself. "TJiis is the kind of country
my grandfather came to. He taught these redskins a trick or
two, you can be sure."
,Walking into the sunlit courtyard, which was enclosed
by the buildings of the pueblo, Mr. E. R. Smith paused to
read a sign: "Visitors will not be permitted to take photographs without the :consent of the Governor. Licenses for
still pictures, $3.00 _~or motion pictures, $5.00. Pictures of
dances may never'\be taken."
Mr. Smith clutched his little camera even more tightly j~
than before. So these redskins are making $ rules for us
pioneers, now, he thought. That may be all right for the
ordinary tourist, but not for the grandson of an old Injun
fighter like me. Not for a fellow who can stand up- at a
bar and drink brandy straight at eight o'clock in the morning.
He gave a slight lurch toward the sign, and deliberatelY'
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and contemptuous~y spat in its direction. Then he entered
the courtyardabo~twhich the pueblo was built.
'There must hlave been three hundred Indians dancing.
A shrine to a sain~ had been set up under a canopy on one
side. The shrine ~eemed incongruous whe~" observed in the
line of the Indian~ dressed in ceremonial costumes, but Mr.
Smith noticed that there were candles burning before the
image, and that the shrine was the focal point of the ceremony. Therefore, \without permitting himself a pause for a
good look, he walked around, keeping clear of the line of the
dancers, until he $tood just next to' th~ canopy. Then he
viewed the scene lappreciatively. It w~ just as he had
hoped it would be. pne group of braves :wt~ gathered around
., the tom toms, like, football team in a huddle before a play.
They were bangin~ on the drums and singing a wild chant
to accompany the dancers. The .participants had evidently
entered the =rectangle from the far side, ..~.d· were slowly
e'each led by a
adv.ancing in two s~amping lines, which
painted brave, towrrd the shrine. Mr. E.. .' Smith wonder~d ho'!.. in the 'f0rld they had manage,~to, survive the
burning sun unde~ w:~ich they' danced. The ceremonies
went on all day, they had been told in the bus~ No wonder
. ~
,
the Inju:p~were a dying race. ",
Mr. 'Smith waited until the, first line of Indians had
come up close in f~ont of him. He felt very-not hims-elr.That SUll was the ho~test he had ever felt. Most bf the other
whites were standin~ as close to the pueblo wall as po~sible,
to 'keep 'in the sha~ow. Mr. Smith didn't want to miss
anything.
'. I ·
As the nearer Iilne of Indans' Game lJP to a p~int within
a few feet of the sHrine, he carefully hook~d his umbrella
his hand free, raised his' cameral-over his arm to le~ve
I
sighted, and snapped a picture. So you ·can't take a picture
without a license, h} thought triumphantly.. Well, no redskin is going to tell he) hard-drinking, two-fisted grandson
of a pioneer what h shall and shall not !lo.
There was a tiny pause, like that in h1story when one
fl'
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nation, having reached the crest, is confronted by its aspiring successor, ~nd hesitates in surprise. The moment passed t
and the two l~ading braves cried out, and the tom toms
ceased. The braves started to walk toward Mr. E. R. Smith,
who was calmly winding the film for the next exposure.
There was another moment of silence, as the Indians faced
Mr. Smith. The first brave arrived directly before Mr.
Smith and pointed an accusing finger at the camera. "You
have taken picture," he said in a loud voice. "You not have
a license-even with license cannot take pictures of dance.
Didn't you read sign?" The brave looked as though he hoped
Mr. Smith would say he hadn't read the sign.
Mr. E. R~ Smith looked at the Indian more fearlessly
than ever in his life he had looked at the head bpokkeeper in
his old office. "Sure, I read the sign," .he answered, "and I
took a picture. What's more, I'm going to take another picture ~oj you right now," and with no further ceremony he
raised his camera, sighted and snapped the angry brave.
A whole group of Indians now closed in around the intrepid photographer. "Gather tround, redskins,u he shouted
happily. "I'm going to take all the pictures I ;want, and
. you're not a-going to stop me." He turned the film again, and
snapped the enraged group advancing upon him. "I'm a
Smith from Philadelphia," he announced, "and no redskin
alive is a-going to tell me what I c~n and cannot do."
By this time, the young men from the tourist agency, in
charge of the party,- were in dismay. They .were thrown out
of Gheir accustomed attitude of good-natured tolerance.
Theil Mr. Smith, pointing his camera at the tribe, his
neatly rolled umbrella still dangling from his arm, felt as
though he
had been struck with a sledge hammer, or pert
haps a tomahaw.k, and dropped ignominously to the ground.

*

*

*

When Mr. Smith awakened, he was in a shady room in
the 'pueblo. The braves, who a few moments before had been
threatening him, seeD1-ed to be pouring water over his face.
Mr. Smith's head hunt. His first thought was for his scalp,

. i
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and he felt the
of his head gingerly. No, it was still
his head, not on top of it that the pain
there. It was inside
I
was.
i '
.
The young man from the tourist agency, who haq talked
to him atbreakfa~, was also standing over him. ' "Feeling
·better now 1" he asked. "That sun out there gets you before
you know it. You i,shouldn't lrave stood bare-headed out in
the courtyard. Yoljl went down all in a heap." "Oh,'I'm allritht now," Mr. E. R. Smith reassuredJhim.
"Then we go back to the dance," the braves said, and
left Mr. Smith alorle with the tourist a g e n t . ' .
"If you're feelilng well enough, I'll have you driven ,back
to the hotel," the y~ung man said. "I don't think it would be
wise for you to go :'out in· the sun any more."
, Mr. Smith agr¢ed, and a few moments later found himself alone in the bus with the driver, returning t9 the' hotel.
He still felt weak, and had a slight headache. The th~ught
of the brandy made him feel a little sick. Suddenly, he
remembered the pi¢tures. There, in his hand, .still tightly
clutched, was the qamer.a. He had shown thoseredskiJ}s
where they got off~ I By golly, license or no license, he had
taken those picture~, and now he was carrying them away
with him. He bet his grandchild.ren would want to see those
pictures, all right, al~ right~ This day had been a triumph, in
spite of the' touch pf ~he su-n" No matter what life was like in,'
San Diego-no matt~r how neat Amelia would be-h~ ~ould
always have this da~.
.
He patted the ~amera tenderly. "The First Scalp for
Custer," hemurmu~ed, as the bus jolted along on the high
New Mexican road. I
'
I

I

I·
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To an Early English Sonneteer
- Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey (1517-15J,,7) ,

By HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER
I
ON THE ARTIST

II
ON HIS BEING IMPRISONED IN WINDSOR CASTLE

III
ON HIS POETIC SCHEME

IV
ON HIS LOVE FORilNATURE

V
ON HIS POEMS OF LOVE

I

And you are dust, you whom' our England bore,
You that were suckled at a Muse's breast,
Lived, died, and, like the phoenix from her nest
,Of ashes, rose triumphant. For the core
16f you that ,lives is poetry; before
,_ ~\You were a mortal, breathing air, at best,
c~iAnd fashioning verses' that have stood the test
Of time which, heartless, shuts the fatal door
Of fame against most men that final hour.
Oh blame not England that she took the head
Of one so young who wrested from the hard
And untilled field of poetry, a flower,
Sowed it, and made it grow-. You, so ill-starred,
Are one of those who live when they are dead.
[222 ]
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Oh,pity him of tender heart whose young
And fiery blood, in Windsor manacled,
Place of his happy chiIdhoQd, where he led
His youth with a iking's son, could yet have sung .,':'
Of the deep pleas~res that his youth had known: .
The friends, the ~reams, the jousts, the first-sworn lov~
rrhe hunting and the ~ a sky above
'.Free as is England's,
by the English known.. ,'
,)
•
I

~

I

.

1

.,,

e

•

i

III
Wyatt-and you-:most magical of men!
Turning the sonnet with a skillful hand,
..,' Petrarch and DaDlte in a magic band
Of fourteen lines, iPolishing with your pen
The bronze of Latin verse to English gold,
Mixing within yo~r crucible a part
Of old mythology, :tempered with yoU! heart,
And set in new and individual mold.
'
-

I

Blank verse's sonorous and me~sured roll
Was yours alone. ~nd the Aeneid wrought
To English verse took place within your thought.
And into poetry's' fantastic mesih
You bound immortal soul ~nd mortal flesh.
Into the perfect, the consummate whole.

"

,.1

I,
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The blood of kin~s ran in his veins, but now
Behind the bars tie's any morta~man,
Dreaming of days gone by, and, wearily,
Telling his beads~ his youth's I:>right rosary,
He ponders on his bondage, and his ban,
His eyes in tears, and pale his lordly brow.
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You had no gentle Wordswo,rtlffor your guide
To tell you of the sU,n, and of the clean
Bare. limbs of treet'that\
winds stripped of
their green,
'
. The calm and gentle sea, ,the quiet tide,
The joyful burst of sprii!g in brilliant flower
From out the bud of winter, and the thaw
Of frozen gr,ound, like yoar own heart that saw
ItsEHf grow softened at the springtime hour.
•
•
4

I

IV

•

I

you must have turned your eyes some soft spring day
Beyond a castle's grey cold window sill,
Heard summer sounds, the nightingale's high trill,
The bursting'forth of summer from· the trees,
And cast your winter heart upon the breeze
Just as th~
deer casts his old horns away.
,
''';:'

V

Oh love that causeth all men's hearts to bleed
And lie awake the night remembering
Of love's hot summer and its passionate spring,
Framing thervows, their actions, and their creed,
Bending their passions as the wind the} reed,
Being the guiding wheel, the moving thing'
That made the poetic heart ~f'Surrey sing,
In pained accordance to the re~embered deed.
,".'.

You stormed his citadel, you took his heart,
Made captive all his actions, all his thought,
. Surr.ey enchained, and pierced. by Cupid's dart,
Genius subdued and in thy meshes caught
Till he in lqsing battle with ~hee strove:
"Sweet is his death, that takes his end by love."

i.

4

I

..
i,-' -
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:Oorned in a Stable
By DOROTHY BELLE FLANAGAN

- .,

.

blossoms make sharp white thorns of fragrance
pricking the af~ernoon sapphire sky. Ole mule's heels
plup through the dU$t of the. road. Grass green hills chase
each other up and dqwn lazy-like.; Little mites of fishes and
tadpoles in the cric~ b~ck down over the hill don't pay, no
...
_:
tention to the shouting. i
"He was 'borne~ inl a stable!: Nobody round about ,but
his pappy-an his mammy an 'an ole horned cowan ali' ole
mule. Hit's mighty peculiar-lake Ole'mule in the stable and
a purty star shinin up o~; erhead."
~ .'
Willows quiyer '. to the shout. Little ole dark. th~gs
running through the gr .ss don't pay no tention.
'.
"Ole white-winged angels come out. in the sky an sing
him to sleep. Ole mule he go to sleep. Ole horn cow' he
watch him. Little' o~e white lamb' he come to. see what if(; all
about."
."
Ole mule's heels 1stop their pIupping in the dust in, front -,
of the shanty.
.
"Dnc Zack! N~x
, time yo go to town will yo fotch.me
some nails 1"
I
.
Ole mule switc~ his tail. Unc Zack chaw his tobacco.
"Sho, Mis 'Heerley. Ain goin fo riio'nin. Bettah yo
.
have Mib fotch'm if to wants .em right smah~."
Mis Heeney come down to the slumped gatet She lay
her thin gnarled hanld on the paling. "Cain't 'git Mib to do'
nothin seems lak se~ce. that preacher man Gome. Don't do
nothin but set down I bjY the crick all day sing1n hymns3:a~
wavin his arms lak tHe 'preacher man done." ~
Dnc Zack scra~fh his woolly head. "Mighty pow'~ul
preachah man. YouLheah him, Mis Heeney?"
"I couldn't git ~way none, Dnc Zack. I ben makiri
chicken boxes fo the ifloods come. Mib he go ,in fo to, hear
the preacher. Ev'y ,ight Mib ~o." Mis Heeney stroke~he
:
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paling. "He ain't much count now, Unc Zack. Won't ca'y
things from town. Won't he'p build chicken boxes. Hit
ain't right what that preacher man done to Mib."
"Sho, Mis Heeney. It wa'nt dat preachah man. Was
dat ole buck niggah. Knock his eah down. Mib he come
out of meetin. Say ole buckniggah cain't go to heavn' caz
he ain bawned in a stable. Ole buck niggah knock him down
flat."
Mis Heeney push back her sunbonnet: ~'It wa'nt Jeff
done it, Unc Zack. Jeff just hurt him outside. But the
preacher done somethin to him inside, Unc Zack." Miss
Heeney lay her thin hand on her bosom. "Mib was allus a
good boy to his mammy, Unc Zack. Now he ain't good fo
n~thin cept pre~.chin down by the crick."
Unc' Zack lay his black hand on the mule. "Sho now,
Mi'ss Heeney, ah f'got to git me trbaccer. Has to go back to
town now an git it. Ah'll tote you those nails out tonight.
Mis Heeney's mouth quiver. "Unc Zack, I don't want yd
v to be makin no extry trip."
Unc Zack wheel ole mule about. "Gotta git my t'baccer,
Mis Heeney. Dis ole niggah mus be gitting ole, f'gittin my
t'baccer. Ah'll git dose nails fo you tonight, Mis Heeney.
Yo'll need em pu'ty quick now, Ah reckon. Flood-times
a-comin. Ribah gittin high again."
- Ole mule plup lazily back towards town. Unc Zack talk
to it, taking another chaw off his new hunk of tobacco. "Po
M-is Heeney. 'Ain quality an ain white trash. Po Mis
Heeney wid a witless chile. Wheffo' she git dat witless chile,
I wo~dah? Po Mis Heeney."
Flood-times a-coming. Every year they come. Rain
come llown starting back in November. Flood-times'd come
then but first they is December and frost and the rain don't
come. Tow.ards the end of January the thaw commences
and purty soon the rains again and the ole river rising and
rising. Sometimes the 'floods'd start in March and sometimes they'd wait till April. All depended on how much
rain -they was and whether the river rose up enough. When
H

>
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floods come all the ri~er land folks has to move out. No living
in a house with wate~ all over the floor and up above the bed
clothes.
When the ~ood come Mis Heeney didn't have t,q just'
squat like the nigge~ Jake Musgrave with the farm';, down
the road took her nd Mib along with his wife and two '
scrawny daughters d three hefty sons. Jake and the wife
and daughters rode ih the buggy. Mis Heeney and Mil> rode
in one of the farm w~gons with Ruddy and the chickens from
the Musgrave place. I Mis Heeney boxed her chickens and in the wagon. They all traveled to
took them along
back iIi the hills. They helped Dave
Dave Musgrave's fa
farm until the wate s went- down and then they traveled
I
_
,<
back home again.
Seven years novt Mis Heeney and Mib had been going
along with Jake Mulsgrave to his brother's farm. Seven
years since Mis Heehey's man fell out of Jake's· barn loft
and broke his neck. \ Mis Heeney's man worked for Jake
when he wa'nt too full of corn to do anything but lie sodden
on the shanty floor. The shanty was on the rag end of Musgrave's pasture land'j No one knew w.here the HeeneysocQme
from before that.
.
Mib was just a ittle tike when the Heeneys first"'come
to Musgrave's pastu e. Mis Heeney sent him to the crossroads school at first but he:made the teacher nervous, inventing walloping bi lies about seeing thing's back in the
trees and under the esks. And it wa'nt' no count keeping
him in the school r om. He wouldn't larn. - He just sat
there twiddling his e rs and thinking up lies that made ~he
teacher nervous.
The teacher'told the superintendent about hiIl}. "I ain't
goin to stay if you dQ 't git rid of that half-wit," the te~her
said. "I cain't have him -in my school. He upsets things>
powerful lak." ,
The other childr n made things worse teasing him and
the stories he'd tell. ven if they always did ask him to tell
more stories.
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The superintendent went to Jake Musgrave and Jake
'. went to Mis Heeney and told her. So she ke~t him at home
and maybe gave him some book larning herself. She could
read. The Musgrave kids when they was little used to take
their new story books down to Mis Heeney's when they knew
her man was safe away working in the barns. And Mis
Heeney'd read them out loud.
Mis Heeney 'never admitted Mib wa'nt all right though.
She'd never let no one call him a half-wit before her. "H.~'s
just kinda different from other children. He ain't like most
children."
He' was harmless, Mib was. And good to look upon.
He growed up tall and thin and brown and his hair yellow
like the sun. And his ears kinda pointed. And his eyes was
kinda like long slits of the sky, bluer than anyone could
. hear tell of. They ain't any place in the world where the
sky's as blue as it is in the Ozarks.
Mib helped his mother round the shanty. After her
man died, she paid the rent growing garden things and keeping chickens and selling the eggs. It wa'nt much rent she had
to pay, but then that piece of Musgrave pasture wa'nt good
for much anyway. Only Mis Heeney had big success with her
gardening on it. And it was pretty there. Rolling hills and a
;little crick back there and locust trees making the hills
sweet-smelling. Wa'nt nobody round about that didn't
know Mis Heeney. Even g!lt so they called-the land Heeney's
pasture stead of Musgrave's.
. And of course everyone knew Mib. He'd come singing
into town to get his mammy some nails or a spool of thread
or some ·vittles. And unlessn she expressly told him to
hurry back, he'd sit down in front of the barber shop and
spin yarns. The men'd laugh at him and poke fun at him
but they all allowed as how nobody could spin yarns like
Mib. The funny part was that' Mib believed them all for
true. When he told about 'the :-white lady with golden hair
what lived in the tree at the bend of the road, if you went
along a-ways with Mib when he started~ home,jYou'd hear

".
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him talk to the iadytwhen he got to that tree." There was
something uncanny bout it. ,He'd even touch t~e branches
with his long point d fingers jU$t like he was~ stroking)..a'
lady's golden hair.
Mib was harml ss' all right. He was easy 'to get along
with. He'd always 0 whatever anybody'd tell him to, if
they asked him easy ike. If they shouted at him he wouldn't
do nothing though. .ou see Mis Heeney was always,gentle
with him like she was with everybody. Sometimes the fellows around .the bdrber
shop would play 'jokes on Mlb
!
because it was so el'y to do. Once when Mib was wishing
he had a big ole whi e beard like Pop Daly, just for a joke
J ud, the barber, tol him if he'd rub a lot of lather on his
chin and run as fast ~s he could over to the depot he'd grow
a beard. You see, C~p Wiggins, the depot master, was sort
of skairt of Mib. He had been ev~r since he heard Mib tell
of a little crying ghPst ~hat lived in Cap's 9rchard. Cap
swore Mib was crazy. Anyhow Mib rubbed on the lather
but he run so last that
it all blew off on the way to the depot
I
so there wa'nt no jo~e after all. Only on Mib because he
kept waiting fo~ the peard to ~ow and.it ne:er did.. _':c.'.
Most the nlggers were skalrt of Mlb. Nllgers IS superstitious and t~e~thO~ght Mib .was. hanted. ?n,'ly ~nc Zack, .
he wasn't skalrt. H~'d let Mlb hISt up beh~nd hlm_ on the
mule and ride him lome to Heeney's pasture. Whenever
Mis Heeney'd want ¥ib to be sure to be home ~t a certain
time" she'd tell TInc laCk to fotch him. Mib'd alway~ come
for Unc Zack, too. He liked that ole darky powerful.
_Maybe twas all the Ie eamp m'eeting songs Une Zaek used
.- to sing. Unc Zack hfd :fit with the Confederates in the war.
He'd been just a sha er then but he went along with Marster
Dick to take care of im. Marster Dick got a bullet through
him at the battle of Westport and then the ,war was over
and Unc Zack had to go home alone. ~;And the ~ed-Laigs had
burned down the hi ole plantation house and there wa'nt
no money to build it again.Une Zaek was given the pateh
of ground and "J:1is e bin forever. The rest of the plant~tion
I

I
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was sold. All the Musgrave land and Heeney's pasture and.
the village itself was oncet part of Dnc' Zack's marster's
plantation. Ole Marster' and Missus and Mis Fidey and
Mis Sophonisby and the rest of them were scattered and
Dnc Zack neverlOdid hear what becomed of them. He suspicioned they'd gone to Westport and always ,he'd tried to
save up enough money to go find them but he never did. It
was hard enough getting tax money to keep his cabin.
Anyhow Mib was powerful fond of-Dnc Zack and when'
he was a little tike he'd spend half his time down the road
at the cabin there listening to Dnc Zack sing the camp meeting songs and nigger songs about how mournful he was
feeling. Only Dnc Zack wa~n't
mournful. He was always
e
that cheery and ready to help cure sick mules. Dnc Zack
was a great hand at mules.
The preacher come to the village along about 'the end
of March. He pitched up a big tent and all the white folks
andniggers flocked to hear him preach. Mis Heeney didn't
like none to have Mib about after dark. She was always
skairt something might happen to him. But M-is Musgrave
she said she'd take him ,along that first night. She asked
Mis Heeney to go along but Mis Heeney was busy building
them boxes for the chickens to travel in when the floods
came.
After that first night'Mib insisted upon ,going every
night. Mis Heeney tried every which way to keep him at
home but Mib just lit out and went. Mis Heeney was skairt
kinda and she asked Dnc Zack to keep an ey.e on Mib to see
nobody bothered him. Dnc Zack ov~r on the nigger side
didn't hardly listen to the preacher at all. He kept his eyes
on Mib, sitting on the front row watching that preacher
like he was..- the grandest man in the' universe. That ole
preacher had a powerful strong voice and he.waved his arms
and shouted. And Mib never once took his eyes off him. But
when the preacher exhorted all to come down the aisle ,and
be saved, Mib never stirred. Not even on the last night
when white folks and niggers and all went pushing down to
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be saved, did Mib zltove... He just sat there watching:.tvery-· ;
body.
I . .
It was after th~t la~t night when everybody was leaving
the tent, washed cl~an of their sins and having contributed .
i
powerfully to the reacher, that Mib got his.self Imocked
down. He came 0 t singing and shouting, the last one
out
\
of the tent. And right outside that flap was a bunch of
niggers and Big J ,ff amongst them. The niggers all kind
of stepped away w en Mib came out. But Mib wenf right
u
up close beside Big Jeff.
"He was bor ed 'in' a stable and he cHm to Heaven!"
Mib said, and his blue eyes were shiny as marbles., "You
wa'nt borned in a table so you won't go to Heaven."..
Big J e{t didn't mean to hurt him none. Biggest. buck.
nigger around the illage and Mib didn't come up above his
shoulder. But Bit Jeff was skairt. Here he'd just been
washed clean and isaved and here came Mib laYing a hant
on him. Big Jeff jjust naturally reached out to knock Mib
away~ And he kn~cked him on the side of his"head so hard
that Mib was flatt~d down on the ground.
There was a ibig ruckus when Big Jeff knocked Mib
down. White foUts and black folks gathered round about
him and some white folks were for lYnching Big Jeff and
others sad, "It's oil1y that half-wit," but Unc Zack he came
up and took Mib'~ head in his arms. The preacher wa'nt '
around nowheres. l He was too busy taking down the tent
probably.
i
•
' .
"
They was all'shouting and argufying and trying to
decide what to do and Big Jeff just staring stone ~ike at
Mib laying there,
when Mib stood
up. He touched his head
..
I . , .
and they was blood on his hand and then he flung out his
hands like the preacher man done up on the platform.
...
"Blood of the lamb!" he says holy..:like. Then he starts
preaching, turning his eyes up to the sky. "He was borned
in a stable! Ole mule an horn cowan his pappy an mammy
'.
,
all there."
Folks kinda drifted away and the niggers drifted fast.

t
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. Unc Zack toted Mib home on the ole mule. Unc Zack even
went into the shanty with Mib so Mis Heeney wouldn't git
skairt of the bleeding. And Mis Heeney. didn't git skairt at
all. She just whispered, "What have they done to my boy 1"
Then she set about heating some water and she thanked Unc
Zack and told him he needn't to stay anymore.
,
So Unc Zack went out and clim on his mule and went
on to his cabin, feeling sorry for poor Mis Heeney. Something about her with her thin browned hands and her faded
sunbonnet reminded Unc Za~k of little Miss Sophy before
the war playing around the plantation wiNI her golden curls
flying in the wind. Unc Zack was gitting old and he had
queer ideas thataway. But there wa'nt no other folks round
the village had ever known ole Marster and his family
cepting that toothless oJe nigger, Aunt Chloe, who was so old.
folks thought she was a~ witch. She'd been a slave, too,
before the war. She was older even than Zack and smoked
a corncob pipe when~ver anyone gave her some baccy.
Unc Zack on his ole mule pIup along the dust and the
sky gitting purple and fstarry.
"Heah's yo nails, Mis Heeney."
Mis Heeney come to the gate of the shanty. "Hit took
yo long, Unc Zack. I wouldn't have wanted yo to take that
long trip again just for my nails."
Unc Zack slap his faded overalls. "Sho Mis Heeney!
Ah had to git mah t'baccer fo night-time, didn' Ah 1"
"Yo're right good to ~e, Unc Zack. Come in and have
a bite of supper. I got corn pone and I found some straw, berries ripe."
Une Zack shake his head. "They spectin me down at the
cabin, Mis Heeney. Bettah be giWn along mah way.
Wheah's Mib?"
Mis Heeney smooth her apron. "He's out in back. He
found him a little woolly lamb this afternoon. He's out
feedin hit on some milk. He f'got to look fo strawberrie.,g
but he found the little lamb. I reckon hit strayed off from
Musgrave's. I told Mib he oughta take hit back. He says
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hit's the white 131mb of God. He won't give hit up, I'm
afeard, Unc Zack." She wipe her thin hand over her face.
"Sometimes hit pears as if things are just too much for
me, Unc Zack. Ever sence Mib hear that preacher man."
-"Sho now, Mis Heeney, d'On yo git talking dat~away.
Ev'thing hit come out all right. De Lord will take keer o~
even his leastest sparrer. Don yo worry bout da~ little
lamb none. Yo gitsyo boxes built up. Dat ol~ ribah's up
to the levee now and hit smells lak rain tomorrer."
It• rained one day. It rained another. The evening',of
<
the third, Jake come by the shanty, pulling up his ,horses
outside in the 'muddy lane. Rain sliding down his big
rubber' coat and on to his rubber boots. He p~sh open the
door of the shanty. "Mis Heeney !'~
She come over from the stove where she cooking corn
pone and bacon for Mib's s u p p e r . '
"Mis Heeney, we low as how we'll start out early in the
morning whether hit's clear or wet. Water's over the levee
most places and the floods'll be here right smart.' -Levee
here'll hold till·morning. Ruddy's in town and if hit don't
he'll come by and tell you and we all'lI start oqt tonight. You
be all packed up by morning, Mis Heeney" ifni he don't come
~,
by."
She wipe her hands on her apron. "I'm bout ready now,
Mr. Jake. I got my chickens bout all ready to go. I just
got to do ,up my mattress an my dishes."
Jake he nod. "River's higher than hit's b~en for years.
Even the folks up above are gitting ready to move out: The
levee's broken up by St. Louis. The riv"hr'sshore coming
down fast a:nd hit won't quit raining.! Hi, Mib. Where'd
e
you git the lamb?"
:Mib cradle it in his arms. "Hit's the lamb of God, Jake.
Hit come fo me. He was borned in a stable an a purty star "
shone up over his head. Ain't ne stable here in the pasture.
Ain't no stars nor notbin for the lamb of God."
Mis Heeney twist her apron. "We got milk fo him, Mib
honey. Maybe he iaks milk as good as stars."

..
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."Must be a stray from our pasture, Mis Heeney. Mib'lI
take good keer of him for a spell, I reckon. Be all ready in
the morning, Mis Heeney. The ole river,'s purty bad."
He stride out of the shanty door into "the pelts of rain.
He slap the reins over his horses and the wagon it creak up
the muddy road.
"I'll box up the chickens tonight, I reckon, Mib. You
can he'p me. We'll fotch the boxes in here on the floor a~d
then ca'y the chickens in. You he'p Mammy, Mib. Let the
lamb be a little mite."
..
"Hit's the lamb of God. The little ole woolly white lamb
of God."
"We'll put him in a box, too, Mib, and ca'y him along."
"He was borned in a stable. An the white lamb of God
came to see him w·ith a star shinin up above."
Rain splash in through the back door of the shallty.
Mis Heeney fotch in all the boxes. Then she fotch in the '
chickens, one at 'a time, and put them in a box and pound on
a last slat. After while Mib git kind of interested and he
help her",carry in the chickens and pound the nails into the
last slat. No one notice the little white lamb slip through
the open door. Don't neither one of them know just when thelittle lamb slip away. It might of been before'Ruddy come
galloping through the mud shouting how the levee'd broken
and to git ready quick for the wagons.-:
Mib finish carrying in the chickens· while Mis Heeney
wrap up the dishes in an ole comforter and tie up her bedding and mattress and dish towels and fresh aprons.
, NobQdy notice the little white lamb was gone until the
wagons and the buggy come down the'lalie and Ruddy and
Dan stop for Mis Heeney and Mib. They hist .in all the
chickens and the parcels and Mis' Heeney. Mib stand there
perplexed like by the door.
"Come on, Mib. We gotta git goin," Ruddy call out.
Dan climb in the wagon and.,grasp the reins. The rain come
pouring down and you could hear the waters coming.
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"Where's the white Iamb of God goned to1 Where's
the white Iamb of God goned 1"
o "Nev mind that, Mib.
We gotta hurry. Floods
a-coming." Ruddy call out sharp to him.
"I cain't go without the little white Iamb of God. I
cain't leave him without me."
Jake come back from the buggy to find out why they is
a delay. -"Come om, Mib," he shout. "We'll git you another
Iamb. . Come on. Foteh him, Ru4dy!"
Mib stand shouting by too shanty door till Ruddy is
through the gate. "He was boriied in a stable ! Nobody but
his pappy an mal)jlmy an an ole mule. Blood of the<lamb
washin me clean. Angels with purty white wings singin.
Hallelujah! Hallelujah!"
When Ruddy git through the gate, Mib turn and run
into the darkness. They ain't no sense Ruddy chasing him.
Mib he run faster than anyone in the whole Ozarks.
Mis Heeney cry and 'try to climb out of the wagon. "I
". cain't go 'without him. He'li be drownded in the flood. I
gotta stay and find him, ~r. Jake."
,
Ruddy speak up. "I'll stay and find him, Mis Heeney.
J'll go down and git Unc Zack and we'll find him and ,then
I'll fotch him up to Uncle Dave's. You all git goin now befo
the flood gits yo.;'
Mis Heeney try to climb out but the wagon starts off.
She weep softly into the rain. Ruddy git on a horse and
wheel around, going through the sticky mud, down to Unc
Zack's cabin. Unc Zack don't have to move out when floods
come. His cabin blllilt up on ~tilts like iiI the ole cabins on .
the plantation, like ole Marster's house had been built, up
on a hill and off the ground.
Unc Zack and Ruddy git lanterns and search through
the pasture' land for Mib. :They holler to ;him and they ,search all night through the rain but they don't find him no, '
place. Long about morning the flood waters come. Ruddy
take refuge in li!nc Zack's cabin. -Twas the worst llood-time
in years.' The water must have been up' to the roof of the

%
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shanty. It carry trees with it and houses and cattle that
hadn't been toted to high places quick enough.
For three days Ruddy stay in Unc Zack's nigger cabin.
.He wa'nt much anxious to git up to Mis Heeney again. ~
and U r;J.C Zack had been real careful to search every bit of
,the pasture that night for ¥ib. Of course Mib heard them
calling for him and run away from them. Mib knew those
;dark pastures and Ruddy and Unc Zack wa'nt so sartin of
,them. Of course Mib just dodged around them in the dark,
skairt they'd cotch him and take him away before he found
I.the lost white lamb.
The third day bout noon the sun come out and the swirling waters start going down. Ruddy a~d Unc Zack git on
their horse and ole mule and go knee deep through ~he, water
to look for Mib-again.
They found him on the hill by the crick. The rain had
stripped the 10ciIst blossoms from the branches and scattered them on to Mib's yellow head. They was an uprooted
tree there he was kind of tangled up in.' Like he'd clim up
it with the lamb tucked under his arm. Yes, the little white
lamb of God was right tight in Mib's arms.
When Ruddy and Unc Zack found Mib it was evening
and the sky gitting purply. Up over the hili where Mib
and the little,lamb was laYing, the big ole evening star and
a lot of little ones was beginning to shine. It was kinda
peaceful there and kinda purty.
That's what Ruddy told Mis Heeney. She didn't say
nothing only there was tears in her eyes and after a Ilttle
bit she said, "The lamb. Was the lamb dead, too?"
Jake/was a p.owerful kind man. He say to her, "Don't
you worl'fY none bout the lamb, Mis Heeney. Lak as not it
woulpn~j;J a· '~ounted to nothing anyhow."

~
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Maria Sanchez
By JOHN C. NEFF

on the rolling state ro~d that runs from Romero~
ville, New 'Mexico, to Santa Rosa, there lies a ~mall
village by the name of Esperit6. To a stranger, Esperito
has nothing about its ,appearance that would cause one' to
remember it. It consists, chiefly, of two turns- in the road,
a typical church of local stone, a grey post office with a false
front, and an inn that is not an inn but a strange combination of dwelling and chicken coop. Indeed, hundreds of
travelers pass through Esperito each summer on their:way
to the famous Carlsbad Caverns or the stamping grounds
of Billy the Kid.in Lincoln County. And the only indication
of their passing, they leave behind is a great clQud of thick
dust which, when they have crossed the Pecos, just south
of the village, settles on fence posts and ad~be houses and
tamarisks that line the road.~nd if by the end lof the summer there has been no.rain, Esperito~ thanks to 'the rush of
the traveler, assumes a cloak of sand and dirt that in time
becomes part of the village itself.
,I, '
B.ut travelers are, on the whole, that way. They rush
to see something famous, such "as the Caverns. They take a
quick look at it, feel mightily pleased with themselves for
having "come all this way/' and then they return home to
tell their friends about" it. Ah ! The secret of what they
. tell their friends is, if you would know it, quite easily
explained.
While at the famous attraction, Carlsbad Caverns or
Lincoln County, toward which they' have bent their all, they .
purchase a guide booklet. The larger and more expensive,
the better. They buy it, first, because they can later display
it as concrete proof of tlileir visit. (Why they shoul~ require
proof is a matter for speculation.) But the second
and more
...
important cause for the' purchase is that they can thereby
learn exactly what to tell and what not to tell their friends
[237 ]
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back home. From the Carlsbad booklet, for example, they.
discover that the CaverlJ.s were found by an old cowman
nam~d White who, on seeing a black cloud rise from a distant hill one evening, raced across the countryside e~pecting
.to find an old volcano coming to life. "Imagine," the excited
-:-traveler tells his friends, uimagine that cowboy's surprise
whE!n he found not a volcano but a de~ caYern. And the
--~olack-cloudne saw consisted of millions'of bats! Yes, sir,
.millions of bats !"
All of which goes to explain why average travelers
llever-bother about a. little place like Esperito. For Esperito
is' indicated on few maps; and worse than that, it has no
\booklet!
.
But there is something for one to see, or rather there is
some one that one should talk to, in Esperito. She's worth
th¢ effort, even, of coming down the state road in the rainy
season. Now' sometimes when drivers think their cars need
gas, they stop at an unpretentious adobe h'ouse in front of
~~h~ch stands a single gas pump, like a sen~inel. This is at
the' first of Esperit6's· two turn's in the road. Here, the
price of gasis generaly higher than in the towns. But then,
as one might say, beggars can't be chooser-s. So you pull up
alongside the pUJnp and blow you~ horn.
Nothihg happens. Esperito continues its dream in
the mid-day su~. You blow again, and still no response.
Finally you get out and indignantly bang on the tattered
screen door. You hear muttering -within, scraping of feet.
And presently a large, white-faced woman appears.
"Is there some one who'll sell me
gas?" you ask,
.
_
flatly.
The woman looks at you with a large smile. She pushes
open the door, steps into the road, and goes about the
business of filling your tank like an expert. Well! This
has happened before, still yo,u are. a little astonished. She
seems such; an old woman! But then there are the Carlsbad
Caverns waiting to receive~you, so you pay her and drive
on, contented with the assurance t~at you won't be running
t
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out of gas, thank God, on that long stretch ~of empty road
ahead that is indicated on your map.
After the dust from your car has settled on the fence;
posts and tamarisks and indeed on all of Esperito, the
woman who sold you the gas goes back into her house. As.
she passes through the door she notices there is a new gash
in the screen. "God Almighty I" she cries, pattingihe
wounded door: And'then she closes it and Esperito returns
to lifelessness.'
That was Mrs. Sanchez, the star, the light, the life of
Esperito;. ·A friend of everyone, sheepmen and cattlemen
alike, she is the one, the only person in both turns of the
state road who has the respect of all. The 'cattlemen swear
they would die before eating mutton, let alone associating"
with sheepmen.. The sheepm)m 'stand firm by their traditional hatred of everything and everyone connected with
cows and steers. But each of these groups, strangely
•
enough, has a deep affection for old Mrs. Sanchez. She is
the go-between, the mediator, for the two factions.
,
Which is, as any New Mexican will tell you, precisely
what makes Mrs. Sanch~ interesting and important; and
which, incidentally, warrants all map-makers·to indicate the
village of Esperito with a respectful quantity of ink. I
When Maria Sanchez (for that, everyone says, is herreal name) was born, no one seems to know. Perhaps ,she_.
has--eaught a little of that gentle vanity from travelers tha~
is so prevalent among women in the more knowing centers
of the world. Or again, perhaps she really' doesn't know
how old she is herself. In any case, her age is a deep
I~e~ret." Years ago, there was much conjecture among the
'natives as to whether she was born in 1862 or 1872. Those
,JlWho said 1872, indicated tha~ Maria would surely be unable
. to run the filling station if she were born any earlier. The
, ones who believed in the year 1862 claimed, that the air of
Esperito would enable a person to do anythin~ at an even
riper age. Cautiously" Maria was approftched on the subject; but nothing ever came of it. She refused to talk.
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. ~)ndeed, her continued silence with regard to her birth date
has everitually made not only the date but also her name,
legend~ry. People living on lonely ranches south of Esperito speak of her as "old Mrs. Sanchez," yet they rarely
dre~~ she actually exists.
IIowever, for the Esperitans themselves, Maria Sanchez is, as I have already said, of prime importance. Sometimes when the Pecos is low and the irrigation ditches that
xun, along the southern side of the village are drying up, the
Esperitans will come, one by one, over to Maria's filling
station and ask her advice.. Each person is anxious to consult her privately and then announce her solution of the
problem as his own. But always there is a crowd congregated about her door as soon as anyone indicates he is going
to call on her. "What does Maria think of the situation?
Will they continue to supply the ditches with the reserve
waters and hope the river will rise? Or will they wait, and
take a long chance on letting the alfalfa and corn crops die?
What does Maria think?
Maria Sanchez adjusts her plump body in a chair that
was meant for a s~arter' figure. She sputters and coughs~
Everyone waits, respectfully. Finally she speaks. "God
Almighty, it's terrible! Terrible!" She draws a fat· hand
over her brow, coughs again, and then looks to see if they
are heeding her properly. "God Almighty! As I was saying
,/ to some people this morning, I thought sure it would rain
~ today. Those big clouds over Bernal Peak-way had water
in them sure enough. Well, they went on, too." She stops
for a moment to let her words receive proper-digestion.
"But God Almighty, it went and rained over near La Liendre
instead! Not a drop here!"
There is quite a group gathered in the room now.
Everyone is straining to get a glimpse of Maria. They know
perfectly wellwha't she looks like, but just the same they
-rather enjoy being assured of their impression of her.
Maria continues with her speech. She_knows she must
talk to them. ~ Somehow or other she beginsto-..talk about
-
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MARIA SANCHEZ

the baile that is to be held in the school house in Anton Chi 0
next Saturday I!ight. An~on Chico is off the m~in road, b ~
twice the ~ize of Espell'ito. For a moment, Maria tells abo t
the good old days when bailes were really bailes, and n t
cluttered so much with fox-trots and jazz dances. Those ,,-,
whose ages mt>re nearly approximate hers respond with
pride and not a little enthusiasm. They, too, take tur~s
,
recalling the good old days,. One woman' blushingly tel~s
how she met her husband at her first baile in Anton Chic{j)~
Everyone laughs over-this and what is almost a confession
of romances begins. Maria wears a large smile.
But then suddenly a young fellow speaks up. "About
the ditches, Mrs. Sanchez? What do you think we ought to
to do about the ditches ??'
And so Maria finds hel!self ruthlessly brou~ht bac~ to
the moment. She repeats her account of the cloud over ,
Bernal Peak and, the su~equent rain at La Liendre. It is
getting late: She wishes one of those trav~lers would stop
for gas! She listem.s, hopefully. All she hears is the bark
of a mongrel dog and the pecking of the chickens in the yard
of the inn that is not an inn. "Gold AlmightY, it's terrible!
Terrible !"
Everyone shakes lis head, thereby agreeing.
But here now,
Maria has to say something! She, r~.
mpves the shell comb ,from .her white hair and draws it over
her skull in a backward motion until it is in place again.
"Yous~y the river lilasn't come up any?"
"No, it has~t ee.e up at all," they an~!Wer.· Everyone
is alive ~gain, expectant.
Maria asks if the river has gone down. No, they' an':'
swer, it is' just the: same. Jumping at the chance, Maria
saysi~' "Well God 4\lniighty,we should be thankful it hasn't' " ,f;.,~.
'. gone down., That's-a good sign!" "..Everyone agrees. WhY;~\1' ~ .~" '':~~~'
-hadn't that been thought of' before? This Maria Sanchez 'rl '''." -' "" . , - '.'".,
uses her head! - NoW What would'she,'say?
. .
, '<-"_._, ~
But Maria never had to make any conclusive state.ment. "
.c'",.' -'. ~"
Because just then tl;1e:sound she'd~been' waiting f(j;~~<,:.."".' ... 'r !'
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to her ears. A car of travelers was coming to a stop outside;
her door. "God Almighty! God Almighty! A customer!"
(, She got up with a grunt, leaving the small chair to regain
. ..normalcy as best it could. On the way out the door with .
-~~fue wounded screen she said, "Don't do. anything yet. It's
going to rain. God Almighty, it's got to rain I"
She was out in the road, talking to the travelers who
were ~bound for Carlsbad Caverns. She'talked to them
before filling the tank, told them about the wonders of the
Caverns-though really she'd never' been near them. And
after she had counted out the change, she gave the driver
all "'the
latest road information. Anything, she thought, to
I,
waste time.
She m~de a good job of it, too, because by the time she
returned indoors, all her friends were gone. It was meal
time, and ,no true Esperitan will forego a meal for any
cause.
SQmehow, in'some way, :rain did come that evening. A
heavy torrential rain. It came just as the sun was settling
in· the direction of Santa Fe, beyond Bernal Peak. As it
fell, it was saffron, and th~ dust it stirred as it first struck
-:the ground was golden. Maria Sanchez stepped out of her.
" door to lock up the filling'pump for the night. She felt the
first drops touch her forehead.
"God Almighty!" she exclaimed.
Then she went indoors. And on both tur~s of the road
that runs through Esperito, men and wome~ and children
remarked on the wisdom of old Maria Sanche~.
f
I

o

.

I

J
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Sanctuary
By ALICE LEE SAWYERS

The gate
To my garden
.Will always open inTo convent the adorations and reverence
Of friends.
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Los Paisanos
.

)

SALUDO A TODOS PAISANOS:

Over and '" around us swirl the Coronado Centennial
plans. The stimulation which they have given to literary and
,historical research i,s amazing, and the "uplift" they have
given to conversation is remarkable. Erna Fergusson and
Ruth Laughlin Alexander are really running the 1940 anniversary (Dr. Zimmerman, Clinton Andersom, Gilberto Espi~
noso et aI, just "listen in" at committee meetings). In between trips to 'Albuquerque regarding the celebration, Mrs.
Alexander is "writing a book," and in between the committee meetings,Jecture en~agements in Chicago and elsewhere,
Miss Fergusson is: finishing the MS.. of Our Southwest
which will be one of Knopf's most important spring publications.
!
Conrad Richtel}, well known author of Early Americana
and Sea of Grass, has recently completed the MS. of another book, The Trees, which Knopf's will publish in February. The setting of the book, according to Mr. Ri~hter, is in
Ohio at the close of the 18th century when the real enemy of
the early pioneers was! not Ipdians as is commonly thoug1!t,
but hordes of wild trees. The story revolves around a hunter's family and how they became tillers of the soil through
the oppression. Mr. Richter has also· finished
a short story,
.
and will leave in the near future for California. where he will
do research in the Huntington Library on the Eastern Colonial Period for a forthcoming book.
Sharing honors with John Erskine, and distinguished .
New Mexico writers at "The Friends of the Library" dinner
last week was nine-'year-old :m-Y-Shure (Blue Corn) author
of the-just-published rAm a Pueblo Girl. The New Mexico
Book Store reports that t~e book is a sell-out., Oliver La
Farge has written 'an introduction to it, and certainly the
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if
.J Abeita family, one of the best known families in Isleta,
should be-proud of Louise. Another children's book which is
. attracting attention is Elizabeth W. DeHuff's Hoppity
Bunny Hop, which descri~es the experiences of an
Eastern bunny rabbit that finds itself in New Mexico after
an airplane ride. The book is another attractive volume from
the Caxton Press in Idaho. Pedro, Nina and Perrito, a
-recent Harper's publication, has lithographs' by Barbara
Lath:;lm in six colors, and in black and white and are stunning enough to be -framed. The story by Lily Duplaix is laid
in the little New Mexico village of Chiquito and revolves
around the adventures of the two children and their dog. - .
The University Press has just released for distribution
Short Plays for Stage and Radio, edited by Carless J ~nes
shortly before death ~ut short a brilliant career last August.
The book contains a foreword by Blevins Davis,. originator
of the Great Plays Series for the National Broadcasting
Company, an indication of the significance of Mr. Jones'
reputation in radio work. Among the plays in the book are
"The Importance of Being Earnest," which consists of three
fifteen minute episodes, and "Elizabeth of Austria," a.charm_ing original play by the late editor ... Two other University
-~ Press publications are: Dir"ect Method, Spanish I; a textbook
: for first year Spanish, by Marie Isabel Sena, head of the
Spanish department of the Santa Fe schools; and the P1'"e>

i

j

i
j

1-

, liminary Report on the 1937 Excavations, Bc 50-51, Chaco
j Canyon, New Mexico, an important bulletin, edited by Clyde
ji Kluckhohn and Paul Reiter.
1
The amazing number of Southwestern publications continues. Among the best sellers are: In Old New Mexico, by
Florence Crannell Means, Golden Tales of the Southwest,
: selected by Mary Lamberton Beeker, A Corral Full of
.! Stories, by Joe M. Evans, D. H. Lawrence and Susan His
I Cow, by W. York Tindall, 'Blazing the Way West, by Bliss
Isely, Old Santa Fe Trail, by Stanley Vestal, Indians of the
j Americas, by Edwin R. Embree, Indian Arts,;in North
America, by'George Vaillant, Pottery of American Indians,
t

I
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by Helen E. Stiles. Clothed With the Sun,' by the young
monk at Pefia Blanca, Fra Angelico Chavez (Writers' Edition of Santa Fe publ~cation) is one of the most widely dis';
cussed of the fall poe~ry books.
The University 0] Oklahoma Press will shortly issue the
hitherto unpublished 'letters and diaries of Jo~eph Gregg,
author of Commerce lot the Prairies, under the editorship
,. of Maurice Fulton and Paul Horgan. They will appear in
two volumes, the first to deal with Greg~s eiXperiences in the
Southwest, the second with Mexico and California ... Paul
Horgan's play on Abraham Lincoln, as has been announced,
..
will be produced in New York this winter. . .
Norman MaclJeodJ, modern poet, has written a novel,
You Get What You Ask For,. which will be published by
HarrisonT-Hilton Books Inc.... Dr. T. M., Pearce's The Beloved House, a study:of the late Mary Austin, will be published by the Carlon nress in the spring....
,Hasta la vista

:.:

.i

I.

,..

JULIA KELEHER

I
I

Open and Close
By

PAUlL ALEXANDER BARTLETT

Open and close, and I between,
This is theI sequence I have read,
This is the message dimly said.
1

Open and Iclose : the notes are slight,
Theyhon(])r' earth no man knows why,
They. answer with an answer's sigh.
Four little notes, and I between,
The five of us and love beside~
fO heighten mystery with pride.

.'
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By ALICE LEE SAWYERS
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My friend in the bank
Looked solemnly blank
Today.
.
I wanted to borrow
Until tomorrow
Her negligee.

I

I
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By ALICE. LEE SAWYERS
I said hello,
-As .I passed the beggar
I said hello. .
. He was musty, muted-damp from woe.
My cordial call aroused a pausing myrrh '
When his shaded eyes uncurtained of their blur.
~
I said hello.

t

A Perch for Noah's Dove
By VIRGINIA WILHELMSON
Anticipating music
Rainbow after rainbow
Steps the light in rhythm,
Ushering an audience into the orchard
Where an olive tree prepares a perch
Of silver" for Noah's dove.
[246 ]
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Mr. Cibber of Drury La~Richard Hindry Barker-Columbia University Press, 1939.

Of all the actors fho ever trod the boards of an English
theater Colley Cibber perhaps left behind, him the most
interesting life. He ~s born at the very height of the Restoration in 1671 and lived through the great period of Dry- .
den, Congreve, Pope, ISwift, Fielding, ;;lnd Richardson. His
personal history sums up the history of the rise of the
'" English theater with the comedy ,of manners, its luxurious
period 'embellished bYI the beginnings of English and Italian
opera, and its declinil amid the confusion of ballad opera,
farce, and burlesque.
During his lifetime Cibber; his son, Theophilus Cibber;
and his daughter, M~s. Charlotte Charke, c~nstituted the,
BarrYmores of the afge, the royal family of the English
green-room. Quite ap~rt from his acting Colley Cibber was
noteworthy and notorious as a man of fashion and as a
gambler, and his sonl and daughter upheld a family reputation for willfulness and curious disregard for public ppinion, by engaging in as many exploits off the stage as within
the guileless sanctuaIiy of 'its precincts. The Cibbers could'
brave public opinion because of an uncanny ability to satisfy
public taste, and the brazep. way in which father and ~n
crammed amusements into the eyes and ears of the public.
was one of the scarnd~ls and absurdities of a licentious and
chaotic time. Of courlse, Colley Cibber is well· known today
in England and Ame~ica, and in every part OP the civilized
globe, because he an~ Sir Richard Steele introduced a new
type" of drama. Cibb¢r's Careless Husband is a monument
~n the early history of sentimental comedy. In their drama
of sensibility Steele 'dnd Cibber were satisfying the p~blic
demand for plays of greater refinement, a change of heart
occasioned by Jer~myICollier~s Short VieU! 'of the 'prophaneness of the English ~tage, which appeared in 1698. Their
[247 ]
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dramatic invention has been accurately characterized as the
moral-immoral drama.· They, perhaps for the first time,
discovered that a playwright could describe sin in all of its
lusciousness. for almost five acts and still provide moral edification to the public if only in the last scene of the play his
likable libertines could be made to smile tearfully in repentance or to stand roundly condemned.
In the field of nOll-dramatic poetry Cibber has an ample
but not enviable position. As poet laureate he is the worst of
a long line of English writers. chosen by English politicialls
to be' official national b~rds. The foremost announcement of
his distinctive dullness' in this capacity 'came from the immortal' pen of Henry Fielding, whose judgment of his contemporary can be confirmed today by a single glance at any
one of Cibber's official odes. In prose, however, Cibber has
left one of the great biographies of all time. An Apology for
the Life of Mr. Golley Gibber, Esquire is a fascinating account of Cibber, the actor, the playwright, the manager, and
the man about town. Here, said Fielding, the Muse almost
~; achieved the impossible; she at last made Colley Cibber
wrrte English. The autobiography contains enough of -interest to sustain any number of subsequent books on the Life
and Times of Colley Cibber. Ten years ago Dorothy Senior
wrote a book under this title, which serves as an adequate
supplemerit to the already-supplemented Apology. Now Mr.
Richard Barker comes forward with Mr. Gibber of- Drury
. Lane. In the pages of Mr. Barker's book Colley Cibber again
lives the life of an individualist who w~s also a friend of the
great. The 'events of his life are told over again by generous
excerpts from Cibber's Apology and with whatever new
information Mr. Barker can collect from unworked contemporary documents and current periodicals. This present volume is the final round-up of all Cibberania. Comment hitherto scattered or ignored Mr. Barker has arrangea and
phrased about the traliitional figure of Cibber, without great
alteration or enhancement. Here, published under a recent
date, is a competent and adequate life of Cibb~r which will
~
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serve the useful ]purpose of directing the modern r~ader to
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH
the famo~s Apology~
University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

'j

Pajarito Plateau and It~ Ancient People-Edgar L. Hewett-The Universityof New ;Mexico Press, 1938-$4.00. .

Professor Heweb has done much to popularize southwestern .archaeolOgy~ His later works are valuable not asfull documentations iof cultural particulars but rather as
his interpretation of cultural wholes established by his
synthesis of archaeo~ogic and related ethnologic data from
the Pueblos. It]S tinf()rtunate that the private views of
Dr. Hewett on certa~n aspects of 'aboriginal southwestern
culture are not fuIlIy qongruous with current general anthrowould be most fortunate if some of
pological opinion.
his imaginativeness, I his aesthetic appreciatIon, could in-'
vade more of genera] anthropological activity. He has not
-a number of sout~western archaeologists have-as Pro-'
fessor Hooton put iJt "sold his hetitage for a mess of pot1 ' 0
sherds."
This third volu e of the Handbooks of Archaeological
History is, in Palrt, a popular revision of a number of
papers on investigations in the Pajarito Plateau of north
central New Mexiico which appeared iq technical serials
between 1904 and 19 7. Part One, History in Storage, is
an interesting statem nt of the field and task of archaeology
. in the Southwest. P rt Two, Mesas, Canyons, and Ruins,
is.a catalogue of rUins on the Pajarito P1Jteau. Excepting
the initial and closing paragraphs the general reader may
. pass ove.r this partl. without loss. Parts Th'twe, Pick, Trowel,
,
and Spade, and Four, IThe Debris of Pajaritan Culture, give
data- and generalizations from the early 'excavations of Dr. Hewett B:nQ his co-ja~orers. Appendix I, Pajaritan ?ictography, is a revision rvith illustrations adqed of Mr. Kenneth M. Chapman~s 1917 paper. Appendix II, From the
Archives, is notes on -the-Rito de los ·Frijoles in the Spanish
archives written a nufuber of years ago by Dr. Sylvanus G.
I
I

It
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Morley. Appendix III, Preservation of American Antiquities, is "a reprint of some of the most important documents
in the movement for the preservation of American antiqui- .
ties (in which Dr. Hewett has held a very important rOle)
which resulted in our present federal and state regulations."
Why is it that certain significant advances made in
southwestern archaeology since 1910 find no place in Dr.
Hewett's present volume? Perhaps most serious is the lack
of tree ring dates. Mr. W. S. Stallings, Jr. published in
1937 d~tes for Tyuonyi (1423+X-:l513) , Puye (15071565+3)-, Poshu (1391-1415+X) and other sites mentioned by Dr. Hewett (but cf. pp. 31, 57, 58).
A few of the rather too numerous statements which
might confuse the general reader of the' report are: His
'use of the term tufa is unfortunate; it is preferable to employ. tui" (as did Mr. Chapman in Appendix I, p. 139) when
rocks made of pyroclastic material are meant and to restrict
tufa to calcium carbonate formed by spring deposition.
Spanish potrero ("pastur~ ground," etc.) is not an equivalent of Spanish mesa. Earthquake violence (p. 29) and
radical climatic change (p. 32) are of an Qrder of magnitude greater than that required for an explanation of the
phenomena considered. His "clan" means "ceremonial
group." Defense as a factor in village location is probably
overemphasized. Tyuonyi is both four (p.' 54) and three
(p. 9~) stories high. The canyon of El Rito de los Frijoles
is considerably longer than six miles (p. 57). Tewa residence is not ~egularly matrilocal (p. 64). Balls used in
southwestern pelota games were." seemingly of native rubber (p'. 85). Kivas do have ventIlators and sometimes side
entrances (pp. 95-6). The main~ constituent of glaze paint
is lead (p. 111).
In this book Dr. Heyvett has sought to etnPhasize his
conception of archaeology. To on~ not concerned with the
technicalities and minutiae of southwestern archaeology his
ma.nner of emphasis will prove of interest.
N ORMAN SPUHLER
,.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
o
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Rain Songs

~ " ~

,,*

~y WILLIAM PILLIN

1
Sky.fire, white.cloud,
when' will the rains come?
Aspens bellt in the glad wind,
when will the rains come?'
But1terfly, blue.wing,
When will the rains come 11
Lemon-p,etal, sun-flower,
whenJ will the rains come?
.

I

2

Hear the laughter in the sky,
drum laughter shaking
the dawn folk,
sky laughter
waking
,
the prairie folk,
the sun folk.
The [faitIs are coming.'
.

I

I

Here cqmes the rain mother,
broken rainbow' in. her hair;
here comes the rain father,
silver lightning 'in his hands,
bringing the rains.

..

3

Over' clear peaks an eagle flying,
strong winds flapping northward,
the rains have come.
Hunter with sear«hing eyes
snapping taut thongs,
hear the cracIp.ing· branches;
thebea.r is roaring,
hear thel buffalo thunder,
[251'] .
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hear the shrill whistle,
the rains have come.

4

i·
i
I

.

Bees pluck corn honey
in tassels of blue corn,
red corn,
white corn,
after the rains.

I
!

1

I
1

Water shining
on the fields,
water shining
on the boughs,
clear water
in the stream,
after the rains.

J
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Heart and.Mind
By ALICE GILL BENTON
Children and home, friendship and all sweet ties,
That fill the heart's content to overflowing; .
Sunsets and stars, bird songs and April skies,
With spring's' recurring charm of green things growing;
These are eartn's offerings that so well beguile
Us-the near, dear things, that beautify our ways~
Mist on the mountain or·a baby's smi~e
Ar, joy's own alchemy for dreary days.

Yeij~,life is mor'e than these. The hungry mind

~

, I

,J

;L

Goes searching for the mystery beyond
All breath and beauty-for the power behind
The sunrise or the brake fern's curling frond;
Reaching through all the near, dear things that are,
To grasp a future world, a farther star.

j
1
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Book Reviews
Mexico Reborn-Vel!na' Carleton Millan-Houghton Mifflin Co., Octo.:.
ber 3, 1939-$3.00.
• '

Jography
Mexico Reborn is a ,pleasing combination of autobitogether with the economic and political history of
Mexico of the twentieth century. Verna M~lIan intimately
~interprets the various modern· trends by means of episodes
taken from her private life. Mrs. Millan, an American who
married a Mexican doctor, has been living in Mexico for the
past six years. Because of her social position ~her husband
has served in government posts), the author has much inside information concerning ma~y .important figures and
movements in present-day Mexico. Verna Millan frarikly
states her impressions on meeting and knowing such men as
Diego Rivera, Portes Gil, Cardenas, and others.
The chapter on "Anarchy in Art" contains, interesting
personal views on Mexican painting, literature, I music, and
the theatre. However, the statement that the Mexican
theatre is completely Fascist is certainly open tQ argument.
Could Cantinflas, who has been making the Melxican audiences laugh for alII these years, be called· a Fascist? Would
the Fascists tolerate the existence of such democratic freedom in the use of political satire as·is seen on the popular
I

?
sage.
t

.

,

.:

\

Mexico must and undoubtedly..will be febdXD; in fact
the pains ~have been going on for'<)some
time. •But the pro.
cess can not be rushed as an emergency or Caes~rean operation by surgeons, however sincere and skillful, from inside
or outside that interesting, country. The innate fatalism
that exists in. every Mexican (especially in -the Indian);;
causes him to react less violently to outward stimuli,. The
following quotation :from Mexico Reborn appea+ to be the;
reaction, caused by "rebirth," of a tortured, I anguished,
Anglo;.~axon soul rather than an entirely adeql'ate.. ~icture .
~
..
of MexIco:
[ 253]
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Mexico is a tortured, anguished, violent country
, that seems unable ever to find peace. Everyone
who is caught within its whirlpool must inevitably
suffer as it suffers, sink with it or drift slowly to
the surface. It is a country of maddening paradox; of erratic, strange genius that springs with
meteoric swiftness from a dark sea of mediocrity;
of men who quail before responsibility but face
death with a calm, indifferent smile; it is a country
so maddening in contrast, so infinitely rich in every
variety and shade of emotion that one must have a
very stable nervous system in order to survive
there at all.
A. R. LOPES AND F. M. KERCHEVILLE.

1
j

I '

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, N. M.

I

The Power House-Benjamin Appel-E. P. Dutton & Co., New York$2.75.

I

I

"

Benjamin Appel has the background to write such a
novel as I!ower House. He was brou'ght up in "Hell's
Kitchen" of New York and he saw life at its worst. Many
of his boyhood friends who belonged to the "gang" later
became teachers, truck-drivers, and professional men, but
there were oth~rs who became "cop-killers," "snitchers," or
members of a mob-gang.
Bill Trent, the "Brain-Guy," collects a small group of
"kids" who do small jobs in lower New York. Bill becomes
the "yes-man" to a "big-shot" on the West Side who uses Bill
and his gang to do his dirty work. When Bill finds out that
he is only being advanced to be wjped out by another "bigshot" of the East Side, he pulls out of this business and goes
into a new "racket" of strike-breaking. He thinks that he
only needs one big job to become a' Power House himself.
The 'opportunity comes when he is called to a small steel
town in Pennsylvania, but~the union men of the steel company break him.
, 0 . i~,
Throughout the story., Appel uses the language of the
gangsters, the technique of the "Dead-End Kids," the set-
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ting of "Hell's Kitchen," an!! minute !!etails If

ali action.

Appel writes his rough and rowdy actions muct: better than
he writes a simple exPlanatory. scene. Many of ~,is c~a. racters
tend to become tedious and tiresome. He uses ~ repetition of
action in t~e storY that becomes monotonous ~ the reader.
He trIes to prove that one man can't bec~me the head
of all things, as shown by the following quotat~on :
"The secret generals! Christ, .he might'v~ known monopoly didn't end in a small toW!!, in Wagener.
agener was
just a lieutenant in a small trench as Kerrigan was in New
York. God Almighty; Was there any cqnnedtion between
the Power House that ran the Wageners and ~he industries
of the country, and the Power House that ran the Kerrigans
and the rackets? Nobody could--- beat the Power House!
Only the damn workers had the gall to put up fight~" ,

'f
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University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.· .

DOROTHY MAE BOWER..

Tn the Shadow of History-Edited by J. Frank Dobie, Modic. Boatright, Harry H. Ransom-Texas Folk-Lore Society Publications,
Numbf;r XV-Texas Folk-Lone Society, 1939.
'
.

In the Shadow of History is an appealing volume in
homespun format, the 1939 contribution of the Texa~ Folklore: new
Lore Society', presenting further sources ofrthat
:
Alamo material and tales of the sheep industry. The introductory essay, "Folk-Lo~e and Tradition in' a jGr0'Ying 80-.
ciety," by Professor R. A. TsaDoff of Rice' Ihstitute, is a
sturdy defense of folk-lore in our modern d~y, as. being'
essential to real. understanding of land and fPeoPle, as a
source of literature, and as a means of preser ing regional
character beneath a spreading cosmopolitan v neer..
There are several essays to delight ~hoselwho' cherish
Ute story of the line that Travis drew on the ,Alamo floor,
long regarded by sober' history: as apocrypha!. Documentary proof.of the existence
of the supposedly
..
. mythical Louis
Rose, only survivor of the Alamo, is presented by R. B. Blake
I
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I
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of the Texas State Historical Association. His detective
work is supplemented by the original Zuber narrative of.
Rose's escape and by J. Frank Dobie's 'and Edward G. Rohrbaugh's account of the Travis line and .Jim Bowie's -death.
Buried literary treasure of the sheep industry is mapped
by Winifred Kupper ip. "Folk Characters of the Sheep Industry," as sh~ elevates the philosophic sheepherder to parity with the more glamorous and widely-exploited cowboy.
She sees Spanish sheep industry and English sheepmen meet
on Southwest plains to produce real folk-lore personalities.
Companion essays, Merrill Bishop's "The Ghost Sheep Dog,"
" and.Dan Storm's "The Pastor and the Serpent," affirm the
wealth of unexplored legend and character in the sheep
_
industry.
Other papers, such as J; Frank Dobie's account of the
paisano, or road-runner, or the two anecdotes by Marcelle
Lively Hamer and Charles F. ArrdWood are pleasant inclu. sions in one of the most charming of the distinguished Texas
Folk-Lore Society Series.
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University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

KATHERINE SIMONS

William Wordsworth of Rydal Mount-Frederika Beatty-Dutton,
1939.
~.

f

This latest book on Wordsworth is "less concerned with
William Wordsworth the poet ~han with 'William Wordsworth, Esquire, of Rydal Mount.'" The author is professedly gathering together the last literary remnants and
biographical fragments of the greatest English poet of the
ninet~enth century. Since 'books have been written on
Shakespeare's Silences-on what he did not'say-.and a poem
has been written on Wordsworth's grave, th~' author has
ample justification from the standpoint of scholarship in
collecting these last glimpses and reminiscenses of a great
figure. From a purely literary standpoint, however, the
. _book suffers the defects of its virtues. Asa complete record

'"
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of Wordsworth's relations, d(i)mestic and social; in '.his last
days, the work is comprehensive rather than selective. Theauthor fails to- show, as she proposes in her foreword,
that
)
the "difference between the oEder and the younger man was
far less marked than is usually thought." Th(i)se of us who
still are unable to re~d "The Prelude" without interest and
excitement almost too great for comfort, and who follow
Professor Legou[s' Early Life of Wordsworth with rapt
attention, feel ourselves nodding as Wordsworth nods during this last d~cade at Rydal Mount. It is pleasant to renew
our friendship with Crabb Robinson and the English countryside, but it is agitating rather than moving to know the
particulars of poor Dorothy Wordsworth's insanity. Doro- "
thy Wordsworth was endowed at birth with the greatest
udelicacies of thought and the most acute powers of observati~n. Without her companionship and stimulus neither
Wordsworth nor Coleridge could have fulfilled his function
in the history of letters. Withollt Dorothy's tender care and
sympathy the restorative powers of nature whichWordsworth experienced and joyously made available to his contemporaries and to us might never have been- felt or recognized. In France in the nineti~s Wordsworth had found Annette Vallon, his lone Byronic affiftity, but he had als~ found
"France standing on the top- of golden hours,
And human nature seeming born again."
.
The personal disillusionment and despair which came over
th~ poet when the French Revolution, conceived in idealism;
turned into the Reign of Terror, realized in blood, was the
curse" of Wordsworth's whole generation. It was the chief
source of the mal, du siefle, that melancholy maladi of the
age, which tended to blight all hopes and curb all virtuous
effort. Nature and Dorothy together, mostly Dorothy, :r;estored Wordsworth to his own true self, and Wor~sworth
thereupon made available the solace of nature to his own and
subsequent generatjons.
Coleridge, the other great initiator of English Romanticism, also owed a great debt 'to Dorothy, not only for her
J

.
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. renovation of her brother William, but for her delightful
companionship. Coleridge, thanks to his own weakness of
>: will, and the importunities of his friend Southey, had taken
~ unto himself asa wife and inspi.ration, Sara Fricker, milliner of Bath. "The vision and the faculty divine," which as
- companion or observer Sara utterly lacked, Dorothy Wordsworth_ possessed in large measure; and much of Coleridge's
sensitivity of observation and finesse of aper~u came from
his walks and conversafions ~ith this rare spirit. It, therefore;-seems unfortunate that Miss Beatty, in composing her
"Conversation Piece" covering the last years of Wordsworth should exhume Dorothy Wordsworth from the oblivion which settled over her so justly and mercifully at the loss
of her faculties.
-The new documentation which Miss Beatty brings together in this study proves that DorothY:,'s brother was clearhead~d and healthy-minded to the last. Bt1t~ William Wordsworth of Rydal Mount emerges from this investigation of
his last years deficient in significance of biographical detail,
in fecundity of mind, and in geniality of temperament. The
great light of poetical romanticism came from a rising and
not a setting sun.
>

DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH.

University of New Mexico, '
Albuquerque.
Children'of God-Vardis' Fisher-Harper Brothers, 1939.. $3.00. '

Whether you have ever written a novel o~ just tried to,
set yourself the task of describing a great religious movement in world history with a cast of majqr and minor
_prophets, warriors and organizers, a laity learned and unlearned, and with scenes shifting across ~ continent in which
Palestine would be lost a hundred times, and you have a brief
statement of the prospect facing Vardis Fisher, the Idaho
novelist who was awarded the Harper Prize for fiction in
1939-40~ Then consider your audience, the people of Amer:
. ica chiefly, ,some of them
. adherents of this religion and bred
j
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to its sympathies and hostilities, and the rest outsiders just
as filled with rumors and attitudes favorable and unfa'Vorable toward BlIlY religious expression differing from their
own. One thing is in the author's favor today. More people
are able to vi~~ the sphere of faith and the supernatural
with common Isense and intelligence. Freud and Jung have
seen to that. I!f everyone would read the Old Testament and'
Children of Gbd with an 'eye to the results of religious hysteria, society th.ight move toward religious humanism which
is the best lesson to be drawn from both works. .'
There is no single figure central to the plot of Fisher's
novel. Joseph Smith, the Messiah of Mormanism, dominates
the first half of 'the book, -and Brigham Young, the leader
who established the church in Utah dominates the remain'der. Numeroqs other characters hold the interest as they
play central ro[es in various episodes of the Mormon people's
history. Yet the book does not la-t:k in unity. The reader is
absorbed in the outcome of this experience, which he begins
with the mystical visions of young Joe Smith in the backwoods of New York state and,ends with a group of his disillusioned followers, seventy years later, heading south into
Mexico to seek a new Zion where they may set up a religious
kingdom more faithful to the prophet than the Mormonism
left behind them. In the broad vital' stream of his prose
Fisher portrays Joseph preaching with a flow of words and
imagery that eompelled" men to follow him; then Joseph in
hiding from his enemies while the faithful prepared a Zion
for him in Ohio ; Joseph and the Saints' stoned and tarred by
mobs in the Middlewest, yet bu.ilding first in Ohio, then Missouri, and then Illinois, beautiful temples with fine little
cities around them, and leading orderly, constructive lives
which malicious rumors. painted as sordid and lecherous.
Whatever~me may think of Abraham and SQ)omon, whom
Joseph Smith set out to' emulate, they could not be accused
of spreading social disorder. Nor could Joseph within his
own religious kingdom. Yet the Mormons wer~ attacked
witH arms and outlawry, by thugs and' scoundrels both
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within and without the law. When tltese children of their
God fled beyond the outposts -of the inhospitable United
States, it was only to find that'the Mexican War had again
put their empire under the rule of authority in Washington.
The story of the Danites, a murderous band operating for
evengea~ce upon the enemies of Mormonism, is a blood chilling chapter in the narrative; yet the provocation is stated,
and the same fair-telling which charact~rized the whole is
evident,-lhere. Vardis Fisher has been amazingly' successful
in understanding all the material he has to handle-not just
-the argument for the Mormons (and Fisher was born one),
nor the charges against them, but the fully rounded life
material which often rolls up sincerity and hypocrisy, spirituality and carnality, ideals and every day facts in the same
bundle. The only difference between a saint and a sinner,
a hero a~d a villain, is the matter of degree: one balances up
more heavily this way or tha~toward amiable and genial
. traits or harsh and the unkind. Sanctity is sometimes one
of the most egregious forms of selfishness,and practically
all godly souls have to fight the chief of mQral failings, pride.
This novel is Vardis Fisher's greatest achievement. Not
everyone will agree that it is superior to In '(1'ragie Life or
Forgive Us Our Virtues, or -one of the other brilliant novels
he has done and not found readers for. I don't agree. They
.are distinguished books, but this is narrowly near a great
boo~. Certainly no Harper prize winner has had.more p~ower
in interpreting' pioneer society, more of panorama in seeing
the land of America in a significant time, more of the gift
of style bent to its purpose. Fisher has promised another
historical novel. I, for one, insist that he write it. He may
later do his greatest book, returning to something more
analytic of character facing the America of this day and
immediate experience. Yet he is climbing the right ladder of
testing-first .the materials that touch' one's own hea~ and
then the heartbreak of others. Vardis Fisher is a maJor
American novelist. In his writing one notes resemblances
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to both Thomas Wolfe and D. If. Lawrence. There may be
something in. literary reincarnation.
T. M. PEARCE
University of'New Mexico~
Albuquerqu'e.
G
Hoppity Bunnyrs Hop-Elizabeth Willis peHuff-The C~xton Print--

ers. Ltd., 11939-$2.00.

"..)
lJ

.

Many an Easterner feels strange when he' first views
the Southwest desert land with sage and tumbleweed,
prickly-pear and rabbit-brush. An eastern bunny rabb~t
feels not only strange but terrified when an airplane ride
drops him off in New Mexico, where big red ants chase him
from their sand hill, and a rattlesnake thrusts its deadly
fangs where. Hoppity Bunny was before he jumped. Hoppity escapes from the kind children who had brought him
~long as a mascot, and he thinks he hasn't a frIend in this
strange terrible land, especially after. he burnS" his tongue
on a chile p(j)d and sticks his nose into cactus spines. He
was even running from'!' four little prairie dogs, until they
laughed at bim, and befriended his sore nose by removing
the cactus. !Hoppity almost twists the head off Gray Owl's
neck, by rUlllniIig in circles, until Bunny Cottontail stops
nim, and together they 'untwist Gray Owl. by running the
other way. .The Indian rabbit hunters separate Hoppity
Bunny from his friend Jack Rabbit, and Hoppity reacts to
a desert sandstorm and cloudburst, finds out .wbat a pbrcu.pine quill is like, and has other adventures' before Jerry
and Jean came along and return him to the Dragon Fly
airplane.
' .
Elizabeth Willis DeHuff is well laiown 'for her children's books. Tay Tails Tales is a collection of Indian folk
material, as is Tay Tay's Memories. Hoppity Bunny's Hop
is the most amusing book Mrs. DeHuff has done. Mildred
Lowry Hill has caught the spirit'of fun in her drawings of
at by
Hoppity being comforted! by prairie dogs] or laughed
.,
Jack Rabbit. Caxton Printers have bound the book
in green
,
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with wise-eyed Hoppity sitting philosophically in fern and
clover just before his wiid adventures in New ~exico. The
book is issued just when Christmas gift hunters should find
it perfect to entertain young readers, and the older ones,
when they do the reading, as well. _
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexieo,
Albuquerque.
You Get What You Ask For-Norman Maeleod-Harrison-Hilton
Books, 1939-$2.50.

This is a first nove], 'by a young man who has written
three books of poetry, edited' half-a-dozen or more poetry
magazines, served as free-lance writer on score of periodicals in the United States,
France, and Russia. Those who
I
know Norman Macleod'~ life, know that he has been whisked
by his own will and by: circumstances _over a considerable
part of the globe, and t~at everywhere ,he has caught hold
for a little while and theln lost his grasp,' seeking always full
satisfaction for the ma~ currents in his brain. Mad currents there are: Y o.u Get What You -Ask For supplies abundant evidence- for the statement. Perhaps because of this
restless, driving appetite for life, Norman Macleod matches
in himself t~e whirlingj.dervish unrest of modern history.'
One would have to daI1ce over the jittering night life of
.Harlem, the sh~ll-crate~s in Spain, the fetid tenement life
of Paris.or Los Angele~, 'the art colonies of. Greenwich Village or\Taos to catch the rhythm of frustrati.on beating in
countless lives. Macleod's novel is a brilliant' documentary
of this side of the modern world, not a side to be dismissed
or ignore9 because there are other more s~able aspects of .
society, but on the contrary a side to be examined and
pondered.
-,
You Get What Youl Ask For is one of the most caustic
pageants modern literature can provide of the wastefulness of human resourceSj. From the moment the book begins,
in a letter to Gordon G~aham from a Communist worker in
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Holland, to the defeat of Frank Klaber, a'candy salesman.
who is beaten into idiocy by racketeers in the New York.
Bronx, the battle with malevolent destiny is pursued. That
the narrative doe~n't hold tQ more positive forces is no
criticism of the point of view. The story has truth. Nowhere
does it ring false. Others in these same. whirling· scenes
would have found other fpoting and walked some other
direction. The New Mexico episode gives reason for believing this. The autobiograph~ of scenes in Santa. Fe is
thinly disguised for Macleod. Well known figures on the .
Writers' Project, artists engaged on the Gallup defense
committee, even poetry ~nd pO~J]ts of view ex~ressed in this
magazine are satirized, with malice toward sQme, but after
all it'~ Macleod's book. He tells the truth from his_ point
of view, and you can take sides for or against! him.
There are three theimes and sets of eharaeters: Gordon
Grah~, his wife Sonja, and their story; the Klaber family
(Sonja's grandparents, :her parents, the Uncle Frank and
his alter ego George) and their struggle; the John Patterson
Henderson, Allan BeckiWith, 'Salvador Sa:rltistevan group,
brilliant warped young souls who are pushed· to the fringe
of lunacy or pulled from it by alcohol and sex. What makes
for stability with such a group is difficult ito fathom. Reverberating in' the life episodes of the book is the war in
Spain, "Peace" from the Heaven of Father Divine, the mobs
fed by Coughlin, Tr()tsky, or the Dies ComII\ittee investigating un-American activities. A thin .wrait:tf of the poet
in Norman Macleod glides into the text at the end of many
episodes: "The slender dawn came up gray' over Mt. Morris
Park as the milk wagons ushered in the morning," or "Over
a sandbag in front of al trench on the Estremadura front,
Jose Xavier sIiaked the steel of his bayonet,"'>or "The universe was tied together with rainbow madness... In Arizona
the Navajos were dark,brown sunlit amber. Bronze were
the deep lines cut in thel wind's countenance.",
In spi~e of tawdry lepisod~s, the boek is',distinguished.
Its final line seems almost sytnbolic of th~ b~auty, precision,
I
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and vagueness of modern destiny: "~he golden beak of an
airplan~>.beat itnto the future."
.
T. M. PEARCE
University of flew Mexico,
Albuquerque. :
,
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Decision
By ELEANOR PESONEN

.

~

,

Tears being ~pent-fountains of the eyes being dryI will put aside the mind that believes the lie,
Accepts the malicious :word, is willing to hear
Falsehood. How can l explain to a reluctant ear?
If it is not enough that ,my signature scrawled across my life
Is guileless and unaffeated, let the knife
Sever the treasured friendshIp. Who does not know
Can never be persuaded. I will not beg for relief. Let it be so.
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